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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND PROCEDURES
Introduction
Friendship as a topic of investigation has received
little attention from sociologists.

Georg Simmel's brief

treatise on this subject"'" seems to be one of the few essays
on such a very routine but yet precious form of social rela
tionship.

But even then, he does not enter into a description

of the features or practicalities which may be said to consti
tute friendship because that was not his purpose.

Simmel's

treatise of friendship was rather just one example among others
of a kind of social relationship distinguished by its degree of
reciprocal knowledge possessed by members of the total person
alities of one another.

In short, there exists to the author's

knowledge no ethnography of friendship.
In this study on friendship, description will cover the
how or the doing of friendship, making the study more than a
simple ethnography.

In describing the processes or procedures

of doing friendship, the author hopes to show that it is these

^"George Simmel, The Sociology of Georg Simmel, trans,
and ed. by Kurt H. Wolff (New York: The Free Press, 1954),
pp. 325-26.
1
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practical activities which, taken together, ultimately define
and constitute friendship as a social relationship and social
experience.

In other words, friendship will be defined and

described by means of the activities constituting the accom
plishment of it.
The group chosen for this study was cowboys.

As a

society, they have received little or no attention to my know
ledge from sociologists.

For this reason, as well as others to

be offered later, cowboys seem to be an appropriate group on
which to do a study of friendship.
The Oxford English Dictionary
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offers definitions of

friends, and two seem relevant for this study.

The first refers

to (a) one joined to another in mutual benevolence and intimacy;
not ordinarily applied to lovers or relatives.

A second defini

tion of friend listed is (b) used loosely in various ways, e.g.,
applied to a mere acquaintance or to a stranger, as a mark of
good will or kindly condescension on the part of the speaker.
Friendship is defined as a friendly relation or intimacy.

One

/
sees that the second definition of friend does not imply the
intimacy

3

of a friendship.

Intimacy refers to the state of

2

Definitions are given in order to show that one might
have friends without friendships because the second definition
of friend exemplifies that the intimacy involved in a friendship
is absent in this usage of the term friend. Whenever friend
must be used without the sense of intimacy, acquaintance will
be substituted as a more appropriate term.
3Underlining denotes emphasis/contrast when used other
than for underscoring titles.
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being personally intimate; initiate friendship or acquaintance;
familiar intercourse; close familiarity.

In this study, unless

otherwise states, use of the term friend will refer to defini
tion number one.

It can be seen that one may have friends in

the sense of (b) definition but without the intimacy of friend
ship.
To aid in the distinction of friend (1) and friend (2),
the term close friend designates the type of friend investigated
in this study.

Friendship then links together close friends.

Chapters in the study are designations of procedures on
how cowboys do the making, displaying, losing, and leaving of a
friend.

Each of these activities are comprised of experiences

such as trusting and understanding and features or practicalities
of these experiences such as confiding and helping in emergencies.
Furthermore, these practicalities occur in contexts or situations
such as work and travel.

Efforts will be made to tie together,

by means of accounts, situationally relevant experiences as dem
onstrated through practical activities and in so doing, depict
the occasion "doing a friendship."

Cowboys, as members,^ skill

fully do this tying together of friendship accomplishments and
experiences in their accounts given in interviews.

Hence, when

ever possible, quotes will be inserted to demonstrate that the

John J. Gumperz and Dell Hymes, eds., Directions in
Sociolinguistics - the Ethnography of Communication (New York:
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1972), p. 304.
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ideas proposed here are embedded in "member's accounts."^
Procedures
Initially a decision was made to interview a series of
cowboys to find out topics of relevance to them.

In accordance

with the tradition of symbolic interactionism^ and ethnomethodology 7 as branches of "natural sociology," it is being assumed
that meaningful experiences about social occasions and about
oneselftin such occasions may be reported through accounts.

In

natural sociological research, topics that are a part of the
informant's, i.e., cowboy's, self-recognized scheme of experience
become those legitimate for study and documentation.
It has been mentioned that "sociologies" fill the litera
ture on baseball players, police, homosexuals, and others, but
there seems to be no sociology of the cowboy.

Having a personal

interest in this group as well as access to members by virtue of
her fringe membership, the author felt that her entrance into
the cowboy world for study purposes could be greatly facilitated.
Selection of informants was based on self-definition by
means of a positive response to the question "are you a cowboy?"
Initially, five recorded interviews were obtained.

Use of the

^Harold Garfinkel, Studies in Ethnomethodology (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1967), passim]
£

Norman K. Denzin, "Symbolic Interactionism and Ethno
methodology: A Proposed Synthesis," American Sociological
Review, Vol. 34 (1969), 922-34.
7
Garfinkel, op. cit., Chapter 1; see also Denzin, ibid.
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O
sociological sampling method

gave the author the liberty of

securing other informants by means of requesting the first in9
terviewees to designate others like themselves.

From initial

interviews, procedures used in this study pointed to five types
of cowboys as told by members:

"ranch hand," "professional

rodeo," "horse show," "cattle buyer," and "bar chair."

This

study is based on interviews secured from members who form a
composite of the first four types.
Through an inductive approach in response to broad gen
eral kinds of questions, cowboys offered topics of concern to
them.

"Friendship among cowboys" as one such topic seemed most

intriguing not only for the author, but for the cowboys as well.
They evidence sensitivity by their own acknowledgment of the
differences and similarities of friendship among them as op
posed to other kinds of societies.

Whether these differences

in fact exist remains to be discussed.
Questions for the next series of interviews — eight in
all--were fashioned out of comments made by the initial five

8

Barney G. Glaser and Anselm L. Strauss, The Discovery
of Grounded Theory (Chicago: Aldine Publishing Co~ 1967),
p. 47.
9

In sociological sampling, data collection is controlled
by the emerging theory which points to the next steps the field
worker should take. The natural sociologist does not know which
direction to proceed until he is guided by emerging gaps in this
theory and by research questions suggested by previous inter
views. One must decide what groups or subgroups he should turn
to next in data collection and for what theoretical purposes.
Hence, the apriorically determined random sample was not applic
able for this type of research.
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cowboys in accord with the assumption that meaningful exper
iences may be reported and constitute legitimate bases for
questions that are asked.

These questions were open-ended in

nature and were presented in the form of unstructured inter
views,^ leaving room for more topics about friendship to
arise naturally from the cowboys themselves, and these new
topics about friendship offered by the cowboys were in turn
incorporated into future interviews.
As interviews progressed with joint collecting, analyzing, and coding

11

of data, categories or topics

saturation and also to divide themselves

13
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began to reach

into what may be

classified and identified as the four activities of making,
displaying, losing, and leaving of friends.

These became the

headings for four of the chapters in this study; accordingly,
eleven more interviews were secured with questions directed
towards each of the four activities.

In total, twenty-four

interviews were obtained, four of them being with cowboys inter
viewed earlier.

Field observation"^ for this study was limited

"^Norman K. Denzin, The Research Act (Chicago: Aldine
Publishing Co., 1970), pp. 123-27.
"'""'"Coding refers to separation of data based on qualita
tive analysis.
12

Jon J. Driessen, "Topical Analysis: A Method for Col
lecting, Classifying, and Developing Concepts and Models from
Narrative Data" (appendix to article submitted for publication),
n.d.
•^Glazer

and Strauss, op. cit., pp. 111-12.

l^william J. Filstead, ed., Qualitative Methodology

7

to attending two horse auctions and a rodeo.

During this time

the author was able to observe the activities of helping and
touching.

Furthermore, the use of key informants

15

facilitated

access to cowboys, especially when combined with the sociological
sampling technique.

Cowboys were informed of the author's intent,

namely that she was studying friendships among cowboys and that
cowboy "X" had recommended them to her as a "good cowboy" for
interviewing.

Many seemed hesitant about the tape recording of

their talk, but after receiving assurance that all was confi
dential, they were willing to cooperate.

All interviews were

tape recorded, transcribed, and coded.
Some cowboys sought more detailed accounts of what the
author was doing and why they were chosen, to which her response,
that they were suggested by another as being a good candidate,
often brought an embarrassed denial of competence but an expres
sion of a willingness to try.

Only two very old cowboys refused

to be interviewed.
Cowboys began to know the author as "the one who was
studying cowboys."

In order to help prevent the tendency of

informants to tell the interviewer what he wants to hear, the

(Chicago: Markham Publishing Co., 1970); see also Leonard
Schatzman and Anselm Strauss, Field Research: Strategies for
a Natural Sociology (Englewood Cliffs: Prentice-Hall^ Inc.,
1973).
"^Lewis Dexter, Elite and Specialized Interviewing
(Evanston, Illinois: Northwestern University Press, 1970).
16

Driessen, op. cit.

8

author was careful to explain to them that she desired their
views, not hers.

Many asked for her ideas on all sorts of

matters which she gave only after an interview was completed.
Most cowboys called the author their "friend," and this
feeling often came to a point of digression and to a discussion
of their personal problems.

For instance, one cowboy explained

that by being a sympathetic listener, the author was "doing
therapy."

Another remarked that it made him feel good to have

someone be interested in listening to him and said that he
wished he had done it more often.

In some reinterviews a few

cowboys solicited the author's friendship outside the inter
view situation for aid in tasks such as picture taking, for
emotional support in a personal crisis, and for even a kind of
dating and potential sexual relationship.

On these occasions

she refrained from further reinterviews.
Interviews averaged about an hour in length and took
place in homes and restaurants, and the University of Montana
center all of which were located in Missoula and Ravalli counties
in Montana; still other interviews were done in the city of Con
rad, Montana.

On one occasion the author was fortunate to

secure a group interview with two cowboys.
From these interviews, categories of friendship, that
is, topics concentrating on accomplishments, were seen to be
practices of cowboys as they engage in routinized interaction
with their friends.

Members's categories were found and

employed in this study whenever possible and otherwise sum

9

marized to reflect members's accounts.

Here then, for study

purposes, friendship becomes and is this set of practicalities
and procedures as employed in the course of cowboys' everyday
activity.

For instance, "telling my troubles" as an activity

becomes the doing of friendship, and this doing constitutes a
standard feature of friendship.

Practices like "helping,"

"telling my troubles," "borrowing," and "lending" come to be
considered as a feature or activity of "doing friendship."
Clearly the study focus was on the production, that is, the
making, the staging the display, and even the producing of los
ing friends for cowboys.

In this sense it becomes possible for

us to understand the procedures or activities necessary to allow
for assignment of meaning to the everyday announcement "this is
my friend Tom Jones."

The meaning of this phrase is constituted

by the procedures required for the everyday accomplishment of
being able to say and understand the statement "this is my
friend Tom Jones."

Cowboys do^ friendship.

Not only this, but

there is also a procedure as to how one proceeds to lose a
friend.
There are six chapters remaining in this study.

Chapter

II deals with friendship in a broad general sense as it is ex
perienced in the cowboy society as a whole.

Chapters III, IV,

V, and VI look at specific procedures or constituting features
of the experience friendship.

Respectively chapters describe

how one accomplishes making a friend, displaying a friendship
with a friend, leaving a friend, and losing a friend.

Each one
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of these chapters is written so as to give the reader a sense
of how making, displaying, losing, and leaving are produced
as everyday ordinary activities by two or more cowboys doing
these accomplishments.

Finally, Chapter VII deals with the

fate of friendship today.

This last chapter was prompted by

the pessimism expressed by many cowboys regarding friendship
potential in 1970's.

CHAPTER II
"A BIG HAPPY FAMILY*'
Clint:

I don't know how to define it [friendship]
other than to say that it's just a big happy
family. You're an older brother. You look
out for your younger brother, and that's
what I found.1

The title of this chapter came from the words of a cowboy named
Clint

as he described for us close friendships among cowboys.

To him, this close friendship can best be depicted as member
ship in the "happy cowboy family."
Now all groups have activities which constitute the
experience of and make membership in that particular group what
it is.

We might ask then what are those experiences as revealed

in activities which, taken together, may be called (doing happy
3

familying)

in which members talk of "never having been as close

with anybody as close as I am to the people that rodeo."

Quotes have been edited in order to make sense to the
reader, but the meaning has not been changed. Words in brack
ets are the writer's.
?

Names used here are fictitious so as to preserve the
cowboys' identities.
3

Parentheses used in the text when surrounding a word
or phrase are the writer's indexicals which she has used when
informants failed to offer their own indexicals in a concise
phrase. Parentheses surrounding a word or phrase in quotation
marks in the text are the cowboys' own indexicals. An indexical may be defined as expressions or terms which depend on the
context for their sense and which make recognizable a feature
or features of the setting and the activity.
11

12

Analogy of the Family
One should note that in all "happy families" there
develop several members establishing somewhat closer ties be
tween themselves than they do with other members of the family
at large, and so do the cowboys.

"Happy families" have hap

pier little families, and these "happy little families" are
seen as the close friendships.
be on the (grand happy family).

For this chapter, focus will
The rationale for the anal

ogue of the family used here goes like this.

Cowboys gener

ally conceived of their society of friendships as an (extended
family) with friends as brothers, older friends as parents,
and friends as cousins so that in keeping with their views,
the cowboy friendship society in this chapter reflects on
(extended family).

In later chapters, the term friendship

will be reserved to describe the intimate relationships which
exist between a couple of cowboy friends.

Friendship in

reality can not be done in the cowboy society at large for in
order to describe that society of friends, we would have to
focus on relations between a distinct set of individuals.
Friendship in the cowboy society has thus been depicted in
a more general sense of experiences which happen within it
rather than the procedures or actual doing of that friendship
capacity.

This same dilemma arises when we speak of families.

General kinds of comments can be made but to see (doing familying) we have to focus on smaller units such as the ("happy
little family")--in sociological terms, the nuclear family.
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Hence the cowboy friendship society analogue used by the cow
boys is that of an (extended family) which enables one to
describe the rather diffuse theories of friendship present
in the cowboy society, a feeling similar to the sense of fa
milial feeling present in an (extended family).

In this

chapter I have attempted to describe the doing of friendship
in this (grand family) whenever possible; that is, the pro
cedures, experiences, and features involved.

In order to do

this, a setting for these procedures, experiences, and fea
tures must first be established.
Cowboy Country
Cowboys, as do bears, snakes, and other members of the
animal kingdom, have their own country and for this study (cow
boy country) is eastern Montana, Wyoming and parts of Idaho.
It can also be the rodeo circuit followed by rodeo cowboys.
When cowboys talk about themselves and their experiences, they
are careful to note that it happens in "that country."

In other

words, it has its precise geographical location with the excep
tion of the rodeo cowboy.
Trusting and Honesty
Slim:

The people are different in that country. You
walk up to a man, and you tell him something,
and you take his word for it. If his word
isn't any good, a piece of paper isn't going
to do you any good . . . .

In (cowboy country) people are different as Slim has pointed
out.

Cowboys claim there is in ("happy cowboy families") an
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experience they label ("a feeling of trust").

Cowboys have

"got more trust in people than a lot of other people do."
Billy:

One thing about the cowboy end of it and
cowboy people is that they are genuine
people. There are no phonies whatsoever.
Of course, at all rodeos, the majority of
hat and boot wearers that are phonies don't
have the ability [to be a cowboy] but they
have the money to buy the hats and boots
and fancy cars and so forth like that.
Those type of people you couldn't be close
friends to. Well you don't really resent
them. You just don't have too much to do
with them. Regardless of what kind of an
outfit a guy is driving, how he dresses-[in other words his possessions]--doesn't
mean anything.

To be an honest cowboy does not simply mean (honest words),
according to Billy.

It means an honest cowboy who is cowboy

through and through.

Using the "cowboy lingo" we find that

honest cowboys are not "phonies."
Loyalty
Members of the happy family experience ("loyalty") as
a feature of ("honesty").

Cowboys define this ("loyalty") by

talking about activities cowboys do and do not do.
Buck: Consider cowboys now. Probably one thing as
far as friendships go that doesn't mean any
thing is money. I mean they don't classify
a person as to who has got money and who
doesn't. If there is someone out there that
has got a $100,000 to $200,000--doctors or
lawyers--they'11 still consider you their
friends. They will invite you just as well
as anybody else as one of their own society.
One practice of ("loyalty") as told to me by the cowboys is that

15

memberships in the ("happy family") (do not require riches) as
far as dollars go.

Entrance into the cowboy family is not re

stricted to only the rich cowboys.
but so are poor cowboys.

Such cowboys are members,

Wealth does not permit rich cowboys

to have any more of the experiences necessary to be a member of
the ("happy family") because just as in any family, there are
those who struck it rich and those who did not; the same is
true in the cowboys' case.
happens to be a pauper.

One is no less a member because he

Conceivably, one is (born into the

"happy cowboy family"), and unless he violates the family's
code of ethics, he is a life-time member.
Wes:

If somebody has a good horse and your horse is
crippled or sore you can go get on that person's
horse usually or you can find somebody that will
let you [use his]. If you're really hard up,
just about anybody will let you ride their horse
no matter what.

A second activity or feature of ("loyalty") is ("lending and
borrowing").

("Happy families") share with one another.

Mem

bers in need receive the gracious consent of the owner if they
ask to borrow a horse, saddle, or an entry fee for a rodeo
event.

4

(Needy members) many times receive ("offers")

not have to request one of these items.

and do

If none of the required

items are available, cowboys search the area until the needed

^Offering as a process carried through by members describes
the activity (volunteering one's services) which the cowboys
practice; here members offer their help, their belongings, and
their consolation without waiting for a (needy member) to request
their help or consolation or to request an item of theirs for use.
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item for (their brother) is found.

It might be a member they

have never met before and may never see again, analogous to a
long lost cousin passing through.

It does not matter because

there is ("honesty") in the family, and cowboys know the item
or money will be returned, and if damaged, will be replaced.
Yet the privilege of ("borrowing") requires ("lending").
ish cowboys do not make for ("happy families").
the rule.

Self

Reciprocity is

Cowboys do not have to and do not steal from members

because the family meets these needs through activities like
("lending and borrowing").

These views are seen clearly in

other comments made about ("borrowing and lending").
Pecos:

I usually try to ride this one horse, but if
the fella happens to not be there, there is
no problem over riding somebody else's horses
or anything like this. I mean they are always
willing to share. Sure if you're paying a
friend percentages or quarters of anything^
you win off their horse, but most of these
guys are real decent about it you know.

Jeff:

A good cowboy isn't selfish is the way I see
it. Drugstore cowboys are so selfish they
won't let you have their horse atall.

Riggs:

I rodeoed a little out East there some, but
if you didn't have the entrance fee, why
there was always somebody that would give
you money to enter and then you'd pay it
back when you got it.

Slinger: I mean if you were ready to go out in the
ring and you didn't have something [like a
rope], they'd go off and find something

Percentages, usually a quarter of the winnings, are
paid to the owner of the borrowed horse. This happens when cow
boys are unable to take their horse along and so contract to
use another's horse. Distances prevent trailing a cowboy's
horse, especially when he wishes to make as many rodeos as he
possibly can during the rodeo season.
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for you. You didn't even know who it be
longed to, but you'd leave it there where
you got it, and that was that. I think they
[cowboys] are basically honest.

Slim:

And a man would drift in and he would say,
"Well, I'm riding the grub line. I'm out
of a job. Is there anything I can do to
help you around here for a few days." "Well,
certainly, just fall in. There is a sleep
ing bag and you can use that tent over there.
Meals is whenever you can get them around here
and somebody will scream for suppertime or
breakfast time and you can wrangle horses, or
you can chop wood, and we got horses to shoe,
or a little fence to build, or hay to pile."
And they just fall in and do it. I mean if
you wander in that's the way a lot of us got
there. I mean we would go out there to help
and they'd say, "Well better got to be moving
on." "What are you moving on for? Why there
is plenty to do around here. You haven't went
hungry [we would say]." But I mean, that is
the way it worked, and that was the way we
stayed.

("Loyalty") in the cowboy family meant a job both in the past
and even today in (cowboy country).

If he couldn't find employ

ment and was down to his last dime, the cowboy came home to the
family, and they made work for him.

Somehow a job is always

found for members of cowboy families whether it is chopping wood,
wrangling horses, or digging postholes.

Riggs: Like in town up here in the Bitterroot, you
could walk clear to town and nobody would
pick ya up but out in that country or at
rodeos or horse shows or anything whether
they knew ya or not they'd stop and pick ya
up.
The basic ("trust") and its component ("loyalty") found in the
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cowboy household is further revealed through an activity
called ("hitchhiking").

Many people do not trust the hitch

hiker for fear of being robbed or murdered.

The cowboy ("hitch

hiker"), on the other hand, in (cowboy country) is a harmless
fellow caught on the road and in need of a ride much as in the
case of a family member "hoofing" it.

Like all families, cow

boys naturally stop and offer a lift.

Buck:

. . . Or you move right into his camp and
that's something in that country. You ride
into a man's camp down there; in other words
you have line shacks or tepee tents, or line
cabins, and you ride into his camp down there-it doesn't make any difference what time of day
it is--and the groceries are there, [you] cook
yourself a meal, wash up your dishes, stay all
night and nobody says anything.

("Loyalty") in the cowboys' society of friends means ("the door
is unlocked").

In (cowboy country), doors just aren't locked.

Travelers welcomely enter and make themselves at home whether
that welcome sign comes in terms of a formal invitation such
as "come on in, dinner is about ready" or through the written
and unspoken invitation extended to cowboys to use another's
grub and shelter when he is not at home.

Cowboys feel quite

free in doing so and do not hesitate to enter a house or sheep
wagon whose occupants are away because after all, they are mem
bers of a common house.

Other cowboys described ("the unlocked

door") in these ways:
Bud:

Like out there [in cowboy country] where we
lived you could ride up [to a ranch house].
You'd be riding all day and ride up to some
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body's place and the first thing they'd ask
you is if you had dinner or supper or something- -whatever time it was--and then ask
you to stay all night and they don't do that
as much here now, but they still do it there
[in cowboy country].
Buck:

Both of them are that way. That's the way
they was raised. I mean it don't make any
difference to them if they never seen you
before. I mean my coffee pot is on . . . .
Let's have coffee. Dinner is about ready.
Come on in. I mean, that's the way they are.

The ("unlocked door") policy proves the ("trust") lying behind
the ("loyalty") ("unlocked doors") are intended to reflect.
Cowboys in (cowboy country) rarely steal from one another,
and much of the reason seems to be because they don't have to;
they look out for one another.
steal from the cowboys.

Usually it is

nonmembers who

Cowboys talked about ("open doors")

and theft potential:
Jeff:

I mean everything is left open. They always
left everything open. You never worry about
somebody stealing something. Drifters come
through the country and will steal from you
but local people never will.

Wes:

He's been around cowboys all his life ya know
and nobody has ever [stolen from him]. You
go to a rodeo and ya don't have to lock your
car; you can leave your stuff lying on the
ground; there's a few in every crowd that will
steal but like you can't say no cowboy steals
but generally you can. Well, when I go to a
rodeo, I never lock my pickup.

Lano:

I mean those people are from the old cut of
life and if a neighbor needed help, everybody
went and helped him. They never asked for
pay. That would be the greatest insult in
the world to offer to pay a man cause he
would figure that if he ever needed help his
neighbors would be there to help him, and
there was no such thing as contracts and
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bonds and this and that and the other thing.
I mean you took a man for what he was.
A final activity which constitutes the experience of ("loyalty")
according to this cowboy is ("helping one another").

The cowboy

helps all members of his (house) whether he knows them or not.
("Helping") takes a variety of forms including helping a neigh
boring rancher do his chores, fix fences, run cattle, put up hay,
break or run horses, and any number of other ranch tasks.

It

seems to be part of the ("cowboy code of honor") that he help
his brother cowboys whether it be an "emergency" or just a lift
to take some of the responsibility off the other guy's shoulders.
Cowboys said that they do not feel inclined to pay for help
in (cowboy country).

However, there is the concept of ("replace

ment") in which they return help at another time.

The rule

"give and take" is so taken for granted that a cowboy never frets
about "getting paid back" for his services.
it is what cowboys do.
is in turn helped.

He does it because

Because all cowboys do ("helping"), each

Whether a cowboy's help comes from the one

whom he helped makes little difference.
Pecos:

For instance, like I calf rope. If some
body ropes a calf the day before and I
haven't been there and if I draw this
calf, they'll usually tell ya, "Well, the
calf either springs when ya went to tie
him," or "Watch, he's slow coming out of
the chute," or "He runs hard," or "He'11-just as you get to him--duck off," or
something like this. I mean, they'll give
,
ya all the information they can [to help you].

^The context/situation for this quote is the occasion of
rodeoing. The event, calf roping, is one of five main events
cowboys compete in for prize money.
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As Pecos told us here, rodeo cowboys have a peculiar form of
doing ("helping").

They ("help one another beat the other

one") in the competitive events of bulldogging, bullriding,
saddle bronc riding, bareback riding, and calf roping.

They

go so far as to instruct another, for example, in how a calf
runs out of a chute or how a horse bucks.

This free counsel

may cost them their entry fee and a chance at the winnings,
but to the cowboys, this is part of life in the ("happy family").
A philosophy of "what's mine is his" prevails when it comes to
a cowboy's knowledge of how to win as these other cowboys demon
strate for us in their accounts:
Clint:

Well, I think that cowboys, professional
and amateur, are the closest friendships
of any sports or group of people that I
know because in contesting you go some
place as a complete stranger and if you
get in some event, they are all willing
to help you. You know they will all get
right in and help you although you are
competing against them for the money, but
they'll all help you, you know. There is
no strangers. I think it's the closest
knit friendship of any sport, any competi
tive sport or friends that you know.

Wes:

I've seen guys rodeo and [who] was in the
lead in an event go right back and help a
bull dogger and haze? for him and help him
so he'd win it.

Another form of ("helping") is "footing another cowboy's bills"
when he is broke.

If it is a rodeo cowboy with a losing streak

and in need of a loan, or a place to stay until he gets back
^Bulldoggers require a man to ride alongside a steer so
as to set him up for the dogger to jump onto his head and throw
him to the ground. This assistant is called the hazer and also
keeps the steer from veering off to the wrong side.
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in the winnings, he always finds a welcome place in the homes
of "buddies" and for the cowboys, "buddies" seem to be all
the members of the ("happy cowboy family").

Rancher cowboys

who are in debt receive loans and even gifts from other members
to help in meeting their financial crises.
not as a loan, but as a gift.

Here money is given

However, the cowboy benefactor

knows that he, too, may be in similar circumstances some time,
and he knows that he, too, will in the end be reimbursed.
Slinger talked about "footing bills":
Slinger:

Well, rodeo cowboys pack each other down
the road. When one of them gets broke,
one of his buddies will pick him up and
finance him and carry him on until he gets
going again and needless to say the old
time ranch cowboys kinda used to take care
of themselves but helped each other when
they got in a storm and one thing and
another. They never let each other down
very much.

Buck:

. . . but the thing about it is that every
body out there tells you what you're doing
wrong but not too many of them tell me what
to do right.

Buck had mixed feelings about his partner's helpful suggestions
respecting their team roping.

He explained that he was a new

comer to the society and probably did not practice enough, but
even so, he said that he preferred his help in private because
in this case, "helpful suggestions" came in the form of sharp
words of criticism for spoiling his partner's chance of a suc
cessful roping one evening.

The partner spoke these words in

the presence of other members of the roping contest, and because
Buck frequently received this criticism without any constructive
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help, he said that he felt humiliated.

Here is an exceptional

case--as in all occasions of close families--where a ("helping
hand") may become not a help but a hindrance to the member who
has "fouled up" somewhere.
Cowboy Communication
Riggs:

Just people you can talk to about ranching
and this and that and who'll understand,
but there's some of them you can't [talk
to] in there [non-cowboy country]. They
don't know what you are talking about.
Well, it's confusing 'cause I don't know
just how to define them; I mean to say
that they talk a different lingo.

Cowboy Lingo
Families tend to have a means of identification, and
often a last name serves to distinguish them as a group.

For

cowboys, as evidenced by Riggs' talk, ("cowboy lingo") is a
trait which identifies the new-comer as a member.

When asked

how they could know a member, cowboys remarked that dress such
as boots, a hat, and other "cowboy clothes" are not necessarily
a good mark for identifying members.

The reason is that many

"would be" cowboys--"phonies"-- try to pass as members when
they are clearly "bar chair" or "drug store" cowboys.

One

essential way to tell a member, then, is his skill at using
("cowboy lingo").
Cowboy Language
("Cowboy lingo") can be interpreted to mean, in a
broad sense, the language of the group.

Included here are
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how the person says something, words he uses, and topics he
talks about.

("Cowboy lingo") is then the activity of "talk

ing ranch talk" such as horse talk, cow talk, or maybe rodeo
talk.

One, then, can do "talking horse talk," but there are

phrases and words that make it cowboy horse talk such as
"dogging horse," "conformation," "look at those hindquarters,"
or "she's out of Three Bars by King Dan."

Not only do members

talk ("cowboy lingo"), but they have to listen to it.

To

really be an immediate member of the cowboy family rather than
a shirt-tail relative one has to know what a member means any
time he hears ("cowboy lingo").

Knowing all the meanings and

understanding the talk designates a cowboy's status as a most
intimate member of the family.
Shorty:

Well, everybody that cowboys, that is_ a
cowboy--hats and boots doesn't mean any
thing" -they have got a common bond all
right 'cause they all think the same.

("Cowboy lingo") subsumes under it an activity we can call
("cowboy thinking") in accord with Shorty's statement.

("Think

ing cowboy") means thinking horses, cows, rodeoing, and all the
thought constituting ranch or rodeo thinking.

("Cowboy lingo")

expresses ("cowboy thinking") through its language.
Common Interests
For Shorty and others, ("common thinking") means ("common
interests") in order that the cowboys might communicate with
one another.

Communication is desirable because members share

("common interests"), these ("common interests") being reflected
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through their ("common thoughts") and ("common language").

Lano

commented on the linkage between ("common interests") and ("com
mon thinking"):
Lano:

. . . but that goes right back to what I was
talking about a little while ago about them
having the same thing in common to talk about
or in their mind--horses, cows, or whatever
it is you know.

Part of the "common bond" that binds cowboys together as a
friendship group is this unique mental set, called ("cowboy
lingo") by the cowboys, which by setting them off, serves as
an identifying mark of membership for those able to do ("cowboy
lingo").
Tight Lips
Dale:

Oh, having a common freedom. As a rodeo
cowboy you've got the freedom, the inde
pendence of being alone and doing your own
thing, but yet you're with everybody else
that's doing the same thing ya see. Well,
when you travel--like when I was rodeoing-you travel with a lot of different fellows
from time to time and you sorta get to know
them. Everybody is an individual and they
have their own ways of doing things and
their own ideas. The same way with ranchers,
[it is] just a group of people. I don't know
how to tell you. It's a common bond. That's
the thing.

A third feature related to the experience of ("cowboy lingo") is
the activity ("keeping tight lips").

Cowboys possessed what the

cowboy, Dale, labeled as a somewhat "reserved independence."
Here members refrain from discussion of personal problems--what
they call "head problems."

"Head problems" refer to the feelings

of inadequacy and other kinds of personal disturbances for which
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many nonmembers seek professional counseling or perhaps the
advice of a friend.

Only in the case of a very intimate rela

tionship- -a close friendship between two cowboys --will cowboys
on occasion, and even then it is rare, discuss their "head
problems."

This feature will be considered in a later chapter

in more detail.

The stereotype of the cowboy as a very inde

pendent individual not given to displaying emotions and feel
ings except perhaps in the presence of an intimate friend was
accounted to me in the cowboy's talk.
Billy:

To be a good cowboy, you've got to have the
feeling, and you've got to be in tune with
nature. That's why you can look at a cow
and know if she is sick or about to calve
or you can see one out a mile away and know
something is wrong.

Cowboys described themselves as working out "head problems"
"alone with the help of nature" which the cowboys such as Billy
told me is all the company they need at the time.

Traditionally,

the cowboy worked alone, and ranch cowboys still do.

As a way

of life these people had to solve their personal disturbances
"with only nature's counseling" which, for the cowboys, included
the "natural environment" and the animals who were their constant
companions: horses, sheep, or cattle.

Alone with his horse and

a herd of cattle, cowboys explained that no one was there to give
counseling advice on ("head problems") or practical working prob
lems such as what to do with a sick cow.

Thus out of "getting

into the habit," as well as its "being necessary," members of
the cowboy family learned and actually prefer "staying ("tight
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lipped")" and "working it out with nature alone."

This feature

seems to be a kind of paradox--an (insensible activity) to the
outsider--considering the close-knit family, but for cowboys
it proves to be an everyday ordinary method of coping with
exigencies in order to accomplish their activity of getting
through the day.

What outsiders would view as the (sensible

activity) or feature of a close family is absent in these kinds
of situations in the lives of cowboys.

It is, indeed, a paradox

that "independence" and ("tight lipped") activity constitutes a
part of the activity which may be said to be creating the "com
mon bond."
Moze:

I don't care to travel with anybody. I've
traveled with lots of fellows in the past,
but anymore I just seem to be a little more
independent. I would like to see them at a
rodeo and so forth and stuff like that . . .
. I feel a little happier alone--you can keep
your mind on rodeoing that way. Same way on
a ranch. Of course with these big outfits,
a person is working alone anyway. He's got a
camp somewhere and calves to wean and so many
head of steers to care for, etc., and break
ing saddle horses and so forth and so on [and
he can keep his mind on his work better if he
works alone].

For expedience sake, the cowboy tunes himself with nature and in
his "necessity for doing this," he depends only on his interpre
tation of that counseling in order to get himself through those
everyday activities which must be accomplished.

"Heeding na

ture's advice" allows him to avoid the potentially (distracting
others) and to survive when circumstances require working alone
as they so often do.

In the comments made by Moze that cowboys

often cannot afford to depend on the other for solving his prob
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lems, we have further grounding of cowboys' assertions con
cerning their ("tight lips") and "(independence").

By being

forced into wrestling with problematic situations, cowboys
not only are forced into being ("tight lipped") but they
actually come to prefer it that way.

If a cowboy found he

was forced into doing problem solving in any other kind of
way, this shaking of his customary ways of accomplishing the
resolution of a crisis would make him unfit for meeting these
"emergency" situations as was pointed out to me by members
themselves.

This is not to say the cowboys do not both help

and desire to be helped in personal kinds of crisis.

"Indeed

they do" say the cowboys, but this topic is reserved for a
later chapter.
Livestock; The Living Bond
Dale:

Well, they [cowboys] are generally in the
livestock and horse and cattle business.
I think they've got such a big understand
ing of each other that they are just nation
wide and world-wide . . . . I'd be friendly
with anybody, but I think that you enjoy
yourself more with the livestock people than
with anybody else. Well, I would say that
the livestock men [stick together], and the
reason why this is [is that] they are mutually
interested in the same thing. Now we'll take
the livestock 'cause they are just like another
person, a cow, or a horse, or a sheep, or a
goat, or a chicken. They've got their person
alities just like people and you get to liking
those things and all these people are the same
way. Otherwise they wouldn't be doing it . . .
so this is the reason why I say that I would
think that the livestock people are more bonded
together than other associations 'cause they
got a feeling for this. You're working with a
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live material you see. In other words
you're working with something that's got
personality to it.
The experience of ("working with livestock") as a common task
or focus binds the cowboy family together as Dale has just re
flected for us.

Families work together on projects which are

meaningful to them and in the experience of working with a
"live material"--cattle, sheep, and horses, cowboys declared
that they are bound ever closer together.

This assertion was

reflected in Dale's talk and is even further grounded in the
talk of Slim and Lynn:
Slim:

Everything is different [with cowboys]. What's
different about cowboys or anything that works
with animate objects such as livestock, horses,
cattle [is that] why they're much happier,
their time is fuller, and they always have
something to do.

Lynn:

Well, my experience has been that some of my
warmest dearest friends have been developed
through my association with other cowboys
and with horse traders and big game hunters
who come into Montana to use my horses and
facilities for packing into the wilderness
area, hunting, and this type of thing. I
think it's one of the finest, warmest types
of friendships that I have ever built up due
to the fact that I have been a cowboy all my
life.

Cowboys maintain that ("working with a live material") binds
them together for a variety of reasons as we discovered in the
talk of Dale, Slim, and Lynn.

The ("common interests") in

livestock shared by members is what brings cowboys into a cow
boy family in the first place.

Cowboys described the exper

ience of ("feeling bonded together") because they have ("a
common understanding of the live material") they work with.
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The shared understanding of another living creature generates,
according to cowboys, a mutual kind of feeling of closeness to
that same living being.

Parents, for example, in their under

standing and attachment to a common set of children are drawn
closer to one another.

The ability to understand and achieve

a fuller life by means of the same object reflects these very
capacities that exist in these two persons which will allow
them to understand and enjoy one another.

The fact that the

object of a cowboy's work is a live material with a personality
taps those common dispositions in cowboys which aid them not
only in their (parental role) as (keepers of the flock) but
bind them together as a friendship society.
("The Outfit")
Jeff:

When I was a kid growing up, there was 18
of us growed up together, and we was all
buddies. You borrowed each other's boots
and pants and socks and everything. What
ever you owned belonged to them and, well,
you grew up together and you was on a moun
tain all summer long together and winter
time you sat around the bunk house. There
was no such thing as T.V.; you had radio.
Nobody paid much attention to it though.
You braided hackamores, done leather work,
told stories, and different things, and I
don't know. There was quite an age span
between the whole works of us.

A feature of ("the living bond")--generated by the cowboy's
involvement with live material as an everyday activity of car
ing and nurturing--is ("the outfit").

Jeff described life in

("the outfit"), and from now on this chapter will use "cowboy
O
family" and ("the outfit") interchangeably. (Little outfits )
^One of the ways the cowboy family is constituted is
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as members of the (big outfit) give a cowboy an immediate and
more intimate involvement with fellow cowboys.

Cowboys talked

about membership, for example, in the "Padlock ranch outfit"
which is a distinct social grouping within the larger ("cowboy
outfit").

In (little outfits) bound together by work with the

same livestock, the parental bonds created by nurture of the
same (child) are even more intimate.

Cowboys are, perhaps, not

so much parents as they are ("brothers") nurturing younger
brother who is the livestock they care for or even another cow
boy member.

(Little outfits), in fact, are often called a

"brotherhood" by the cowboys as is ("the outfit") at large.
Because they nurture livestock, members of ("the outfit")
find themselves doing much together.

There is traveling to

gether, be it on the rodeo circuit in care of their personal
mounts or rounding up on ranches where they care for large
strings of horses or herd vast numbers of cattle.

The cowboys

tell of living together, eating together, and suffering together
all with the focal purpose of caring for (little brother).

As a

result of being together and cooperating in work situations,
members come to share the features and activities we have dis
cussed previously or have yet to discuss.

It is through shar

ing experiences as revealed in shared activities that the bond
of friendship tying (the little outfit) together as well as
(the big outfit) comes to have meaning.

Bond is defined as

through the working relationship of ("the outfit").
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anything that serves as a uniting force, tie, or link.

9

Through

linking themselves to (a common child), cowboys are tied to one
another.

A series of quotes from cowboys' accounts only too

readily demonstrate this experience called ("the outfit"):
Clint:

Well, they just ... I'm sure they get
really involved in things and wrapped up
in each other's lives more. They travel
together, and they do things together,
and they are with each other all the time.

Lano:

Well, there again. It's your occupation
I imagine. Your occupation, and you know.

Wes:

As I said now, I worked on these different
ranches with these fellows you know just
working together as hired hands on a ranch,
and we done everything, and we was real good
friends, and then on a weekend whenever we'd
get off we'd go to these different rodeos,
but I don't know. Maybe I've got a soft spot
for a cowboy, but there is bad ones, but as a
whole they are as fine a bunch of sports and
friends and neighbors that a person could ask
for.

("The outfit") then shares, according to Jeff and the others,
not only the activities of working with and nurturing a common
life, but personal belongings, and playtimes as well.

What

starts out as sharing of a common living material--although"^
unlike parents who first chose one another and then a child,
cowboys first choose (the child) or (younger brother)--leads
to a sharing of a variety of experiences in a variety of situa
tions, be they situations of "working," "traveling," "playing,"
"hardshipping," or just "talking."

9

Definition taken from The New Merriam-Webster Pocket
Dictionary.
lOparentheses here are used in the sense of a footnote.
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Tex:

Cowboys are together. A woman can't split
them up, I mean if they're going to have
friends. A woman or wife can't come between
them. It doesn't mean that they are going
to neglect their family or their wife or
girl friend. But if they're going to try
to do something, the chances are unless
there's a lot of pressure put on them from
another source, they're going to do it with
their buddies.

In (little outfits) ("women") come in for discussion as Tex
has just told us.

Contrary to the usual occasions, cowboys

declared that ("women") can't come between them although
("women") are anything but disregarded.

("Women"), whether

it is wives or girl friends, are described by cowboys as hav
ing a difficult time accepting the close ties which exist
between the cowboy and his little or big outfit.

A cowboy

named Billy told how it goes with him and ("the outfit") and
the girl friend he was dating at that time:
Billy: It's more like a brotherhood, and it's really
funny because my girl friend just can't be
lieve it. I treat them [my cowboy friends]
just like I would my brothers, and we're
really close .... People don't realize
[there is] this [close relationship among
us]. Everybody is just close enough to each
other that they don't get offended [for ex
ample, when one pulls a trick on the other]
. . . . I just can't get this [fact of close
ness] through her [my girl friend's] head,
[just] how close this relationship is between
people ya know who rodeo [with] ya [ya] know.
It's really [a] close [relationship].
Not only do ("women") not understand but often they "don't ap
prove of a lot of them, but that doesn't matter," said Shorty.
"They are my friends even if they don't feel welcome in her
house."
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Roy:

Well, I tell her what we've done, and ya have
to be honest and ya don't do the same things
all the time. I know I used to call to let
them know what you're doing so they don't
worry. You've got kids around; you've got
to think of them, too.

Cowboys refuse to give up their "closeness" with ("the outfit"),
but it is acknowledged that wives and girl friends need to be
taken into account.

Wives are taken into account by keeping

them informed of a cowboy's activity, as Roy just told us.
Buff:

Well, I guess they are kinda like a minority
group. There is not that many of them in
the world, and I suppose, well, one of the
things is that they dress different so right
away they stand out different from other
people. Then I suppose for that, partly
that, they are more inclined to be sorta
clannish.

Just as airline pilots wear a particular kind of attire as a
means of announcing membership in their occupation, so does
("the cowboy outfit") of friends have ("a dress") which iden
tifies members to one another.

However, as mentioned before,

("dress") is one item, and it alone does not make a man a mem
ber of ("the outfit").

Slinger added his opinion on ("dress")

of the cowboy:
Slinger: There is really a deep bond in friendship
among cowboys you know; and like you can see
another guy with a hat on you know and you
know he is one of your breed, I guess you'd
call it. I think it makes that more so, too,
that cowboys is the only thing in the world-occupation in the world--that has a set garb.
You know what I mean. Like a guy could be a
fireman and stuff, but actually he is just a
plain man, but a cowboy or rancher has his
distinct uniform.
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The latter quote is making the point that other occupations
such as pilots wear their uniforms only while on the job.

Cow

boys on the other hand are "on the job twenty-four hours a day,"
as one cowboy put it, and they are always in uniform.

The work

of a cowboy seems unlike ordinary work which for most is only
one of many roles played at different times.

For the cowboy,

membership in ("the outfit") is like being (a parent or big
brother).

"It's a twenty-four hour job," which yields for a

cowboy a twenty-four hour friendship, and a twenty-four hour
uniform to symbolize these two constituents: friendship and
the job.
Shorty:

I can see some old boy up town. He might
be digging ditches and with different
clothes on, and I can tell you whether
he has been an old rider or an old cowboy.
There is just something about him that you
just develop characteristics. Maybe it's
the way he looked at me and seen me with a
cowboy hat or you know and there's a recog
nition there you know and nine times out of
ten you'll go over and talk to him and
you'll find out he was maybe a ranch guy
you know or worked on a farm. It's kind
of something between ya, and I don't know
how you explain that except that there's
a certain bond or recognition that's built
up between us.

Shorty pointed out that ("appearance and demeanor") of a man
in addition to attire tells a cowboy whether this stranger is
a member.

Cowboys talk about a kind of sixth sense which allows

("recognition on sight").

"(Recognizing on sight") is done by

noticing the lines in a stranger's face, his walk, and "his
look" at that cowboy.

Shorty told us what the sixth sense
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looks for in recognizing a member of ("the outfit").

Just as

members have (a family look), cowboy members get the "cowboy
look."
Mutual Necessity and Dependency:

A Coyoting Game

("Outfits"), both big and little, ("need") one another
as members.

This experience of ("dependency or mutual neces

sity") has a set of features which are used by cowboys in ac
counting for the mutual need members of the ("cowboy outfit")
have for one another.

Close knit ("outfits") of cowboys exist

not only because of mutual likes, values, and experiences but
because they expressed the ("need") and require the strong ties
of a big family for a variety of reasons which will not be
discussed as features constituting the experience ("dependency
or mutual necessity").
Loneliness
Buck:

Well, the old timers I consider to be some
of my finest, warmest, friends. They are
friends to everyone in the same type of
group, everyone that gathers around in that
particular group. An old time cowboy, unless
he was on the run from someone, was a friendly
sort of a cuss. They lived a lonesome life at
their work so that when they did get any op
portunity to meet other humans, they were
hungry for friendship and this made them
loyal sorts of friends. If you were an out
going type of a person ... if you exhibited
any warmth of friendship with this person who
is hungry for friendship, right away that
person who is hungry for friendship, right
away that person will respond. That beam in
their countenance, the smile, and very soon
they will be responding to your conversation
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whether your conversation is just a warm
"howdy" or a "good morning" or a "how are
ya?" or a "how are you today? The weather
is beautiful today, isn't it?" or "the
weather is rotten," but if you were that
kind of a person, if that other person is
hungry for friendship he will respond.
In the first place cowboys often find themselves ("working
alone and starving for friends") as Buck just remarked.

Inti

macy and the feeling of belonging to a family whom they can
turn to when they have the time or ("necessity") to do so are
vital weapons against ("loneliness") as expressed by the cow
boys.

Without the bond which exists in the family at large,

time, distance, and work would make it nearly impossible for
the cowboy to get together with his individual, immediate
friends or (face to face family members), that is, wife and
kids.
As a result, there seems to have developed close ties
within the cowboys as a general grouping.

A cowboy usually

runs into some member of ("the outfit") sooner or later, and
this cowboy helps keep "Lonesome"--an actual cowboy name-from being lonely.

Pecos added to the opinions given by Buck

regarding the bond between cowboys which developed out of the
("need for companionship") among other things:
Pecos:

Well, it's a bond. I think that developed
amongst the cowboys back when they started,
actually ya know they were a lonesome
group out there. They were a distinct
group out there [and depended on one
another].
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("Helping Hand")
Clint:

Oh, they are guys you can do down the road
with and get along with and if you haven't
got money enough to buy a tank of gas with
and they have, they buy the gas and the
next time around the situation is reversed
and you buy the gas. If you win something
why they live off ya and vice versa if they
win something you live off them. It's kind
of like a coyoting game anyway. If you
don't catch the rabbit you don't eat.
That's kinda the way they operate, cowboys.

Cowboys also need the friendship of ("the outfit") because they
are often in search of ("a helping hand"), or as Clint put it,
cowboys have to play the ("coyoting game").

Immediate, real-

life family members or friends are rarely available in the kind
of work cowboys do because of the distance from gathering places
and the sparsity of population where their livelihood is made
or because of their travels in rodeo, which takes cowboys far
from friend and family.

Any fellow cowboy, then, must be a

close enough friend to count on when "the other" ("needs help").
Like a family, the friendship bond finds cowboys counting on
(shirt-tail relatives) as well as their more immediate friends.
Clint commented on this ("mutual necessity") as it existed
among rodeo cowboys while Buff told about the ("coyoting game")
among ranch cowboys:
Buff:

They relied on the help of one another. Even
back in the olden days why--you know the days
of open range and stuff like that--say some
cowboy, you know why he got in bad and heck
the ranchers would hire him. What I mean is
his friends would give him money and a fresh
horse, roughly speaking, 'cause he was one of
them, and he was a good man, doing his job,
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but he just had a little bad [luck]. You
know what I mean. It's more or less the
same now you know.
Another cowboy, Lano, pointed out a distinguishing feature of
("cowboy helping practices"):
Lano:

Of course, the cowboys have learned to de
pend on one another all the time so they
grew pretty close. Some of these old pio
neers, you know, they depended on one another
to help out. One thing about the cowboy or
rancher if one of them had a job to do, the
rest of them were always right there to help
out. Of course, back and forth the same
kind of thing, I guess today. I don't think
you have that kind of cooperation among
people that you did in those days. Well,
they learned to depend on one another 'cause
they had to. Different breaks and the
weather was harsh.

This statement by Lano reflects that ("helping") is not neces
sarily a situation of requesting.

Cowboys pride themselves on

("offering") their services to members.

They know that they

will someday be repaid by another, perhaps not by the one that
was helped, but by another cowboy.
Moze:

Say a guy comes to town and he's broke or
hurt or something and the first guy he looks
up is one of his cowboy friends. He don't
go to the salvation army or someplace like
that. While I was rodeoing and since I quit
rodeoing, I've had guys who got a broken leg
or something come to the house and lay around
for two or three weeks and you feed them and
take care of them until they are ready to go
down the road again. In a situation like that,
why they don't call up their family or their
minister or anybody else. They go to one of
their cowboy friends.

It is interesting to note, as Moze did, that a cowboy ("needing
help") will first call on a friend or member of the cowboy
family even before his own family.

In time of need a cowboy
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goes home or calls home all right, but "it is not a minister
or his real-life family."

Rather, he finds himself going to

the home of a member or members of his cowboy family.

Lynn

and Dan joined Moze in his affirmations about the ("helping
cowboy"):
Lynn:

A very close relationship. I mean it's
not sticky but somebody needs help, they
get helped; if they want to ride their
horse, want to go to a rodeo together,
they'll pay half the trip. You get in a
bind financially, and you'll get helped.

Dan:

We could go anywhere from Minneapolis and
any place over to the West Coast and we'd
know somebody within a few miles radius,
and we could stay there. You know, you
just meet millions of people, and they
just bend over backwards. They give ya
their last nickel. I tell ya.

In essence, a cowboy knows he can ("count on help") whenever
there is another cowboy around, and he knows he can ("depend
on") that person even if he is a complete stranger.
Survival
Dale:

In that country down there, there is a lot
of places in that country where your closest
neighbor is five, ten, maybe thirty miles.
They come to visit. They take time to stop
and visit with you regardless of what they
got to do. That's how they all get to be
friends because if you weren't, you'd be in
a tough bind, I'll guarantee ya. Well, just
like I said, if his cattle drifted into your
area, and you cut his cows out and push them
down the other way. I mean, if people don't
get together and get along in that country,
it makes it real bad on ya because of the
fact that everybody just kind of shuns you.
Then it is just going to make you ten times
more work, and where you get along and every
body gets along like on a roundup down there,
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there will be forty or fifty outfits [that]
all pull in one bunch.
In (cowboy country), as described by Dale, cowboys are ("depen
dent on one another for their very survival").

With the great

distances between neighbors and the sparsity of population in
general, a cowboy needs all the friends he can manage in order
to survive both emotionally and physically.

For example, a

friend may save a cowboy's life when he's about to freeze,
when his car has stalled, or his horse has gone lame.

The

friend also saves him valuable time and even his life by bring
ing in lost livestock or doctoring and wrangling livestock
which are the means of the cowboy's livelihood.
Not only then do individuals ("depend on one another") ,
but (little outfits) need to band together,into bigger ones
for doing jobs like running wild horses or rounding up cattle
in the spring and fall.

In these kinds of situations, the

cowboys do not necessarily hire extra outfits for the roundup.
Rather they join together and in this way they can do their
own outfit's job as well as those of the other member outfits
of the band.

Reciprocal ("helping") allows survival in a

country where the cost of hiring outsiders to do the jobs
is prohibitive.

Membership in the ("cowboy outfit") is part

of what permits (little outfits) "to make it."
Wes:

. . . The person who has worked at cowboying and ranching. They learn how to use
their ingenuities. They learn how to be
responsive to demands in my opinion much
more than any other type of a business or
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profession probably with exception of the
soldier who is out in the front lines,
and they are ingenious in being able to
respond. This is what makes me--and I'm
sure any old-time cowboy--feel comfortable
among that type of friend. But in the
event of an emergency or an accident or
something, I'd rather have them trying to
take care of me than I would, for instance,
a business associate from one of the big
cities.
Wes brings to our attention a different case of ("mutual neces
sity for survival")--("getting through an emergency").

Here

cowboys depend on and prefer the services of one or more mem
bers of ("the outfit").

In fact, there is a prevalent feeling

that they would rather have a cowboy on hand in times of chal
lenge to their survival "because these individuals recognize
the tasks to be done to meet the crisis."
Rodeo cowboys experience ("needing one another for sur
vival") in their profession.

Because they are unpaid individ

uals who compete professionally without the money paid, for
example, to football pros, professional rodeo cowboys depend
on their cowboy buddies for surviving the knocks of profes
sional rodeo life.

The cowboy, Roy, gave the following account

of surviving in the world of rodeo:
Roy:

I mean these fellows have to compete against
each other and put their own money up against
each other constantly and with the best tak
ing the lion's share of it and the other
getting nothing. They've got to find their
own way to get from one place to another next
and live out of a suitcase, and they sleep in
a camper [and they depend on their friends].

The above quote is substantiated by other cowboy talk so it is
in banding together and sharing a camper, expenses, and know
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ledge that rodeo cowboys are (making where they are going).
Many cowboys will often rent a plane together for flying to
a distant rodeo.

The connecting link is that ("needing one

another") makes rodeo cowboys ("dependent on their brothers")
and binds them together so that one rodeo cowboy is always
helping another because he may either need that guy's help
at the same time or at some future date.
Both ranch hand cowboys and rodeo cowboys--yesterdays
and todays--talked about cowboy companionship as "being the
only kind they have."

These "companions," then, are ("depend

ing") on one another constantly often in the polar situations
of living and dying.

As a nexus with the requirement called

("being honest"), we might say that this ("mutual necessity")
or ("critical depending") on members of ("the outfit") demands
that in the words of the ("cowboy code of honor"), "a man's
word must be his bond."

Respect and Admiration
Tex:

I think that they [cowboys] had a mutual
respect for one another, and they kind of
did the same type of work in the summer
sometimes, and certainly they weren't all
friends. There was a lot of bad blood
going there.

("Happy families") or ("outfits") share an experience described
as ("respect or admiration") by Tex and other cowboys.

Members

characterized themselves as ("respecting and admiring") all
other members of the ("cowboy outfit").

There are, of course,
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situations of intense disfavoring among ("outfit") members
just as there are occasions of feuding and disliking in reallife families.

However, the cowboys still ("respect") another

because he is a member of the cowboy family.
("Ability")
Shorty: Like we consider ourselves rodeo cowboys,
and we consider a person a cowboy, admire
him for his skills, and what he does you
know. If he's really just putting on boots
and a hat and drinking and stuff, [that]
doesn't make a guy a cowboy. Somebody that
can go out and do something, and we admire
him for what he can do, for--I don't know-his skills. No matter if you really like a
fella or not, you know, you have to admire
him for what he can do and that's really
how we look at it you know.
One feature of the experience ("admiration or respect") is the
activity ("admiring a person for his abilities"). Shorty, and
other cowboys as well, stated that all members express ("admira
tion for another member's abilities"), be it competing in the
rodeo world, getting along with other people, or skillfully
doing ranch work such as breaking cantankerous wild horses.
Furthermore, as Shorty commented, one does not have to like
a person in order to respect him.

Billy, another cowboy,

gave an in-the-life episode of a much-admired cowboy friend:
Billy: In 1953, I had some people from Oklahoma in,
a good cowboy friend of mine and his wife.
We packed them in the mountains for a summer.
They took some fishing trips, and I had a
horse fall with me and roll over me three
times coming off the mountain, and it dis
located both of my shoulders. This man im
mediately took charge and even set both my
shoulders, put them back in their place, but
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he also knew what to do. He took a saddle
blanket, unfolded it, tore it into strips,
tied them together, bound my arms in posi
tion, folded them across my chest, and tied
them tight, got me on another horse, and got
me to a doctor. The doctor came and said,
"I couldn't have done a better job of bind
ing your arms to your body so that you couldn't
move them." It was a long uncomfortable ride,
but this is the type of individual that I want
around me if something in the nature of an
accident happens. This is one time that I
can think of that I was glad that I was with
this type of individual and wasn't with some,
what we might call a dude, who wouldn't know
what to do and who might, you know, grab him
self and run and bring a doctor back which
wouldn't have been possible at all at that
time.
Moze made a direct statement on ("admired abilitites") of his
buddies:
Moze:

When one guy has the ability to do something
you have to really look up to the guy and
because of this [looking up to a guy who's
got ability], actually cowboys between them
selves, are more than just friends.

There seems to be a mutual admiration society in the ("cowboy
outfit").

Members' habit of ("respecting or admiring another's

abilities") is but another link binding ("cowboy outfits") or
families together, and it is an added reinforcement of their
("common bond").

"Appreciating what a cowboy can do" is, for

that cowboy, an appreciation of himself as a person which
naturally endears him to the one who recognized him.

Here is

a remark made by Billy which is directed towards the whole
("outfit"):
Billy: Well, for example, if I were fighting for my
wife--and in a physical sense of fighting-I'd want strong-type individuals fighting for
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me and they [cowboys] are. They are a
robust, strong type of individual. I've
often said that if I had to fight, I'd
want two or three of my cowboy friends
fighting on my side physically. I think
that some of our young men who were raised
on the ranches and followed the cowboy
profession did admirably well in the army
in World War I and World War II and in the
Korean conflict.
Interviews contained many accounts of ("admiration for the
abilities of cowboy people") as a society and also as individ
uals, the concept of jealousy seeming to be absent from any of
the cowboys' talk.

In fact, the more capable a cowboy in terms

of ability, the more he came in for praise and compliments.
Cowboys claimed that he is "a model to be looked up to."

One

cowboy talked about model rodeo cowboys setting up "schools
for helping cowboys""'""'' who are just starting out.

Here we

have an example of the continuing of a cowboy trend which is
"helping him follow in the footsteps of ("the outfit").
Broadminded and Unpetty Activity
Jeff:

He [the cowboy] was a man amongst men, and
there was no trivial or petty things that
mounted to something. Sometimes a fellow
might make a mistake. Well, there wouldn't
be a man to remind him of it 'cause he was
probably embarrassed by it, or it was just
something that happened; whereas probably in
other professions, people like to point out
mistakes. When you are traveling down the
road with a cowboy or riding the range or
whatever, why everybody makes mistakes, and
they are considerate of their friends.

^''Schools for helping" refer to the many clinics rodeo
cowboys offer to upcoming members of the profession. For exam
ple, a champion bull rider might run a bull riding school in
which he teaches young amateurs how to do bull riding.
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Cowboys gave accounts of their membership as ("being broadminded
and unpetty"), as reported by Jeff.
lier, is virtually nonexistent.

Jealousy, mentioned ear

("Not doing petty things") is

a feature of ("admiration"), ("nonpetty activity") being a trait
highly respected in a cowboy society.

The cowboy is cited for

praise by his cowboy fellows because he does not engage in
("doing petty activity") which the cowboys observed comes only
as a consequence of experienced jealousy.

All cowboys are

accepted and admired because they are a cowboy even though they
may be deficient in terms of skill with respect to some of the
abilities possessed by other members.

This pervasive respect

facilitates for making of a broadminded, unpetty involvement of
members with one another.

Mistakes are considered by members

as part of (playing the game).

A cowboy might come in for kid

ding about it, but in no way is one made to feel as if he is not
an (okay cowboy).

Cowboys are both winners and losers, and los

ing gracefully is accepted and respected just as much as winning
is.
Dan:

They will. I've never seen people help each
other as much as they do there.

Roy:

Ya, that's true sportsmanship. It's kind of
a breed all itself, and it's a tradition you
know.

Dan:

It's a tradition.

("Broadminded, unpetty activity") is ("doing sportsmanship")
observed these two friends, Dan and Roy.

Other members re

marked that ("sportsmanship") is a quality rodeo cowboys pride
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themselves and their group on having.

"If he's a cowboy, he

can be depended on to be a good sport."

Several others mentioned

that since the beginning of time, cowboys have been true sports.
"That's the way it's always been."
code of honor").

"It's part of the ("cowboy

Slim, a rodeo and rancher cowboy, made note

of this existent ("sportsmanship") among cowboy peopel:
Slim:

We worked together on ranches, and we would
go and compete in the rodeo, you know, Just
amateur rodeos. I don't know. I think they
are the finest sportsmen in the world myself.

("Rights")
Dale:

Those that are following that man's cows in
order to keep him from losing them and all
will gather them all up and build a big fire.
"Now you're sure that cow belongs to that man."
"Oh, yes." Fine, so they rope the calf, and
they brand him with that man's brand, and they
send that cow and her calf on down country to
the man that owns them. The majority of the
people in that country do that. That's the
way they live. That's the way they were
taught to live. That man's property is his.
You respect his property, and the calf follow
ing her is his property so you brand his calf
and send him on home.

Among cowboys ("doing respecting") is intended not only for mem
bers' personal attributes but for ("their rights") such as
property rights.

This feature of ("respected rights") is written

in the ("cowboy code of honor") where stealing amongst one
another is forbidden whether it be cattle, personal attire,
or money.

In an earlier quote a cowboy stated that if there

is a theft, generally it is the work of a drifter passing
through.

Members of (little outfits) ("respect the rights")

of their own ("outfit") as well as other ("outfits").

Often
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it is quite easy to appropriate another ("outfit's") stray
cattle.

Perhaps this ("outfit's") brand is worn to a point

of being questionable.

Yet cowboys will go out of their way

in determining to whom the stray animals belong.

Only if no

one can be found to claim the "strays" will the discovering
("outfit") brand the cattle with their own brand.
not to deny the activity of "rustling."

This is

"Rustling" is the

work of "outcasts" who will be described later in this
chapter.

Hence, not only do cowboys not steal from members,

but they respect property rights to the point of even "return
ing lost property to that man" rather than passing by and
ignoring the strays.
The same respect for personal property operates among
rodeo cowboys.

Contestants are always leaving everything

from "their bareback riggin' throwed on the ground" to a full
wallet perched on a pickup's hood.

Cowboys feel certain that

belongings will be there when they return unless an "outsider"
has taken them as was expressed in more than one of their
accounts.
("Respecting property") is also ultimately a feature of
the basic ("trust and honesty") written in the ("cowboy code
of honor").

Many cowboys explicitly stated that ("trust") is

about the most important part of a friendship between two
cowboys as well as among the whole society of cowboys.

Only

between honest cowboys can the various experiences comprising
friendship be sustained.
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Impressions
Tex:

Well, cowboys do things to impress their
friends, you know. They don't worry about
a layman, or they don't care about some
body on the street, but they do stuff to
impress other guys ya know. They win
some of these guys when they fly to these
rodeos or something; [for example] Larry
Mahan, Ragsdale, and these guys that are
cowboys--come just before the grand entry
and instead of landing out at the airport,
they'll come right down through the arena
with the plane and wiggle their wings right
through the grandstand and land in back of
the chute. The cowboys, they think that's
neat, and the people in the grandstand, they
think that's just terrible. They'll do any
thing you know just to get a laugh from their
friends.

Cowboys like Tex described themselves as thriving on the
("respect and admiration") of their friends and will even go
to the effort of eliciting expressions of admiration from
their friends.

Cowboys call this ("impressing their friends").

Tex specifically stated that this ("impressing") is meant for
other cowboys, not for "outsiders."

When one cowboy makes a

good ride on a bull or buckskin horse, he hopes his friends
will be ("impressed").

No one else matters.
Humor

Pecos:

Well, like I mentioned . . . humor--the
cowboys have a real good philosophy, and
most of them have a real good wit, and good
sense of humor. They'll do a lot of kidding
always. They'll always do lots of kidding
when they are talking about somebody as far
as the cowboy end of it goes.

In cowboy friendships, as explained by Pecos, there is no neg
lecting the cowboy's ("sense of humor") which, again, is directed
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towards his friends, not towards "outsiders."

Books are

written which tell of the pranks cowboys pull on their friends.
If one is a cowboy he can expect "teasing," "tormenting," and
"tricking" from members.

Cowboys affirmed that if no member

works his ("sense of humor") on a cowboy, that cowboy is
probably one of the "outcasts."
Joking
Buck:

There's always some humor, and of course,
by birthright I guess the cowboy is kind
of a natural prankster anyway. He likes
to pull a prank or joke or something on
his buddies to embarrass them or something.

Cowboy humor is expressed through the art of ("joking") whether
it be an actual prank pulled or just plain "jobbin" (which is
to say teasing, tormenting, and pranking).

For the cowboys,

("playing a joke") on another, or "jobbing" as they call ("humor")
in general, is a cowboy's way of demonstrating his own as well
as the victim's membership in ("the outfit").

Actual jokes and

their incidents were told to me by the cowboys, and here are two
examples: one was pulled by cowboys on their friends, and another
was played by the cowboys on an eastern girl:
Tex:

They're always just pullin' practical jokes.
Jim Houston and Shawn Davis were up at Edmon
son one time. Shawn Davis come in, and he
had this motel room, and it was kind of a
prefab where the ceilings come out. You could
push up the ceiling panels like in a dorm so
Houston pushed up the ceiling panel and crawled
down in the attic right about Shawn's bed and
Shawn came in. Old Houston let go of the
rafters and come right through the ceiling
on top of Jim, and it cost him about $400 to
fix the ceiling you know. That's just it.
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They think that's just funnier than hell if
something like that happens. Shawn Davis-just before he got married, his mom threw a
birthday party for him in Oklahoma City, and
his future wife was there. Shawn was all
dressed up, you know. He's really classy,
you know, and always dresses nice. He wears
monogram coats and everything. Here comes
Clyde Vamvoras and Houston, and I can't think
of all the others--oh, John Edwards. They
came up there, and they just come from a
rodeo, you know. They were crusty and still
had their spurs on and everything, and they
come up there. Old Shawn was dressed up and
one of the girls come up to give Houston a
piece of cake, and he took it over to Shawn,
and he said, "Happy birthday, Shawn" and just
took the cake and put it all down his face
and suit, you know. Shawn instead of getting
riled up just walked over to the table and
picked up the whole cake and put it all over
him. I heard it from Shawn's brother, Joe,
and he says before it was all over everybody
had cake all over them, and he says my mother
was crying and Jeannie was crying and the
whole party was just wrecked, you know. There
was punch all over, you know. Now these guys
really thought they were being funny, you know.
Wes:

Well, something like that. You know, you meet
girls. Like one time I was at a rodeo. Riggs
and Moze, you know, once they get a girl on a
hook they just like to string her along and
tell her stories, you know, and really feed
her a line. One time we were down in Bozeman
at the RCA rodeo. We were down at the bar,
and we were sitting there and there was a girl
from New Jersey, and so she came up to the bar
there and wanted me to buy her a drink, you
know. I asked her her name, and she told me
so I introduced her to Riggs, you know, and I
told her that Riggs was a stunt man and all
this stuff, and I just fed her a lot of bull.
None of it was true. You know Moze was down
at the bar, and she acted like she wanted to
meet Moze so I says, "this is Moze," you know.
No, I didn't say Moze. I said, "this is
Spurge Malloy." She thought it was a big TV
personality and to someone from New Jersey,
that really sounds like a cowboy name, you
know. I just made it up. She really thought
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that it was something impressive, you know,
'cause she'd go up to the bar, you know, and
she'd want a drink. She'd pat him on the
back and say, "Come on, Spurge, you're going
to buy me a drink," you know, and here his
name was Moze, a common, everyday name, you
know. She thought Spurge Malloy was really
neat, you know, and she asked, "What do you
do in the movies?" I says, "He takes care
of the guy's horses ya know," and she believed
it. We just strung her along, fed her a line,
and she just ate it up. She just thought all
of it was true. Moze says, "I've taken care of
Lome Greene's horses and good old Hoss'."
Shorty and other older cowboys expressed a feeling that cowboys
are sometimes prone "to carry things too far" where ("pulling
pranks") are concerned:
Shorty:

Well, some of them [jokes] I never did go
much for it. A lot of these jokes are kinda
tiring, and a guy could get hurt, too. It's
just like giving somebody a hot shot. It's
a good joke all right, except for the guy
that gets the hot shot.

Cowboys who describe a particular joke as carrying it too far
maintain that the pranksters are doing something that is dan
gerous and could hurt somebody else.
Matching Stories
Dan:

. . . and when you'd done a days work why you'd
probably match stories or conversations about
what had happened. There is always some humor.

A more harmless ("sense of humor") is ("matching stories") at
a day's end whether it is the pickles a cowboy always gets into
on a day's job, the horse that threw him, or jokes and pranks
he had heard of being pulled on somebody or perhaps had pulled
on them himself.

Traditionally, around the campfire, the cow

boys told stories as a form of entertainment, and they still
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match wit in bars or restaurants after a rodeo or a day's work.
("Telling a humorous story") means doing ("humor") together
for the cowboys.

It is a regular social occasion which con

tributes to binding cowboys' friendships together.

Without a

("sense of humor"), one cannot do friendship in a ("cowboy
outfit").

In fact, he would be an "outcast" because telling

stories and appreciating them is an everyday activity which
constitutes a feature of cowboy friendships as accomplishments.
It is just another expression of the friendship bond.

Through

the ("telling of a story") or ("pulling of a joke"), a cowboy
is performing an activity which may be said to be (accomplish
ing membership).

Here he reaffirms that he is part of ("the

outfit") by doing one of the many everyday ordinary activities
that ("outfits") practice so as to constitute for themselves
the experience of ("outfit"), ("happy family"), or (friendship
society).

As an everyday ordinary accomplishment, the exper

ience of friendship is made visible through members' practices
such as ("matching stories").
Understanding
Buck:

I think they [cowboys] have always been out
going. Being around men mostly probably
more so than women they probably have a bet
ter understanding of the way [cowboy] people
think than just somebody that just comes and
goes [in other words, than an outsider does].

The variety of experience described up to this point as the doing
of the accomplishments, (friendship among cowboys), together
generate in the words of informants an experience cowboys call
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("understanding"),

When cowboys share the experiences of

("honesty"), ("cowboy lingo"), ("livestock as a common bond"),
and all the other talked about experiences and dc) the prac
tical kinds of activities constituting these experiences,
members describe them as ("having an understanding of the
cowboy society").

This experience, ("understanding"), is a

feature of the accomplishment (doing cowboy friendship) which
is itself an experience.

("Really understanding cowboys")

makes the ("understanding one") a functioning member of the
group.

("Understanding"), for the cowboys, is understanding

their experiences--"humor," "enjoying life," "thinking cow
boy lingo," and "(savvying) their way of life" as well as
understanding the practical kinds of activities by which mem
bers accomplish the doing of these experiences.

("Understand

ing cowboys") is ("admiring cowboys"), ("needing them"),
("jobbin them"), ("helping them") and all the rest.
("Feeling Comfortable")
Dale:

Well, for right now let me say this. I've
traveled lots in my business association,
and when I get with businessmen that aren't
of the western type, I soon become uncom
fortable. I just have a real comfortable
feeling when I'm among my western [cowboy]
type friends.

("Understanding") as part and parcel of accomplishing cowboy
friendship as an experience has practicalities or features,
and one of these, remarked Dale and others, is ("feeling com
fortable").

Cowboys find by experiencing ("understanding")
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that they ("feel easy and comfortable").

Riggs succinctly sums

up the essence of ("feeling comfortable"):
Riggs:

I don't think you feel as comfortable [with
non-cowboy people] because you have an idea
that that person doesn't understand you as
much as somebody else [that is a cowboy].

("Understanding"), here intended to mean a sense of mutual em
pathy, brings about a close identification and the freedom of
doing and talking as one feels inclined to because the other
cowboy ("understands") how it is since he is a cowboy himself,
and it is "like that with him, too."

This (license of candid

expression) makes relating to that cowboy "other" ("an easy,
relaxing and enjoyable experience").
Getting Along.
Jeff:

Well, they get along real good with one
another . . . . They're just real compan
ions. All cowboys are just real good
companions.

Because he himself is ("understood"), because he himself is
("understanding") and ("comfortable") in doing so, ("understand
ing") cowboys ("get along real good with one another").

Jeff

and the rest of the cowboys observed that since they are all
("understanding") by definition of having done the requisite
practices constituting the experience ("understanding"), all
cowboys ("get along") unless one happens to be an "outcast."
We have seen how cowboys are accepting of one another's
mistakes as a practice of accomplishing friendship.

It is in

the cowboys' words "because they (get along better), and for
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this reason it probably takes more to get somebody mad at you
if you make a mistake."
Slim:

Why they're much happier, their time is fuller,
they always have something to do. They feel
that they are as good as anybody else in the
world and don't have to take the back seat.
They are more outspoken and aggressive and
gregarious. They like people around, like
to have a good time, and enjoy life . . . .
They've found happiness. Most of them are
happy.

Slim, among others, characterized cowboys who ("get along") be
cause they are ("comfortable")--both of which are features of
("understanding")--as being ("happy people").

Cowboy friend

ship societies are indeed, according to all accounts, a "happy
bunch."
Moze:

Things that make them [cowboys] happy are
their way of life, and their work. They like
their work. They'll do anything if they are
satisfied with themselves.

Not only is the cowboy friendship grouping a big family, but it
is ("a big happy family") as Moze and others have maintained.
What makes it ("a happy family"), according to the cowboys, is
the bond of friendship tying all members together just as a
bond of blood ties together real life family members.

As Moze

remarked, cowboys' way of life is a practical activity though
which (the doing of) this activity is also the making of the
bond of the friendship society as an experienced accomplishment.
Cowboys expressed the feeling that families with a bond of
friendship are (the happiest families in the world).

In the

cowboy family, there is no blood relationship, but there is a
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sense of an "adopted family" by virtue of the friendship ties
generated among cowboys in the process of accomplishing through
everyday activity what I shall call (cowboying).
A Cowboy Code of Honor
When cowboys talked about the experiences necessary for
making their friendship a reality, they rarely failed to pre
face their talk with a word about the ("cowboy code of honor").
Members, because of decisions based on tradition, have a procedure or recipe

12

for doing friendship and in a sense (doing

cowboying) because a cowboy member is by definition a member
of the friendship grouping.

This recipe for friendship is

constituted in an unwritten ("cowboy code of ethics") which
has been described in this study as the experiences of ("hon
esty"), ("cowboy lingo"), ("livestock as living bond"),
("the coyoting game"), ("respect"), ("humor"), and ("under
standing"), each with its constituting features or practical
activities.
The Outsider
Riggs:

12

They [outsiders] can't see why we don't
think like they do. We were brought up
in a completely different physical envi
ronment. Maybe it was an industrial
area [for example]. I think westerners

Alfred Schutz, Collected Papers, edited by Maurice
Natanson, Vol. I § II (The Hague: Martin Nijhoff, 1962), passim.
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in general or people associated with live
stock or folks that are used to livestock
and ranching have a lot broader respect,
and folks back East think we are a bunch
of hicks, and I could care less.
What happens as revealed in accounts of cowboys like Riggs, is
the development of a sense of "we-ness" in contrast to ("the
outsiders").

Cowboys in talking about ("the outsider") as a

category said that ("outsiders") are known for not ("understand
ing") cowboys and accordingly are persons of whom cowboys have
no understanding.

Sometimes ("the outsider") impinges upon

them and their tradition because of the fact that ("outsiders")
cannot walk in the cowboys'boots.

There is, in Riggs' remark,

the acknowledgment that not only is ("the outsider") incapable
of walking or unwilling to walk in the cowboys' boots, but
also the cowboys do not care if this ("outsider") does not, for
several reasons.

These reasons constitute features of the cow

boy experience of ("the outsider").
("Unnecessary")
("Being unnecessary") is a feature of an ("outsider").
Cowboys do not need him, and he does not need them.

In fact,

("being necessary") is carried to a point of ("the outsider")
being irrelevant for cowboys although ("outsiders") do impinge
upon the friendship society of cowboys in a very real way which
will be described shortly.
When asked whether he felt that he and other cowboys
had anything in common with non-cowboys, Moze said:
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Moze:

No, not too much. You just don't. I
think they've [cowboys] got such a big
understanding of each other that they are
just nationwide and worldwide. They just
don't accept anybody. They don't need any
body. They've got plenty to visit with of
their own people. I think this is what
happens. I'd be friendly with anybody,
but I just think that you enjoy yourself
more with the livestock people than with
anybody else.

("Awkward Fits")
Lano:

It's maybe a little awkward if you aren't
a rancher and just aren't interested in any
cowboying activity or talk. This would make
ya a little [uncomfortable] and ya don't
find this too much. You don't have somebody
like that. You don't just go out and pick
somebody [the outsider] out that don't know
nothing about it just to bring him around.
Well, he wouldn't enjoy it.

("Fitting awkwardly") is another feature that ("outsiders")
have, according to Lano and others.

("Awkward fits") are

people who don't talk ("cowboy lingo") and with whom cowboys
just do not have anything in common to talk about because ("the
outsider") thinks differently than they do.
"the paths of life are different."

As one cowboy said,

Not only this, but relations

with ("awkward fits") sometimes yield bad experiences such as
stealing from honest cowboys or other devious behaviors which
are not cowboy friendship practices and are very negatively
touted.
("Tag-a-longs")
Jeff:

Oh, you can tell them by the way they talk
as a rule, whether they're a cowboy or a
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drug store cowboy, just by the way they talk
about their horses and stuff. A lot of them
tell how many horses they rode and everything.
They've lived about two lifetimes in half a
life. They tell so many stories that they
can't be true.
There is, of course, a feature of the ("outsider") which cow
boys call ("tagging along").

("Outsiders") try to get into

the friendship society by donning the cowboy dress, frequenting
the bars, perhaps buying a horse, and telling "whopping stories."
Cowboys describe these men as disgusting and have little use for
them.

In fact, one cowboy said that he would rather be friends

with "a hippy" than an ("outsider") because ("outsiders") are
"phonies."

Wes defined these "drug store or bar chair cowboys"

as "the guys that drink at bars, that wear hats and boots, and
that consider themselves cowboys."
Outcasts
The name ("outcast") has been used several times in this
study.

It is another pertinent category, not only for me, but

also expressed by cowboys as being significant.

("The outcast")

is the guy to whom cowboys do (kicking out from the happy family).
He becomes the family's black sheep who contributes to ("the out
siders'") misunderstanding of the cowboy family, portraying for
them an inappropriate impression of friendships among cowboys.
("Violating the Code of Honor")
Shorty:

Well, a lot of them--I think it's their
character that fits in with the western
people you know; like any society has
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its stinkers. Well, I can think back to
this one1 guy, and he was a good rider in
the rodeos and stuff. He liked rodeoing
but, oh, he stole bareback rigs, you know,
and he'd try to job^ you know and stuff
like that. He just had the character the
guys didn't like, ya know. Even then, I
imagine if the chips was all down, you
know what I mean, they would have helped
him.
("Outcasts") have been cast out because they ("violate the
cowboy code of honor") as Shorty and others observed in their
accounts.

Perhaps they have been caught stealing from a mem

ber or breaching the ("experienced honesty") of the group in
some other fashion such as telling a lie.

The last sentence

of Shorty's account personifies the story of (the prodigal
son).

Even ("outcasts") as (prodigal sons) are for includ

ing in the family when they come home needing ("help").
Hanky panky: ("Outcasts") ("play hanky panky") as another
practice which is frowned upon by the ("cowboy code of honor").
It is, explained the cowboys, an unwritten code in the cowboy
society ("that one cowboy never touches another man's wife").
Members observed that cowboys who are found ("playing hanky
panky") and ("fooling around with another's wife") are not
only frowned upon but branded as ("outcasts") and ostracized.
Poor sportsmanship: Finally ("outcasts") have, as a constituting
feature, what cowboys call ("showing poor sportsmanship"). They
do petty activities like cutting down another's abilities as a
l^Job refers to the practice of jobbing, the cowboy
name for pulling practical jokes on their buddies.
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reflection of jealousy, or they might do "pouting" as a reflec
tion of their inability to take cowboy ("humor") "like a cow
boy."

They are "always getting either hurt feelings or becoming

angry."

Tex gave this account of ("the outcast") as ("a poor

sportsman"):
Tex:

I don't know how you'd say it--a sorehead
or dishonest or something. It isn't too
long when you get around a rodeo that you'll
see them off by themselves, but they are few
and far between. There aren't too many of
them.
Alienation

Bud:

Right. That is what has caused me to be
more of a loner, and when I get around guys
like from over east that have had some of
the same experiences I have, why I'll talk
and just loosen up. As far as visiting with
any of those fellas here in this valley, why
I don't. It's just like taking a bear out
of the mountains and putting him on the desert.
He ain't happy.

A number of cowboys like Bud observed that there is a growing
(alienation) in their world brought about by ("the outsider")
impinging upon the experiences and practices shared by the cow
boys in their everyday life.

Cowboys who moved out of (cowboy

country) found that the everyday ordinary activities and resul
tant experiences existing for them in (cowboy country) do not
prevail in the outside world.

More than a few of these dis

placed cowboys reported that they have become "loners."

Just

as the ("outsider") is an ("awkward fit") in (cowboy country),
the cowboy outside of (cowboy country) is estranged from his
society of friendship and yearns to go "home."

Often cowboys
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described themselves as compelled to move because of family
pressures, and more than a few of those interviewed stated
that they are going back to "that country."
Absent Experiences
Pecos:

They might tell you there is a gas station
up here or one in Missoula that is a little
cheaper than the rest and you can fill up
there. Well, if they had been in that posi
tion themselves, maybe if they'd drove into
some ranch and got stuck, they'd just know
what it is to be in a tough spot. You
wouldn't find anybody over here that would
loan you their pickup or trucks to go to
town or if you were stuck or broke down.
They'll do it over there, and they'd never
think anything of it. [They'd do it for a
stranger is the key point he's making].

(Alienation), as expressed in the cowboys' accounts, overcomes
a cowboy in the outside world basically because the outside
does not offer the experiences constituting friendship as he
has experienced and done them in (cowboy country).

For example,

cowboys made it plain to the writer that on the outside there
is not a policy of ("the open door") as a practicality of the
experience ("loyalty") and its parent ("honesty").

In (cowboy

country), a man stays for dinner, sleeps all night, and has his
tank filled with gas the next morning all without pay because
someday the hosting cowboy knows he will need and get the same
thing done for him.

Being outside (cowboy country) is, indeed,

a "different and lonely experience" for these cowboys.
Forgotten Ones
Slim:

. . . But here. I mean, you can meet people,
and you can sit and talk to them half the
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night and again the next night. A week
later you meet them on the street, and
they don't even know who you are.
Slim mentioned that ("outsiders") are forever ("forgetting who
you are after they have talked with you half the night").
(cowboy country), that would never happen.

In

Stranger cowboys

are part of the family, and they are taken in and ("not for
gotten").

A name might slip his mind, but a cowboy ("never

forgets") a man's face.
Billy:

Everybody is in too big a hurry to do some
thing. Everybody is going a hundred miles
a hour and where are they going? To the
graveyard in a hurry, and they've never been
no place or seen nothing or done nothing. I
mean that is the things of it. Ten years ago
this country was good country before every
body started moving in ... . People don't
have the time for anybody else, only their
own base needs.

According to Billy, there are too many people on the outside,
all going too fast, and a cowboy who would never be forgotten
in (cowboy country) finds himself

quickly erased from the

memories of those he meets on the outside.
Foreign Languages
Dale:

In fact, I haven't made hardly any friends in
this country. Well, I don't know. I just never
did associate with them close enough to visit
with them. Well, it's hard for me [not talking
the same lingo]. Like this neighbor across the
road, he's a mechanic and it's hard for me to
visit with him .... I'd sooner have blood on
my hands than have grease on my hands and as far
as talking about an auto or tractor parts. Why,
I don't want nothing to do with it. Maybe it's
all wrong not taking an interest in his work.
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Outside (cowboy country), maintained Dale, there is no ("cowboy
lingo") with its constituent ("common interests") excepting the
few cowboys in the same position as himself.

Without ("cowboy

lingo"), the cowboy cannot do much ("communicating").
it, he can do very little if any (friendshipping).

Without

Dale ex

plicitly emphasized this lack of common grounds for conversing.
Disloyalty: Lost Help and Lost Need
Clint:

My idea is that the country here is just grow
ing so much faster than it is down there. I
mean those people are from the old cut of life,
and if a neighbor needed help, everybody went
and helped him. They never asked for pay. That
would be the greatest insult in the world to
offer to pay a man cause he would figure that
if he ever needed help, his neighbors would be
there to help him. There was no such thing as
contracts and bonds and this and that and the
other thing. I mean you took a man for what
he was.

People on the outside, as reflected in the accounts of Clint and
others, do not have the ("mutual necessity") or the ("loyalty")
in the sense of offering help to the cowboy who, on the contrary,
experiences this unpaid reciprocal help as part of his everyday
activity in (cowboy country).

Most of the cowboys interviewed

gave lengthy accounts of this ("lack of helping spirit") pos
sessed by ("outsiders").

When asked why then did they move out

side (cowboy country), cowboys replied that either families
pressured the move as earlier mentioned or the many so-called
"horse people" outside of (cowboy country) are not really cow
boy people.

Therefore, they did not really feel there were that

many "cowboys on this side of the mountain."

Furthermore, any
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body who is a cowboy on the outside is probably planning to
return to "that country" as soon as possible.
Thus (the alienated cowboy), given his choice, said
that he and others like him would "return home to (the outfit)."
Outside of it, these cowboys described themselves as living
from day to day hoping either to make enough money to go back
or persuade their families that (cowboy country) really is "a
better place."

Until then, these men get through the day with

out friendships other than those formed with cowboys who strayed
outside and walk in the same boots as they do.

Any other social

relationships are generally of the ("acquaintance") category.
The Waivering House
What upsets a cowboy more than anything is that his own
cowboy society is (beginning to waiver).

Older cowboys expressed

amazement and disgust at the talk and activity of younger mem
bers of the family.

It is as if members themselves are rattl

ing the ("happy cowboy family"), shaking it to

a point of

perhaps eventual fragmentation and loss of the bond.
Shifted Residence
Shorty:

Well, I think it's being closer together
now [in space]. [There is] a different
breed [of cowboy],you know what I mean?
It's gradually pulled away from that [old
breed]. Now a kid--say like he is working
on a ranch. He can jump in his car and go
to town on Saturday night, and he goes into
another element in town [that is different
from the cowboy element]. Chances are that
a lot of these kids on ranches nowdays will
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kick off their boots and put on a mod suit
and go to town and be one of the town guys,
you know. They try to put themselves into
that society, you know, so they are not a
doleheadl4 and know that they are equal to
the guys in town, and I think it's lost a
lot that way.
Progressive (changes in the place of residence) make mixing
with "city dudes" a frequent occurrence.

Cowboys' children

now live close enough to town to play roles other than that of
a (cowboy kid).

In short, they are enabled to act the part of

"city dude" on Saturday night yet return to the role of (cowboy
kid) come Sunday morning.

Older cowboys like Shorty wondered

what this will do to their cowboy family which up until now
has existed as a predominantly isolated enclave from the rest
of society.
Self- Sufficiency
Riggs:

14

It's a bond that's build up, you know, but the
rodeo cowboy nowadays has changed so much.
After a rodeo he's in his Cadillac and horse
trailer, and he's to another town, and he don't
even buy a hamburger anymore, you know. He
might stop at a drive-in on the way out where
it used to be that some of those guys come in
on a freight train, and some of them come all
different ways, or a bunch would get together
in an old car with saddles throwed all over it.
That's the way they came--as a group. Now I
think it's more competitive in the big money
in the rodeo now where there has developed a
certain [idea] "well, you know, you didn't
make it; that's just too bad you know." I
think it's probably changed there, but it's
been the last maybe fifteen years.

it

Slang term for a naive, dull individual.
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No longer is the professional rodeo cowboy as ("dependent on
his friendships") in (cowboy country) as Riggs just informed
us.

He has graduated to a point of near ("self-sufficiency")

in many cases.

No longer is there the all-pervasive exper

ience of ("mutual necessity") although it is still very much
in evidence according to the other cowboys' accounts.

In a

society where everybody made sure that every cowboy made it,
and he was no less of a cowboy for not making it, we begin to
note the status distinction of those who made it and those
who did not, as expressed by cowboys in their accounts.
("Hanky Panky")
Dan:

I don't know. That's why we are at a loss
why it is they've changed.

Roy:

They are demoralized.

Dan:

There are things going on today; for an
example just to show you. There would be
no way that another cowboy would ever bother
another cowboy's wife. They always treated
her as a lady, and she always conducted her
self as a lady, and today things are different,
but that is an unwritten code, too. I mean,
you just don't do that and you expect the other
guy to do the same.

Roy:

Well, that was one of the things in the olden
days. That was really one of the best unwritten
laws there was, and that was you respected every
thing the other guy had, you know.

Dan:

That's right.

Roy:

You didn't try to steal it.

Dan:

That's one of the things that would probably
seal a friendship as solidly as anything 'cause
a man was honorable and, of course, it had to
be both sides as far as that goes. The women
had to be honorable, too, and they were.
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Another trend is ("playing hanky panky") with another cowboy's
wife.

Where it used to be that a cowboy was an ("outcast") if

caught ("playing hanky panky"), younger cowboys accept this as
an everyday, ordinary activity as expressed by Dan and Roy, a
pair of close friends who participated in a group interview.
Other cowboys also treated this practice of ("hanky-panky") in
their accounts of (the waivering house).

Apparently, cowboys'

wives have decided to change along with their husbands.

For

them, too, ("hanky-panky") is an accepted routine kind of
activity, at least according to some of the cowboys' accounts.
The two cowboy friends, Roy and Dan, summed up (the
waivering cowboy house) by saying that it is a function of a
("shaken tradition") where a man no longer ("takes the pride
in this word that he used to"), where (disloyalty") is cropping
up, and ("the cowboy code of ethics") is in danger.

More com

ments pertaining to (the waivering house) will be discussed in
chapter seven which describes cowboys' accounts of "close
friendship potential" today.

Chapter three now begins a

description of the procedures, that is, experiences and prac
tical activities necessary for (making a friendship) as given
in the accounts of the cowboys.

CHAPTER III
ACCOMPLISHING (MAKING A FRIEND)
The Cowboy
Cowboys, as members of ("the happy family"), develop
close friendships with specific other cowboys.

It was through

a description of the doing of a friendship between a pair of
specific cowboy people that cowboys were best able to explain
how they are able to meaningfully talk about their membership
in a "close" friendship.

A member of the occasioned accom

plishment (doing close friendship) is called a friend.

Because

friends do participating in a variety of typical practices,
they are enabled to meaningfully and sensibly describe the
occasion of their friendship which is, for them and others,
a social accomplishment.
Now these practices of friends which are accomplished
and constitute the occasion of friendship include (making a
friend).

Before talking about the other kinds of friendship

practices, it seemed sensible to both the cowboys and the
writer to first describe how one accomplished the practice
(making a friend).

Accomplishing (making a friend) as an

everyday routine activity of cowboys becomes and i_s an accom
plishment with typical constituting features, including both
71
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(experiences) as accomplishments and (practical activities)
which members do as procedures of accomplishing the typical
experiences.

Furthermore, these (specific activities) as

practical everyday means of accomplishing the (experiences)
which make up doing (making a friend) are themselves (situa
tional).

Cowboys, as friends, described the variety of (typical

activities) and their (contexts), that is, (situations), which
for them constituted doing the variety of (experiences) as ac
complishments.

In the making of these (experiences) as accom

plishments, cowboys saw themselves as accomplishing (making a
friend).
When cowboys engage themselves in accomplishing (making
a friend), they are at the same time (doing membership) so that
one can meaningfully describe friendship as an accomplishment
of membership by portraying the procedures of how to do it.
It is only in its doing or accomplishing that friendship can
be talked about as an accomplishment.

The practice of doing

(making a friend) is just one feature of the accomplishment
doing (friendship among cowboys).
Other practices or features, such as doing (displaying
a friend), (losing a friend), and (leaving a friend) all to be
described in subsequent chapters, when taken together with
(making a firend), constitute the practical everyday activities
making up (doing a cowboy friendship).

(Doing a cowboy friend

ship), by virtue of its constituent, customary practices can be
talked about as an everyday routine accomplishment done by
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friends in a way that makes sense to cowboy friends and nonmembers, too.
In order to be able to meaningfully say "This is my
friend Tom Jones," friends have to do (making a friend) with
Tom Jones along with their doing of a variety of other kinds
of features or (experiences and practicalities), that, for them,
make up the procedure or practice (making a friend) which is,
as a practice, also an accomplishment within the accomplishment
(doing a close friendship among cowboys).
Desiring His Friendship
Slim:

Well yes, I think a person has to want to do
things that are right. You've just got to go
along with them and want to be a friend to them.

Before one can begin (making a friend), cowboys maintained that
he has got to ("want to be a friend") to somebody in the first
place.

Cowboys don't want to be friends with somebody that

does not ("want to be a friend") to them.

In fact a cowboy

doesn't "go building them up and trying to cement a friendship
with that kind of people."

As Slim commented, for a cowboy to

even consider a someone for his potential close friend there
has to be, as an already accomplished experience, two parties
("desiring that friendship"); that is, ("the desire") has to
be an accomplished fact before either party makes any overtures
towards beginning (making a friendship).

Lano:

Well I really don't know how to answer you
that in one way, but I just wonder if people
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don't want a friend or don't think they are
worthy of having one. I think that every
body, most generally most people, have
friends. Those that don't, I would say,
oh, they had kinda an inferiority [complex]
or something--some complex-- that would cause
them to be that way, I don't know.
Feeling worthy:

As Lano said, cowboys experience ("the de

sire") to do (making a friendship) only when they ("feel
worthy") about themselves.

Those who lack the ("feeling

worthy") self-concept probably have "an inferiority complex"
and, accordingly, are "just more of a loner."

"Loners" do not

really have a lot of friends because "they have a reserved way
about them;" at least they tell a cowboy that he does not want
to go any further with them, especially if it means doing
(making a friendship) together.

Cowboys offered their own

reasons "why loners are the way they are."

Primarily, "loners

are scared of saying things that people do not like or doing
things that people don't like; therefore they just aren't
mixers."

For the cowboys, then, some people are off limits

and really "just aren't the friend type."

However, the cow

boys qualified their "talk" about "loners" with comments like
this one:

"A lot of people that are loners, if you actually get

to know them, are real fine people."

Cowboy "loners" who not

only do not experience but who also are unable to practice
("feeling worthy") probably "don't know how to be friends"
or "maybe they don't want any, anyway."

Paraphrasing several

cowboys, it might be said that potential makers of friendships
are those cowboys who feel "they're okay" people and "want to
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make friends;" they carry a conviction that they are (okay kind
of people), people with whom some cowboy would really like to
do a friendship.
Interviewer: You don't systematically go out and say,
boy, I want to be his close friend?
Shorty:

No, I think it's accidental. I don't
think you can. Like the old saying goes,
you can't buy a friend. You know what I
mean? I don't think you can really push
your way into a friendship. I think it's,
you know, more or less fate . . . .

Interviewer: More like love at first sight?
Shorty:

Ya.

Accidental Happening
(Making a friend) with a specific other, then, is not
something that cowboys deliberately set out to do.

Indeed, the

coming together of two or more parties in order that they might
be able to practice (making a friendship) is an ("accidental
happening").

Cowboys explained that there is no way to account

for the friendship process.
(just happen)."

"Friendships aren't made; they

There was no particular pattern that cowboys

perform such as "you just pick someone out and say 'he's going
to be a friend of mine'."
made that way.

Cowboy friendships simply are not

They are fashioned in the process of an ("acci

dental happening") upon which a cowboy "just starts out and
builds it--a friendship; it is something that happens."

Dale

described how he ("accidentally happened") to meet his "partner"
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Dale:

Well, yeh, I can remember the first time
I met him. In fact, he was down in southern
Idaho down in a little town rodeoing, and I
and another fellow was walking around town.
He had a beaded bridle, and he was trying to
sell it and we just sat there and talked about
his bridle, but as I say, he sure didn't--he
wasn't anybody that I would have talked about
as special at all at the time I met him. He
just talked too much. He was windy . . . .

Sometimes a cowboy might not particularly care for the guy he
later begins (doing friendship) with, a point which was clearly
exhibited in Dale's latter account.
For cowboys, it was a "hard job" doing accounting of
"why you pick up different people or run into different people"
in a variety of situations--"yet you become more associated
with one than you do another" or "why you should become more
of a friend to one than you did the other."

Billy said he

didn't know "why you like one girl or one guy better than
another."

The cowboys' feelings on this topic lucidly reflect

themselves in Wes's statement:

"You can't go out and look for

a friend because it's just something that happens."

Friend

making then begins when cowboys ("accidentally happen") to cross
one another's "path of life."
Wes:

What do you go out to look for [in a friend
ship]? I suppose some people do it much like
you were saying, like look for a husband or
wife, but how in the hell can they do it?
How do you go out and look for a wife or a
husband? It has no meaning.

Introducing strangers:

("Accidental happenings") have constitut

ing features which cowboys considered the typical activities they
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do as they go about accomplishing the ("accidental happening")
occasion.

Now, typical activities may mean nothing more than

the fortuitous ("throwing together") of two stranger cowboys
in a common situation; yet it may mean a very formal ("intro
ducing of two strangers") cowboys, using the proper introduc
tion words:

"Shorty, I'd like you to meet Tex."

On an ("acci

dental happening") occasion, whatever the case or situation-rodeos, horse shows, or roundups--the two parties "just get to
talking."

"Well, if he starts talking to you, and you start

talking to him," said Slinger, "then there's the beginning."
Buck:

Well, I think the easiest way to make a
friend is to introduce yourself and look
a person straight in the eye, speak to
him, and be very friendly with him.

The good eye: When a man has got ("the good eye"), a cowboy
notices him before he really begins talking to him.

In fact,

cowboys decide by means of a stranger's looks whether they
want to talk to him; if a stranger has ("a straight, honestlooking face and a good eye and looks ya right square straight
in the eye when he talks to ya"), said Clint, he would be a
pretty good bet for a friend.

However, there is the "shifty-

eyed" stranger and these men "just look off yonder when they
say hello" and "just kinda shake your hand kinda limp."
"Shifty-eyed strangers" are the men that a cowboy stays away
from.
"Very friendly" fellows:

("Straight-eyed strangers") quickly
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maneuver themselves into doing (making a friendship) with cow
boys and they are helped in that process by their ("being very
friendly") or at least ("way more friendly") than most other
men.

("Very friendly" cowboys) "will speak to you everytime

they see you," responded Jeff.

"They're not like the others

that just wouldn't know you on the street."

Furthermore,

("very friendly" cowboys) are the ones "you'll find asking
you questions that would be of interest to you," he said, and
are "always (acting interested) in who they're talking to."
The intriguing paradox, however, is that although ("accidental
happening") occasions bring parties to the cowboys they also
determine whether parties are either rejected or accepted by
him.

There is then an element of choice even on an occasion

of ("the accidental happening").

Cowboys like being able to

choose and find it: "one of the nice things about friendship" is
that "you can pick your friends but your relatives or your
parents you're stuck with."
"Turning Ya On"
("Accidental happenings"), as occasions, initially bring
men together.

If they then receive an introduction to one

another, do some ("straight-eyed" talking) with each other,
and in the process be ("very friendly") to each other, the
latter being revealed by ("acting interested") in each other,
each one discovers that the other either ("turns ya on") or
"(makes ya discard him") into the ("acquaintance") basket;
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as ("acquaintances"), men "speak and pass the time of day"
with one another--no more and no less.

Whenever a man has

the extra special something that ("just turns ya on"), a
cowboy tries hard to be friends with the guy.
Pecos:

Well, I think you've got to like a fella
when you first meet him or you don't.
Now I'm different. I don't know. A lot
of people it takes them awhile to get to
where they like people, but I form my
opinion when I first meet you. I either
like you or I don't like you.

Tex:

I'm kinda standoffish anyway, and if a
person doesn't hit me right, I don't want
anything to do with them.

Generally speaking, cowboys initially "sorta get (turned on to)
or (click with) that guy" that they will later do (making a
friendship) with.

Two cowboys might happen to run into one

another accidentally; yet to both of them, it seems like
"their heads are kinda together" and ("they just fit the
deal") that each expects of a friendship.

"Well, it's kind

of like love at first sight or something like that."

When a

cowboy ("loves a man at first sight") and feels the little
spark that ("turns you on"), he knows this friendship ("is
meant to be").
Dan:

I'd put this in the class of empathy, or
especially like I said before, there's the
intellectual, the physical, romantic, and
maybe several things. You'll have in mind
your ideal person or somebody you want to
be with or spend time with or who knows . . . .

A stranger ("turns ya on") when he seems to kinda ("mutually
empathize") with your "line of thinking."

Although they insist
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that (making a friend) is mostly "just accidental," cowboys
admitted that they probably are unconsciously "looking out for
the kinda guy that kinda thinks the way you do" and "goes along
the likes you do."
the deal)."

Conceded Moze, "you kinda get him to (fit

When a cowboy is kinda "on the lookout for his

ideal personality" and when an ("accidental happening") plants
a cowboy face to face with a fellow that really does ("fit the
deal"), he hardly restrains himself from really ("getting turned
on") to the guy.

Why?

It is because this stranger walks that

particular cowboy's "path of life" better perhaps than anybody
else.

"Your path of life goes in the same direction they do,"

exclaimed Lynn.

When a cowboy is (doing making a friendship),

he believes that he and his partner "have got to be an awful
lot alike" before they should even seriously consider accom
plishing a friendship together.

When they are unable to do

("mutual empathizing") ("acquaintances") remain forever
("acquaintances"); "there isn't too much mix and you don't
have anything in common to bring you together and become
friends," acknowledged Lynn.

("Acquaintances") do fit the

wider circle of associates "that you do business for or with
or what not;" yet before he will consider him as a member in
friendship's accomplishment, a cowboy would "just have to
like the person to start with."
Speaking the same language:

("Fitting the deal") as exper

ienced by the cowboys in their encounters with strangers has
its own typical features.
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Riggs:

Well, I can talk about the same things to some
fellow up the creek here. Some other fellow
that's a rancher. We can talk about the same
things but ya go to town and they wanta talk
something else, something I don't know nothing
about. That's kinda where it is really, don't
you think? They're just as good as friends
sure, but they just don't talk the same lan
guage I do; a lot of them don't. They would
probably speak to you, but that's what I say.
You could tell by their lingo. He started
talking about cowboy talk or stuff like that.
They just got a different lingo.

According to Riggs and other cowboys, (deal fitters) ("speak the
same language").

It seems only natural, said Moze, "that you'd

associate with people that talk your language;" the only lan
guage Moze could talk when he came to Montana was horse, cow,
and ranch talk.

When a cowboy does not have anything in common

with a stranger to talk about, "why there's nothing to talk
about except maybe world affairs or how the weather is today."
Weather and world affair talk is, of course, anything but ("cow
boy lingo"); when it's not ("cowboy lingo"), talk "just doesn't
have a continuous interest" for the cowboy.
Occasionally cowboys do do (making a friend) with nonmembers; on occasions, every so often, an ("outsider") talks
("cowboy lingo") sufficiently enough to enable himself to meet
one of the important prerequisites.

Other times the ("outsider")

skillfully performs all the other activities required in (making
a friend) with the exception of ("taking cowboy lingo"); yet a
cowboy like Clint might happen to enjoy talking "ski talk" and
"feeling talk" and anybody who is able to do and likes to do
(talking ski and feeling talk) talks enough ("common lingo") to
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at least fit Clint's deal.

In general though, people that

"don't talk much on the same lines that you do are a lot
harder to make friends with than somebody that does," con
cluded Clint and others.
Buff:

Well, I think that they click or hit it off.
Sure you can soon tell whether you are going
to like them or not. I sit down and visit
with people, and the reason why they click
and hit it off is because their minds run on
the same channels and they like the conversa
tion with you .... Most generally the ones
that clicks off real fast are the people that
their [minds] just goes in the same channel
. . . and these people that understand each
other, it [their minds] kind of runs along
the same track.

Common thinking:

It was the everyday ordinary experience of

cowboys to find that any two people capable of ("speaking a
common language") do ("common thinking") as well.

When their

("lines of thought") are similar to one another's, ("common
thinkers") "can visit like they'd known one another for twentyfive years."
life."

"These guys," said Dale, "can see your views of

"They understand your (lines of thought), and, well,

they just go together and usually get along."
Doing life with a guy ("who thinks like you do") is not
only more fun, but ("common thinkers") soon discover everyday
ordinary living with one another is "a whole lot easier;" for
example, each knows that the other one will be "ready to go
when he gets there."

A man that is ("thinkin' on your line")

can work with you and get the job done in half the time."

"A

guy like that makes the days pretty efficient and enjoyable,"
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concluded Texas.

("Common thinkers") ("feel easy") with each

other and ("feeling easy with a guy") makes a cowboy want to
"tell him things that you wouldn't even tell an ordinary
friend, but that you would tell a close friend."

Cowboys

have found that in the life-long process of (making friend
ships) "you just kinda end up with people that (think more
or less like you do)."

Here is an example Lynn used to illus

trate the importance of ("common thinking") to (making cowboy
friendships).
Lynn:

Well, they're probably thinking about buying
another lot and building a house on it instead
of trying to get a few cows together and about
having 80 acres some place or a 110 [acres] or
something like that. They're thinking different
than you.

As members doing (making a friendship) with one another, friends
then ("kinda think and act all alike").
Riggs: I think some people's personalities turn you
on and some turn ya off.
Interviewer: What kinds of qualities do you look for
in these people to be able to say, "Well, he
clicks with me because of . . . ."
Riggs: I think that people's friends are pretty much
like themselves really and if they have about
the same interests. It don't take very long
to determine this. If one guy likes to rope
calves and the other one likes to climb moun
tains, why they aren't going to be very good
friends; whereas two guys who both like to rope
calves or rope steers or whatever, they are
going to be good friends, and the mountain
climbing guy is going to have to find some
body else to be good friends with. I could
sit around and talk about roping with some
body all day, but if a guy wants to tell me
about climbing mountains, I wouldn't be very
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interested, very long. I think it just boils
down to the fact that you both have the same
interests.
Common interests:

Cowboys who ("talk common language") and

("think common thoughts") customarily share ("common interests").
By holding ("common interests") they "have got something to talk
about;" accordingly, if they are able to talk about that thing,
they must have had to do some ("common thinking") about it; at
least that is how the cowboys viewed this component feature of
("fitting the deal").

Guys who share no ("common interests")

just "wouldn't be interesting to each other;" probably they
would never do (making a friendship) with one another if for
no other reason than "you wouldn't be able to talk to them be
cause how could you talk to somebody with different interests
excepting maybe the weather or world affairs?"

"Weather talk,"

as we have seen, "grows old fast" if there is somebody else
around to talk about ("interesting things"); this somebody,
for example, shares the personal whims a cowboy does when he
is "going down the road and wants to stop and have a cup of
coffee."

"Well," said Tex, "they want to stop and have a cup

of coffee, too."

"You're just pretty much alike."

Visiting

with a guy who does not have ("common interests") is "just blah,
you know," added Lano, "although there is nothing wrong with
that person."

"It's just because his interests are different."

Cowboys supported their ("common interest") theory with state
ments like this one:

"It would be hard to take a person who

was interested in scuba diving because they just don't mix
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together as well as would two cowboys who were both interested
in rodeoing."

However, the ("common interest") principle

"doesn't run that perfect;" yet Billy and others still main
tained that they could "get acquainted with this old horse
shoer quicker than I could with a guy going to the moon."
Moze felt this way about having ("common interests"):
Moze:

Well, here it is. If I'm not interested in
listening to what you have to say and you're
not interested in listening to what I have
to say, why we probably aren't going to look
at one another and be talking to one another.
That's about all I can say. You wouldn't
have much in common would you?

Cowboys unanimously agreed that two parties who do not share
("common interests") "wouldn't be doing too much talking" and
two "silent" cowboys certainly could not accomplish much of a
friendship together.

If a cowboy is to start talking to any

body, explained members, not only must he have ability to talk
about the things he has in common with that person, but these
things also must be ("interesting things") to him.

Otherwise,

cowboys usually see no point in talking; "they won't talk
either," asserted several informants.

Said Lynn, "the reason

I won't talk is because he wouldn't know what I was talking
about anyway, and I wouldn't know what he was talking about."
Clint could think of nobody that he had ever been very close
to that did not like to do the same things he did:

"You'd

just have to have (common interests) before you'd even want
to do a friendship with the guy."
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Pecos:

When I get around guys from over east that
have had some of the same experiences I have,
why I'll talk and just loosen up; but as far
as visiting with any of these fellas here in
this valley, why I don't.

Common experiencing:

Pecos and other cowboys demonstrated the

importance of ("sharing common experiences") or a ("common fate"),
another practicality and/or experience of ("fitting the deal").
Life patterns of two cowboys (making a friendship) together
customarily include a set of ("common happenings"); working
with livestock, trading horses, and rodeoing are just a few
common cowboy routines a cowboy's friend needs to know and do.
In fact, all cowboys do these kinds of activities as their daily
routine; accordingly, all cowboys are enabled to share at least
one of the practicalities comprising (deal fitting) because they
"go through the same experiences."

However,

("common happen

ings or experiences") are only one of the practicalities which
make up (deal fitting), just as (deal fitting) is but one of
the ingredients one needs in order to do (making a friendship).
("Sharing common happenings") launches friendships because, said
Lano, "One will mention something and the other one has had
something similar to that experience and then the first cowboy
will figure he's kind of a buddy and in the same category as I
am.

He'll be in the same stream."

Of course, when cowboys are

floating in the same stream, they have "lots to talk about."
Interviewer: Is there any particular reason why you
start talking to him?
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Bud:

Well, there is just something about them .
. . their getup ... or something there,
you know, like you've heard guys . . .

Jeff:

Because he's awearing a hat and dressed about
like you are.

Dressing like me: Cowboys identify with a man when he ("dresses
like me") for the dress tells them that "that guy is my type."
Cowboys frankly admitted that they would be most apt to be
"friendly and start talking with someone that's dressed the
way they are."
Shorty: You can tell them from somebody that's
weathered a little, been out in the weather
and around ... by the way that they walk.
Jeff:

Well, the majorities of the ranchers that
come from over east, they kinda act all
alike . . . .

Appearing like me:

("Appearances") ("turn on") a cowboy, too.

"The way a guy looks or the way he acts"--maybe he "walks" like
a cowboy does, is "a little bowlegged" like he is, or seems
"kinda weather beaten" and has "little mannerisms" like he does.
When a fella ("appears like me"), the cowboys sense that "here
is somebody whose head goes along the lines theirs does;" the
guy ("goes along the same lines") in "his walk," "his counte
nance," and "his actions."
Dan:

Well, it's a feeling that you like them and
you enjoy talking to them and visiting with
them, you see. That just comes in the per
sonality set up, you see. Oh, hell, it's
just like you like some people and you don't
dislike other people, but you don't care for
them. You've got nothing against them, but
they just don't click with you.
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Coming in the Personality Setup:

Cowboys usually ended the

accounts of their experiences they had while ("getting turned
on") to a fellow by telling the writer that they ("turn onto a
guy") because of ("himself as a personality").

("It's just the

guy's personality"); individual cowboys "hit it off" with some,
and with some they do not, although there are guys who "just
turn everybody on or off."

"It is (just the personalities) in

the two people that draws them close together," said Dale, but
it is rather usual to have another friend "although with him
you don't become as close to as you do to the other one because
your personalities are so different."

There is "just that feel

ing;" "there is something inside you because of your personal
ities,

there is the bond between them."

It is in the end, some

thing ("in the personalities of the two") that brings together a
cowboy and his friend.
Because ("personalities") bring a couple of cowboys to
gether, one cowboy explained, his friend "is going to take a
liking to me more than he would to somebody else."

That man

"would not be as good a friend to somebody else as he is to
me," maintained Jeff.
(^Personalities") that ("hit it off") are "those that
the first time they ever meet, they like one another and it's
probably for the reason that they have quite a bit of the same
characters," contended Moze.

("Personalities") can, however,

("hit it off") even if one of the guys is not a cowboy because
two men can "get to be pretty good friends through their (per
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sonalities) alone;" occasions like the latter are, to be sure
not very routine everyday accomplishments in the cowboys'
country.
What is it, then, that cowboys look for in another's
("personality")?

When asked this question, Shorty replied

that he ("turns on") to the following kind of ("personality"):
Shorty:

Well, I got one close friend .... He
was born in the Big Hole, and he's been
on a ranch and then during the Depression
he had to work for the government-- for
the post office. He worked there thirtytwo years, and then he retired. He likes
the outdoors, and he likes to meet people,
and he's very good talking to people. He
likes to visit, and he's always in the
right frame of mind. He never has any
ups or downs. He's always the same, you
know. That's one friend.

Lynn, on the other hand, ("turns on to") a different ("person
ality"):
Lynn:

Well, I think he's got the finest person
ality. He's not, you know, hot-tempered
or fly-off-the-handle or anything like that.
He's real easy-going and anything you want
to do is agreeable with him, you know. If
you've got some dirty job, he'll come and
help ya just as easy as he would, you know,
if you were going to church or something,
you know.

One ("personality") type consistently emphasized by the cowboys
while attempting to describe the kind of ("personality") which
they ("turn on to") is a man of the "easy going" and "unruffled
sort" who is "agreeable" with what they, as cowboys, would like
to do, too.
("Clicking personalities"), of course, do not limit
themselves to each other; they try to ("fit in") with one
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another's "special people" too, at least to a fair degree.
Riggs explained, "when you're looking for a close friend,
one thing that you do look for is whether they'll fit in
with your family.

Of course, he's gotta like you, and you've

gotta like him to be close friends, and you've gotta like
what they do."

Naturally, it would be "real easy" for a cow

boy to decide whether or not he wanted to be a man's friend
if the cowboy was "just one single person."

However, friends

seem to have wives and kids who all have different interests
so that a cowboy has "got to fit in with them, too"--wives and
kids--as well as with his husband-father friend.

If he does

not ("fit in with wives and kids"), he'll find it tough going
because sometimes "you've got to mix him--your friend--with
the others--your family; the more he can mix, the more you're
around him, and the closer friends you are."

If he cannot mix,

the less a cowboy sees of his friend and the further away from
him he grows.
Jeff:

Jeff exemplified this position in his account:

In other words, you might want to go out to
dinner, and you might have a certain one of
your kids with ya, and if he didn't like
kids you wouldn't want to take him, ya see?
You've got to have people as your close
friends that kinda think and does the same
things that your family likes.

Moze summed up ("personality set up"), a feature cowboys chose
above all the rest as most important ingredient in the friend
ship making process:
Moze:

Well, I know what you mean--yet to describe
it. Well, there is just something about them
or something they said or their getup, you
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know, their looks or something there, you
know, like you've heard guys say I liked
him the first time I saw him. Now what
developed there I don't know except there's
something there. It's kind of like love at
first sight or something like that.
Dissenters
There were, among the cowboys interviewed, two or three
who disputed the majority's contention that friendship comes
into making when a cowboy ("turns on") to one who "accidentally"
("fits his own special deal").

(Dissenters) described them

selves as "being kind of a hard person to get to know" and
"taking a good deal of time" to become attracted to the fellow
they eventually do a friendship with.

(Dissenters), further

more, characterized themselves as "reserved" and as persons
whom it takes "a lot of time to break down the barriers with."
Sometimes cowboys do not ("click right off the bat") with a guy
yet later become intimate friends with him when the two are
thrown together for long periods of time.

Friendship emerges

through a process of sharing the daily routines of life together.
Out of sheer propinquity, men grow "to respect, appreciate, and
enjoy being with a person" with whom, for example, they associate
in business, prison, or in the armed services.
Experiencing "equality":

After a cowboy has encountered a guy

during an ("accidental happening"), and both parties have
("turned onto each other") on account of being (deal fitters),
these two men, further embark along the occasion of doing
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(making a friendship); however, before they do embark further,
they need to (experience "equality") with each other since a
"close friendship is a relationship that is 100 percent both
ways."

In other words, parties doing a friendship have got

to put an equal amount of effort into that practice; they
have to have (the same reciprocal liking for one another).
Tex described what I call (reciprocal liking) in the follow
ing account:
Tex:

In all friendships there has to be some
sort of mutual feeling, I think. I don't
care if it's male or female or what. In
any friendship there has to be some sort
of mutual empathy for another person.

Billy: Some people might think you are more of
a friend to them than you really are.
You meet a lot of people during your life
time, and you might meet a person, and he
thinks 'cause you met, and visited with
him and everything that he's a real good
friend of yours, but really you haven't
had much connection with him, and you'd
kind of forgot about him, and he comes back
to you a year or so later, and you don't
even know him hardly, and he thought he was
a pretty good friend of yours. This is a
situation you get into lots of times.
Mutual Feeling:

As Billy indicated, some fellow will, on occa

sion "get to liking" a cowboy who happens not to have the same
feelings for him; apparently the two did ("misunderstanding")
during the initial ("accidental happening") because this fellow
("turned onto") the cowboy and mistakenly assumed that this cow
boy also turned onto him, too.

On the contrary and unknown to

this fellow, the cowboy regarded him as "just another member"
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of the ("acquaintance") basket.

Said Riggs, "He is not just

disappointed, but he is going to feel pretty hurt when he
realizes that he is only an ("acquaintance") instead of a
friend," especially when he has been mistakenly assuming and
practicing a friendship procedure with this particular cowboy
for quite some time.

Members then need to hold ("equal amounts

of liking") for one another, if they expect to accomplish a
friendship together.
Shorty: You'll find that in rodeo you'll have these
guys like I just described with [good] per
sonalities, but it's really just some guys
get the big head, you know. These guys that
get real good, they get a big head, and they
just don't want to talk to anybody else, ya
know; but then I imagine in their own class
why they get along real good, too, ya know
what I mean, as long as they are in their
own environment. I'd say it would be equal
ity more than anything that starts to bring
two friends together, ya know.
On the same level: Cowboys also refuse to do (making a friend
ship) with someone that is out of their class.

Friends ("have

gotta be more or less on the same level") becuase if one of them
was ("much better than the other"), they could not be real close
friends.

The "inferior" member of the pair would be "resenting

the other one--maybe 'cause he'd feel inadequate."

Thus, a

couple of cowboys who are ("throwed together in there are pretty
much on the same grounds") and are much more likely to success
fully accomplish a friendship with one another.

Lynn suggested,

for example, that "people pick friends that are kinda in the
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same education category as they are."

"The same level of ed

ucation" affords members "the occasion to talk and visit and
have things more in common" than they would if "one of them
was more highly educated" than the other one.
Within the category rodeo cowboys, cowboys distinguished
three classes of members: professional, mediocre, and amateur.
These cowboys explained to the writer that it is pretty hard
to be friends with anybody outside of one's own class.

If a

guy rodeos professionally, he sticks to the pros and avoids the
mediocre and/or amateurs.

Dan enlightened the writer that mem

bers of a class "will speak to you everytime, but then there'll
be the others who don't know you, and they have you in a class
by yourself."

A friendship done with somebody out of a cowboy's

own class is "just not a good idea," said Dale, because "if one
is over you [in class] then a friendship is sometimes strained;"
"you just don't fit in some of these circles."
Billy: . . . I remember situations where I didn't
want to stay another day, but he wanted to
stay another day and go back on a Friday,
and we had planned on going home on a Thurs
day, and I just went along with it, and it
was fine .... Well, it's give and take.
Giving and taking:

Another practicality making up ("relating

equally") is the (''giving and taking") done by members.

For exam

ple, if a cowboy wants to be more friendly with a person, he
associates with him more; yet associating must be reciprocated.
(Doing a friendship) cowboy style fails when one of the members
doing the procedure ("gives or takes") more than the other one
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does.

("It's an equal deal"); a fellow really cannot be self

ish when he is doing (making a friendship) nor afterwards when
he is doing the preserving of it.

Pecos gave his views of the

practice ("giving and taking"):
Pecos:

Well, any time a close friend of mine under
takes to help me in any way, again I feel an
obligation to help if the opportunity ever
presents itself to return that favor, and I
think this is what makes good friends valu
able.

Togethering
Riggs:

. . . But really if I was to say what makes
a good friend, it is togetherness. Now
that about explains everything. It's like
Wes says, if you're out on a big cattle
ranch--and you might go there as a stranger-the first thing you know you get to working
with a guy, you know, so if you get along
and you strike up a friendship, and this
friendship grows, you see, because you are to
gether all the time.

If there was one experience cowboys unanimously voted
as "the must" for doing friendship, it was (togethering).

In

order to really do a friendship, acknowledged Moze, "you've
got to winter and summer with a man to get to know him."

"With

a man or a woman, you've got to spend time with them--even up
to a whole year."

Cowboys believe that they really could not

know what the other guy is like until them.

Knowing someone

for a year offers one a better chance of "knowing what he's
like on a frosty morning" than would be possible with only two
months of knowing one another.
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Spending time:

Earlier, remarks were made about the several

cowboys who claimed that they ("don't get turned on right off
the bat to a guy").

These men insisted that ("if you spend

some time with them--the potential friend," sometimes a cow
boy does find himself (doing a friendship) with a fellow whom
he "didn't particularly think too much about" when he first met
him, perhaps because (doing life together) for a lengthy period
of time draws out some of the ("common interests") between two
fellows that "they didn't even know they had."
Clint:

I think I've got lots of friends, but not too
many that I would really say was a true friend.
You know what I mean--that you pal around
with and things like that. . . . You go through
lots of people to find one that would be a good
friend of yours.

("Being together") for long periods of time is such an important
prerequisite practice of friendship making that cowboys claim the
average person "will maybe have three to four true friends in
his whole lifetime."

"A person only has so much time and can

associate with just so many people."

In the words of one cow

boy, ("your contact is what makes friendship").

The more con

tact, "the sooner that friendship will be made and the longer
it will last."
Wes:

Well, I think that it kinda grows on you.
It's just everything you do together. You
want to do together and where you're to
gether, you want to do things together. I
think that is the way that grows on you un
til you just don't want to do something
unless you can do them together.

When a cowboy, over the years, ("spends a lot of time together")
with another man, "why that fellar just gets to growing on ya
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and ya just think more of him all the time."

("Spending time

with his friend") "pretty much everyday" draws the cowboy ever
closer to that man, much closer than he would be to another
friend that ("you don't see too often").

(The more time spent

with one another), the more . . . ("well, you just naturally
get to where you want to be together"), said Riggs.

Cowboys

explained that "it's not necessarily liking them--(the guys
they make a friendship with)--more than ordinary friends."
It's just that one ("sees them more"), ("talks to them more"),
("and does more things with them") which said Buck, naturally
means "you're going to be closer" to that particular guy--so
close, in fact, that members of these kinds of friendships
("can't stand to be apart").

Friendships in which ("friends

can't stand to be apart") are made between cowboys who "maybe
rode down the same trails for a number of years together.
Because a cowboy has to spend such an exorbitant amount
of his time with another fellow after accomplishing a friendship
with him, Buff informed this interviewer that one probably has
"three sets of friends in his whole lifetime: his boyhood friends,
his married-life friends, and his retired friends.
ale behind this remark goes something like this.

The ration
When he is

growing up, a cowboy makes a friendship "with another boyhood
chum" which upon each of their respective marriages comes to
exist only in memory, marriage having separated the two chums.
The same pattern is followed when a cowboy leaves "child
rearing and working days" and goes into retirement; in each of
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these cases he wanders into a new situation with a different
kind of environment and during the time he is there, he prob
ably only has the time to make one or two more close friend
ships.

When life has left him, the average cowboy whom I

interviewed felt that the four friendships will most often in
clude a boyhood friendship, a marriage friendship, and a retire
ment friendship.
When cowboys are ("spending time") with a man, they are
watching him ("in his actions"); with "friends to be, you just
approve of their actions, and of their disposition, and the more
you watch them and everything, the more you think of them and
the better you like them.

You like different little ways and

actions and everything, you know, and speech."

The "fondness" of

cowboys for their buddies grows with "the age of friendship;"
of course, "a man has got to be (in close association) with a
fellar for this fondness to grow" because it is only in ("close
associating") that he watches the man's actions and hears his
words and accordingly approves or disapproves of him.

When a

cowboy cannot associate closely enough to accomplish a friend
ship, "why, pretty soon you just lose interest in one another,"
concluded Roy.
Wes:

In order for them to be a friend of yours,
you gotta be a friend of theirs, and you've
got to put in time catering to them. That
is what it amounts to. You do a few odd
jobs so I believe that is why a person can't
have too many close friends at one time. It
would be nice though.
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Practices necessary for the cowboys' style of (doing a
friendship) not only require ("taking time") to be a friend
with them but also ("making sacrifices") for them; ("sacrific
ing") grows to where close friends "will just about give to
each other anything the other has got."

They are "not even

afraid to risk their lives for one another."

According to

West, "close friends will do pretty much anything for me and
I'd do pretty much like this, too."
("Sacrificing") often necessitates ("xvorking at making
the friendship") although some cowboys claimed that one really
does not need to work for his friendships; "you see, it's just
there."

Billy and others, however, pointed out that the work

comes in ("spending time together") with them and if necessary
even ("putting oneself out") in order ("to be together").
("Working at a friendship") kinda means ("sacrificing") one's
self which for cowboys entails "giving just a little more
than you expect back" to that friend and, in general, "just
looking out for his interests."

When a guy is "down and out,"

cowboys cheerfully neglect their own work and go "looking after"
their friend's welfare.

Cowboys every day practice ("leaving

their own interests") and going to ("look after those of my
friend").

Slim offered an example in his own account wherein

he ("sacrificed himself") in order to get to see his former
partner"*" who happened to be passing through.

^"It should be noted that when a cowboy calls a fellow
his partner, partner refers to "the closest friend I ever had."
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Slim:

One time at an outfitter's convention here in
Missoula--in 1964, I think it was--old Roy
called up and he said, "Are you going to be
there?" I said, "Ya, are you?" He said, "Ya,"
so I fed cattle at 4:00 a.m. that morning so I
could go down and have breakfast with Roy at
7:00 and we never even went to the meeting.
We just sat there in the cafe and had our
breakfast, had ham and eggs, and a big break
fast and just visited and talked about how each
one was doing and since we'd seen them last and
stuff like that. Was he making any money and
stuff like that. I wanted to see old Roy. I
hadn't seen him for five or six years. Right
now if I ever had an occasion to go to Billings,
I wouldn't come back until I drove out and seen
Roy.

Jeff:

Like this one guy I worked for him; I guess that
was how it was. Anyhow, he was willing to show
me how to handle horses, and this and that, and
of course, he was willing to take the time. It
cost him money probably to hire a guy like me
that was green at the job, ya see, instead of
somebody that already knew. Maybe he could see
more possibilities where I would make him money
in a year's time than those other guys would.
Maybe, too, 'cause I took an interest in what he
was doing and looked after everything.

A cowboy gravitates towards a fellow who ("takes an
interest") in him.

When his friend troubles himself to ("take

an interest") in a cowboy, he helps that cowboy when he is in
trouble or explains to him the procedures necessary for doing
the job he is assigned to do.

In fact, ("just taking enough

time and interest to get the other guy to talking about him
self") assures cowboys that ("the interested one") wants to be
a friend.

Any guy willing enough to ("sit there and listen and

keep me wound up") and visa versa, claimed Lano, "makes ya feel
good inside;" here is a "man who took the time" because he has
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(taken an interest in a cowboy), enough ("interest"), in fact,
to want to do a friendship with him.

Anybody ("willing to

take enough of their time") to ask a cowboy questions that are
interesting to him and to be sincere about what he says does not
need to say he wants to be friends.

He ("plain acts like he is

interested") and is "a guy that would be a real good one" for a
cowboy in search of a friend.
questions," said Dale.

"I kinda like to be asked a few

Although he acknowledged his being "a

pretty tight-lipped guy," Dale still contended that "people
don't ask me for my viewpoint; if they did and acted like (they
was interested), why I'd open up and talk and be real friendly,"
he said.
Pecos:

Well, to me it's these guys that are close
friends that I can think of as a close friend.
Like I say, we've been together a long time;
we've froze to death together, you know, busted
bones together, and shared, and if one guy was
down and you had a dime--you know, it's what a
friendship is .... I think every friendship
is built on that basis, you know. What you
shared together and basically what you've been
through together and stuff like that. There's
guys in the war from different parts of the
world and you're throwed together, and you are
still inseparable friends; what I mean is that
they still visit every year. One might live
in New York, but they still--through their ex
periences together-- they're real bonded friends.

Doing what things together: Cowboys have found there are kinds
of situations in which they do (togethering), and it is in these
varieties of situations that the experience (togethering) is
accomplished.

Situations become, not only everyday routines,

but also very important contexts for activities done by a
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couple of cowboys as they proceed through the patterns leading
to and constituting the (making of a friendship).

What kinds

of specific situations in the cowboys' world are there for
("doing it together")?
Usually cowboys ("would do anything together") with
their "buddies."

Whenever a buddy suggests something, his

cowboy partner is "just all for it."

Texas exclaimed, "If

he'd mention something, I was all for it, you know--riding and
this and that--and why if he said let's go down here and stand
on our heads in the middle of the river bridge why [I'd say]
fine, that's good--let's go do it, and so we would."

("Pretty

much any situation") suffices a cowboy making ("togetherness")
with a friend; however, cowboys offered typical situations
during which they do the (togethering) they feel so necessary
for (doing a friendship).
One occasion during which cowboys make friends with one
another is ("visiting").

The expressed importance of ("visit

ing") underscores one of the demands friendship makes; that is,
("to be in close contact").

"If you're a hundred miles or five

hundred miles away and can't (visit), it's pretty hard to work
at friendship" since friends cannot do the indispensable (to
gethering) often enough.

(Making a friendship) really means

that a cowboy has got to go through (the whole process of to
gethering).

While ("visiting"), friends ("talk together") and

("do some things together") and accordingly are said to be doing
some work on their close friendship.

Cowboys pointed out that
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initially neither party knows what type the other is until they
get acquainted with one another, and a cowboy gets acquainted
with a fellow by ("talking together") with him during ("visit
ing times").

Cowboys find that the work of doing a friend

ship, of course, ("takes a long time") because "it just takes
doing all these things together to find out what kind of a guy
he is, and whether you would want to be friends with him."
Even if he ("fits the deal") "right off the bat" ("it still
takes time").
During ("visiting") cowboys pretty much sit around and
talk over their own business such as how the market is on cattle
or the cow that calved today.

Other times they "reminisce about

what they had done together" or even "plan" what they will be
doing together on a future occasion.

In the process of ("visit

ing"), friends decide through ("talking together") whether they
have enough of a similar kind of ability to enable them to talk
and visit with one another the way members in a friendship would.
"Being able to sit around the coffee cup and visit" seems to be
an activity cowboys want to do and do do.

Friends like to "sit

around the coffee cup and visit" with each other when they find
one another "just somebody that is enjoyable to be with."

Mem

bers believe that ultimately the only way to know whether "you're
going to enjoy visiting around the coffee cup with a particular
person" is to do lots of ("visiting") and lots of ("talking")
during that ("visiting").

The man who a cowboy enters into a

("visiting") situation with may prove himself capable of meeting
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all the experiences and features that are critical for friend
ship.

If he does, a cowboy begins to "hanker" for that

fellow's company and for chances to talk with him "around the
coffee cup."
Slim:

You'd get a couple cowboys, partner cowboys,
and they'd travel around together . . . and
you get a pretty close relationship that way.

Pecos: We go on trips--say to visit other friends,
you know--and one friend we went down to
California with and Arizona, and stayed all
winter together.
("Traveling together") is another kind of situation cow
boys often find themselves together in, whether they have chosen
("traveling together") "for the fun of it" or have been assigned
to each other as part of a job to be done.

As Slim indicated,

cowboys have discovered ("traveling") with a man to be a pretty
handy situation for helping them make up their mind about any
potentiality the guy might have as a member in friendship; at
the same time ("traveling together") is itself a good time to
practice (making any friendship which has begun) between the
travelers.

("Just traveling together") "in the back country"

for a period of ten days to two weeks has made Jeff "some real
lasting friendships."
("Traveling together") helps cowboy companions really
get to know each other's ("personalities").

If companion's

personalities clash, "they don't get along" which is to say
"there's no hope of a friendship developing between them."
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("Traveling together") with a guy whom one anticipates
doing (making a friendship) with or whom a cowboy discovers
during that situation of ("traveling") that he wants to do a
friendship with itself has typical practices.
Buff:

It's a lot more enjoyable traveling with a
close friend. You like to share the things
you see. Well, I came down from Alaska with
a friend, and we stayed at different places
and visited and things. We took in a rodeo
in Portland, and we enjoyed things together
. . . as far as an acquaintance, I think you
enjoy it [traveling] much better with a
close friend. I guess it's just because you
like to share with a close friend even if it's
just looking at something.

Cowboys ("share") with one another all of the activities and
feelings that they experience during the trip they are talcing
together.

("Sharing activities and feelings") is the order of

the day if a cowboy is traveling with some particular "fellas;"
yet it may be wholly absent
fellas."

when they travel with "those other

("Traveling together") seems all the more fun and

meaningful when a cowboy is "really able to share the things he
sees, the activities he does, and just has someone to share them
with who really appreciates them the way he does and likes to do
what he wants to do."

For these reasons, ("traveling") with a

fellow who ("shares the same thoughts and feelings I do") is
"real enjoyable," said Lynn.

The enjoyment experienced by both

parties makes and reflects "the bond between your personalities,"
commented Buck; that is, the "sharing of expenses like gas,
lunch and all" guarantees a cowboy his traveling companion "will
keep things even" if the two ever decide to begin (friendshipping)
cowboy style.
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Billy:

Well, it's a lot more fun and a lot more
relaxed and normally a friend likes to do
the things you do; so consequently if you
want to stop dow the road and have a drink
or if you wanta go here and go there or
party or do this or that or do whatever
you want to do, I mean he usually has the
same likes and dislikes that you do and if
he doesn't like it entirely, he's xvilling
to go along with ya.

When a fellow ("shares") what a cowboy does and given that cow
boy a feeling that "he really wants to share it because he feels
like that, too," ("traveling together") is "a relaxed and easy
traveling."

Someone with whom a cowboy is ("comfortable")

("traveling with") customarily helps the cowboys "just open up
and talk more especially if you've got common interests," and
it certainly "makes the miles a lot shorter."
("Traveling together") with someone who ("shares the
emotions") a cowboy feels--sensations which are deep within his
heart--and who is ("comfortable and easy to be with"), facili
tates a cowboy to "open up" his "tight lips" and begin discuss
ing some of his "hardships" with the man, i.e., "well just to
share head problems."
Lano:

Cowboys on the rodeo circuit just take one
outfit and go together and you usually ac
quire a friendship by that and you talk over
your problems with roping. If one sees that
one is having some kind of problem, he tries
to correct him with that or he helps him get
his calf ready or get ready to go.

Cowboys would "sooner travel with a buddy" than with a "stranger"
because they can "talk over the situation more;" that is, they
can discuss their "head problems" with one another.

For example,

sometimes a cowboy has only so much money and would "hate to say
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to a total stranger why I'm darn near broke; it's up to you
to buy."

"With a stranger," a cowboy maybe "tightens up his

belt" and "goes without eating" because he would not want that
stranger to know he was "flat on his buttroses."
Pecos:

That's something, well, you kinds have to
be associated with them like a worker or
something where you'll get to know them.

Dan:

Well, just working together and being to
gether like, I think that's been it more
than anything else. In fact, most of my
closer friends have been through that way
of work. We broke horses together . . .
and, of course, I think you can make close
friends if you're working together. I think
that it's easier to make friends [when you
are working together].

("Working together") is for cowboys a most important context
within which friendship is done.

Being with a guy everyday

working, even a man whom "you didn't get turned onto right
at first") sometimes tells a cowboy that here is somebody he
really might like to try (doing a friendship with) despite
his former impressions of the guy as "not of the friend type."
Such a discovery customarily is made by cowboys when they
"spend some time with the fellow" and, for example, discover
"their interests are quite a lot alike" or while ("working to
gether") they perceive that some ("common interests") are
beginning to grow up between them.

The paradox comes when

they find that the only reason they decided against doing a
friendship with one another in the first place was the ("lack
of any common interests").

Furthermore, cowboys, through the
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doing of a common work, develop a ("common thinking"), a ("com
mon experiencing"), a ("common dressing") and all the rest of
the practicalities that "turn one guy on to the other," not to
mention the ("equality") that is experienced in the process of
doing ("the same job together").
("Working together"), as a situation, encourages but
does not ensure a friendship.

For example, cowboys explained

that anybody can ("work together") with someone doing business,
doing civic improving, or running wild horses--"where you're
alone together for as long as ninety days at the time;" yet
when a cowboy is doing a friendship with a fellow at the same
time he is ("working with him"), "it's a whole different thing."
Only after he "gets to knowing and liking a fella's speech,
actions, and, well, his personality," does a cowboy make his
resolution as to whether or not this fellow "is of the friend
making type."

Since ("working together") among cowboys entails

even washing clothes side by side, darning socks, doing the
dishes, or cleaning the bunkhouse, cowboys do have a variety
of practices which help them know their working partner's ways
and so decide whether to like or dislike him.

When a couple

of cowboys (working together in the daily routine of accom
plishing their respective jobs) begin to decide to embark on
a friendship trip together, they soon ("start enjoying the job")
so much more than usual now that they can work with somebody
"that you like."

The process of (doing everyday ordinary work)

comes easier for a cowboy when he is doing it with a member in
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close friendship.

Often it is only through his coming to know

a "fellar" during the occasion/situation of ("working together")
that a cowboy arrives at a friendship with him.

For example,

("running wild horses"), a practical activity done while ("work
ing together"), comes to be a job that ("working") cowboys enjoy
not only because they like running wild horses, but because they
like each other.

"It makes you like the job better 'cause you

are doing it with him, but at the same time you like him better
'cause he likes to do the job you like and does it the way you
would."
Moze:

Well, I'd say I liked this Roy I talked about,
you know, when I first met him. We were
traveling. Oh, we had 125 head of horses and
we wintered them at Roundup, Montana and we
had to trail them down to Beehive, Montana
which is south of Columbus, Montana. There
were just about 150 we had to trail . . . .
Why here come this guy ariding on a horse
and he rode up, and he said, "By, God, I
thought maybe you old boys might need some
help," he says, "so I came along to see if I
could get in the way." And he helped us
trail the horses into Absorkee, you know,
and out through town until we were out in the
open again, and he rode back home again. He
must have come ten to twelve miles with us,
you know, and I kind of liked old Roy when I
seen him, you know. Later on, about a month
later, why I was going to this Eaton trail
ranch--you know, they owned the horses--and
Roy came up there and we broke a bunch of
horses before we started out, and he come up
and helped us there and we got to be good
friends, and it's lasted thirty years.

("Working together") "herding wild horses" brought Moze and Roy
("together") because they ("liked to do the same work") and did
it and because they liked ("each other's little ways and actions")
and ("ways of putting himself out") to help wrangle horses.
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Dale:

One time we pulled a real sharp one. There
was two horses on the place and both of them
weren't supposed to be ridden. One belonged
to the Misses of the outfit, and the other be
longed to him, and they went to town, and we
decided to run wild horses--Billy and I. We
both catched this white horse and this one gray
horse and we went out and jumped a bunch of wild
horses and got going down through those boulders
and rocks and pine trees up and down over the
top of this hill and this old horse was just
running as hard as he could run and he stubbed
his toe and down he went and he run his head
into a great big rock and cut his skull wide
open. He got up and staggered around and I got
up and staggered around and the blood was running
out of me about as bad as it was out of him and
he couldn't hardly stand up. Billy finally went
ahead and corraled the horses down there and come
back to look for me. He took one look at me and
he said, "Oh, you are a beauty." "Where am I
going to hide you until you heal up?" He turned
and looked at Old Blue and he said, "Oh, we're
both dead." I said, "Why?" He said, "That's
why," he said. "You can see that old horse's
brains. He says, "He's going to die, Duane.
There is no way out of it." Well, we had a
place on one side of the river. It would be
like on this side of the Bitterroot and it's
a big river there. A lot of rocks and boulders
in it, and the ranch was on the other side like
this. On the North side of the river was the
old home ranch and then they'd built a fence on
the other side of the river. We all built a big
log house there and a big log bunk house and had
a little old log barn down there and we took Old
Blue down there to the barn and we got over to
the house, rode double, and forded the river and
got some disinfectant and a big old sack of
needles and went down and patched him up--sewed
his head up. Everyday we'd go over there, and
nobody missed Old Blue or Old Steel, either one.
We left them both over there together, and we
left them, oh, for a week or ten days and some
body said something about going over across the
river and getting Old Blue and Old Steel. They
could see them across the river there. Whew,
we didn't want them to go over there, either one
of them. Well, we had to go get them and we
brought them in and here's this old gray horse
with his head all swolled up but he was a lot
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better. The old fellar looked at us. He
never looked at anybody else. He just turned
and looked at Bill and I and he says, "Well,
which one of ya did it?" He said, "You've
been told not to run horses on those two
horses." We said, "How did you know we was
running horses?" He said, "If there is ever
a minute that you two got spare time," he
said, "you are running wild horses." He said,
"I know it was you two." We said [that] we did
it. He said, "It is a good thing that he be
longs to me and not the wife 'cause," he said,
"I don't know what she'd do?" Then she came
out and she seen the old horse and we really
got a lecture. She threatened to kill us and
everything else. Bill looked at me and I looked
at him and I looked at him and I said to the old
man, "Well, how many horses is it going to cost
us?" Bill said, "Well, we was in it together."
He said, "You know what horses we own. Just go
take your rope and go catch them. Whatever you
figure he is worth, why, just start catching
them." The old man looked at us and he said,
"Ya." He said, "Well, that paint horse of yours
is a pretty good horse," and I said, "Ya." He
said, "You like him better than any horse in the
outfit," and I said, "Ya." He said, "Okay, go get
him and bring him over and put him on my side."
Bill had a little gray horse and he went and got
him and brought him over. The old man said, "Okay,"
and we went out to the bunkhouse and wrote him
out a bill of sale for both horses. He kept
them about a week. We'd go by and we'd look at
those two horses of ours over there--the old man's
horses, you know--and one day I went in and I
caught this paint horse and led him over and
the old man said, "What are you going to do
with that pinto horse?" I said, "I'm going
to ride him." He said, "Nope, it don't belong
to you, and you know what you done to the last
horse of mine." "Yup, okay." I turned him
loose. That fall when we came in off the moun
tain, he walked in the house the first night
in and handed me my bill of sale and handed
Bill his and said, "I don't want you fellows'
horses." He said, "Old Blue is all right.
He healed up pretty good." He said, "He'll
never be quite as good as he was but I think
you fellows both learned a lesson." He said,
"Now if you both had denied it, why," he said,
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"I would have kept your horses and everything
anyway 'cause," he said, "I knew that both
of you," he said, "you are both alike." He
said, "If one will do it, the other one will,
too." He said, "If a bank was robbed and they
said Billy done it," he said, "I'd know dang
well you was there because you are both just
exactly alike." He said, "There is no differ
ence in either one of you. If one will do it,
the other one will, too." He said, "Now, what
am I going to do with both of you now?" We
said, "We don't know." He said, "Well, I'll
tell you something. I'm just about as bad
so," he said, "I guess there is nothing you
can do," and he was probably thirty years
older than we was. He \\ras that way about it.
Dale's saga of the many thrills he and his partner ("shared")
while they were "running wild horses" ("together") illustrates
a situation the cowboys called ("playing together").

Just as

does ("working together"), so does ("playing together") pro
vide an occasion for the initiating and further binding ("to
gether") of friendship's bond between a cowboy and his partner.
("Playing together") with his partner is "a hell of a lot of
fun" for a cowboy.

The two are "always horsin' around;" "Well,

it's a pretty good friendship," said Dan, "when you can horse
around."

("Playing together") is an occasion for cementing

friendship among cowboys, but it is also a time for (making
friendships).
Cowboys do different practices ("together") which make
("playing together") a customary practice; they might "drop
over" and "set around" and "maybe have a few beers together"
or the pair may go to town on Saturday night and "do their
share of drinking."

Of course, money was pooled so "nobody

stayed home."
("Roping together") sometimes brings on some real good
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friendships.

After an evening of "roping," a "ropin' pair"

usually does some ("talking") over a glass of beer.

They

("talk of each other's past experiences or their business
affairs") and thereby sew the seeds for a sprouting friend
ship together.
Riggs:

We'd go hunting together, two or three days
at the time with no frying pan or nothing.
[We'd] just eat deer meat out there and
sleep and stuff like that.

When a couple of cowboys go ("hunting together"), activities
other than "hunting" are part of the itinerary and include
("visiting"), ("playing"), and ("drinking") ("together").
Jeff:

Well, cowboys are quite the jobbers, you know,
practical jobbers. They keep it pretty much,
you know, to their close friends. Well, a
friend of mine, when I was just getting on this
horse one time, stuck a hot shot on him just as
I was about half way on and I got bucked off
pretty good and then the next day why he and
another guy--he was riding along--and we was
right behind him so I just threw the end of
my rope over to him and he took a wrap and
I took a wrap and we just charged right by him
and whipped that underneath that old horse's
tail and we set him on his head so we were even.
You know, there's a lot of that stuff.

Finally, ("playing together") offers a means for ("jok
ing together"), as Jeff exemplified quite well.

("Joking to

gether"), too, is done in a variety of other situations, includ
ing ("working"), ("visiting"), and ("traveling") ("together").
Cowboys' joking is better known as "jobbin" and though
a customary practice among cowboys, ("jobbin") is kept pretty
much within the circle of close friends; "a cowboy gets more
kicks out of pullin' one on his best friend, ya know."

Not only
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that, but he must make sure that the guy he is ("jobbin") will
take the joke.

Guys that a cowboy "jobbs" all the time are his

"real close buddies."

With just anybody, "you might end up

with it right in the teeth."

"You can't just do it to anybody.

You've got to know their personality," said Jeff.
Other kinds of activities which cowboys practice while
("playing together") and which in their views contribute to the
friendship process by expediting the (getting to know one
another process) include horseback riding, rodeoing, and eating
meals together.
Wes:

I'll just tell about one friend I had. Well,
I still have him today, but you know we were
just kids that just kind of grew up together.
He was an orphan. He didn't have any parents.
He stayed with us quite a bit and he and I used
to run wild horses together and cowboy together
and we were pretty close friends. I don't know
whether young people have a friendship like that
now or not.

Many of the cowboys' closest friends were made when they were
("growing up together in their youth").

Sometimes a couple of

"young gellers" would have "relations here and there, but no
body really gave a damn whether they made it or not," said
Dale.

("Cowboy kids") tended to be "all shoved into it to

gether" with some fatherly old man who happened to take them
in and "just raised them as brothers."

Older cowboys remarked

that they often were raised with a bunch of (drifter kids).
Everybody was "throwed together pretty much on the same grounds"
by ("growing up together").

Somehow lasting friendships seemed

to be made in this period of ("growing up together").

Sometimes a cowboy like Wes got his best buddy friend
when his parents took in an orphan ("cowboy kid") whom their
son brought home.

Other times, a couple of neighbor kids

"just (grew up as kids together) there, ya

know, all the time

these two ("cowboy kids") were closer friends than some of the
others because they'd "do everything when they was kids there
together."

As kids, they saw one another more often because

they ("growed up with each other and therefore did more things
together as kids").

Many of the cowboys said they felt they

had made closer friends with the guys they ("grew up with")
for the reason that they "kneiv them longer and they were the
same age as you was when you knew them;" besides to be a cow
boy's friend, "you've got to be partly cow to start with."
Buck:

Well, I can't think of much more than I've
already told you. I guess it's just a friend
ship where you come to share with one another
no matter what it is--whether it's your last
dime or your last shirt--Well, I guess hunting
and just really just sharing something with a
close friend whether it is just an experience
or a story or most anything. It's just a some
thing that you lcinda enjoy sharing with some
one; let's put it that way. I think it's a
different relationship.

("Shared belongings"), for the cowboy, may mean either
("sharing material items") or ("sharing personal experiences
and problems"), ("sharing") being still another occasion for
doing friendship.

Sometimes one's partner gets into a situa

tion where he is "going broke" and "needing help."

Cowboys

believe that ("sharing belongings") is then in order--"why
whatever you did, you kinda went together."

When and if a
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cowboy went broke, he knew that his partner would spend his
last dime or give him his last set of clothes or let him bor
row his horse.

"A lot of times," said Jess, "you had friends,

but you couldn't treat them like you would your partner and
you wouldn't get the same results you would from your partner
either."

A cowboy's partner, you see, is his best friend.

If

a cowboy gets a new pair of spurs, his partner may try them on
and find "they fit pretty good."

Being partners, the cowboy

owner says, "All right, I'll just trade ya."

("Trading ya")

might mean the cowboy with the new set of spurs ends up with
his partner's old set, but as Billy remarked, "It didn't make
any difference.

I mean, that's the way we were."

If his

partner liked something he had, "why a cowboy would give it
to him," said Billy.

That is because he knew that the partner

"would do likewise" if a cowboy liked something the partner
just purchased--like a new pair of chaps.

Said Billy and the

others, ("anything I ever owned--I'd give the man anything I
ever had").
Buff:

For example:
I don't know. I mean if he's got a saddle
horse I like. I just told him one time. I
says, "Boy, I really like that black horse,"
and he was kind of a bad horse. "Looks
pretty bad," I said. I says, "Wanta trade
horses?" He sayd, "Nope, you like him. I'll
just give him to ya." Two or three years
later I happened to have a big appaloosa
horse that he liked real well and he said,
"That's a tough old appaloosie horse ya got
there." He said, "What do you want for him?"
I says, "You know what? You give me a horse
one time. I'll just give that one to you,"
and xve traded horses.
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Bud:

Of course, if one of us got into trouble,
the other one was right there to help out,
and we'd get in quite a few fights once in
awh i1e.

Anytime a cowboy gets ("in trouble"), his partner flies right
there to ("share that trouble").

Whether it is a case of

"somebody up and saying something smart" to his buddy so that
a cowboy has to share the fight--"we just more or less stuck
together"--or ("sharing his head problems"), partners are
going to ("stick together through it all").

Clint sums up

the experience of ("togetherness") in unison with all the
(togethering) activities which constitute ("togetherness") as
an experience.
Clint: Buddies I guess you'd call them. Well, we
were good friends over east there. Slept
together and drank together. Chased women
together. Well, I think that sleeping and
eating together one another's cooking you
know and bathing together makes the close
friendship.
If a cowboy and his partner have nothing in particular
to do at the moment and if in the past they have done things
("together") which "threw them close together the way they are
now," most usually they "go and sit down and talk over a beer
about problems --you talk about different personal problems."
Cowboys, then, like any group, are differentiated from
one another.

Friendships are made between those cowboys who

("share together") a common version of the experiences and
practices which I have described and will continue to describe
in this chapter, thus putting together the procedure which must
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be followed in order to do (making a cowboy-style friendship).

Accepting My Friend
Billy: I like them [my friends] or take them for
what they are worth and what I evaluate
them as. You are always evaluating people,
whether it's a psychological evaluation of
some sort [or something else]. You say this
fellow is such and such and you take him for
what he is worth and that's what he is. He
is what he is. He can be no different or he
doesn't want to be any different.
Cowboys have learned that they need to ("accept") their friend
for what he is, or in Billy's words, ("take a guy for what he's
worth").

When a cowboy accepts a man into friendship making,

there may be "a lot of things he does that the cowboy doesn't
approve of."

Despite the occasional disapproving of a fellow's

("words and actions"), Tex explained that cowboys generally
("accept their buddies blunders"), shrug their shoulders and
reply, "but that's just Shorty."

There are, according to the

cowboys, different kinds of friendships made--some close, some
not so close--yet a cowboy refuses to try to change a man to
("fit his deal"); rather ("he takes the guy for what he is
worth").

Cowboys realize there will always be fellows with

whom they can ("talk confidentially"); yet there will also
always be the ("not so close guys") with whom they exchange
a hearty hello and "just visit about the weather" or "what
the other has been doing."

The significance of ("accepting

a man for himself") emerges when cowboys are able to say
"that's Shorty" and "that's Moze" without trying to make Moze
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into Shorty.

Thus, cowboys do appreciate that "there are

different kinds of friendships just like there are different
kinds of people."

To make a man something he is not by re

fusing to ("accept him for what he is")--even accepting him
if he cannot be a friend--is tantamount to denying that man
the right to exist as he is.
Cowboys explained that they try not to "type people" be
cause so many times "it turns out you're wrong and the man
you typed might turn out to be just really a good friend,"
even though he may not be as close as another fellow would be.
It was the cowboys' consensus that in ("taking a guy for what
he is worth") and refusing to pin a label on him, the ("accepted
one") is extended equal opportunity to become the closest friend,
the cowboy has.

("Accepting a man") then comes from "just being

his friend and not doing him dirt."
Accepting mistakes:

One experience of a cowboy friendship is

constituted by a set of features which, together describe how
a couple of "fellas" doing a cowboy-style friendship make
("accepting him") their own experience.
Cowboys believe that everybody makes mistakes.

They know

their friend "was doing it to the best of his judgment when he
did it" and there is nothing more the guy could do than that-"at least he tried."

When a couple of fellows ("accept

one

another's mistakes"), "why there's no criticism whether what
one or the other does is right or wrong; in a cowboy friendship
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each member ("just knows his pal wouldn't do it wrong on pur
pose").

Certainly there is some kidding about the mistake,

but (to have an argument about it and get offended) is simply
out of the question and not practiced in cowboy friendships.
Rather than (getting offended), a cowboy admits that he is
wrong.

He is able to admit this to himself and to his buddy

since each shares the following philosophy:

"He makes his mis

takes and I make mine, and we both tolerate one another."
Accepting values:
Wes:

I mean, you can go along. I mean, like I say
maybe there is two things that I never really
discuss about with anybody. I joke and kid
about both and that is politics and religion.
I mean, I've seen some real fine Catholics-and I am one--and I've seen some real fine
Mormons and what have you and whatever religion
he is. That's him, not me; I don't want him to
preach me his religion and I won't preach him
mine. I say if there wasn't supposed to have
been all of them, there would have only been
one. There's got to be some good in all of
them and some bad in all of them. As far as
politics, you vote your way, and I'll vote my
way. That's two things I never argue.

Wes clearly expresses the cowboy idea and practice ("accepting
each other's values").

Whenever a cowboy ("accepts") his friend,

he does not go forcing that friend into liking the people he
likes or believing like he does.

What is more, a cowboy even

refuses to "preach to him about what he should believe because
what a man believes is his own darn business."

"Besides," said

Lano, "my values are no better than his, and his are not better
than mine."
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Accepting his doings:

Dale claimed that, what is more, a

friend in the making ("doesn't bitch too much about what you
do").

A ("friend's doings") are "his own business."

If his

friend is out "drinking and carousing and raising the devil"
while a cowboy is "going to church and being a goody, goody,"
why this paradoxical behavior of the two does not end their
(making a friendship) because coxvrboys avoid ("putting each
other to the doings test") to decide whether they are "going
to continue liking each other."

They are going to "like each

other" as long as each of them treats the other fair and square.
"What my partner does away from me is his own darn business,"
said Shorty.

There are times when a cowboy wants to do some

thing with his partner who already planned the day with another
fellow, a fellow whom this cowboy "just doesn't go for."

These

are the times when the cowboy either goes along without "bitch
ing about the other guy" or he just does not go at all.

"It's

simple as that."
Most cowboys claimed they would (go along with their
friends doings); yet "somebody else could do the same thing,"
and they would refuse to ("accept that man atall").

With a

friend, a cowboy passes the matter off with "that's just Buck;"
if an acquaintance performed the very same activity, the cowboy
"just probably wouldn't feel that same way about them."

In fact,

I'd think less of them and there really shouldn't be any reason
for you to do that," said Roy.
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Buff:

The reason the world is that way today is
'cause everybody wants to be better than
the Jones or the Smiths. They've got to
live up with them. Well, I don't give a
damn how they live, and I don't think they
should worry about how I live.

Accepting his position:

Buff expressed a sentiment common among

cowboys as regards their friends' position in life.

Whether a

friend is crippled, deaf, impoverished, or wealthy, healthy, and
handsome, a cowboy ("accepts him for his worth") and not for the
station which he occupies within the society at large, and ex
plained Lynn, "you don't belittle him because of it."
Cowboys "recognize each other for what they are" and
("accept each other's place in society"); they always seem to
"overlook a friend's position" and remember that "everybody has
his shortcomings" and "nobody's perfect."
Because cowboys ("accept their friends for what they are
and what they do"), a cowboy's friend needs not buy his friend
ship nor does he feel he can buy this friendship even if "he
has got enough money" or enough of some other kind of enticement.
A cowboy's friendship cannot be bought.

Roy:

I mean he [my partner] might have been little
but the whole bunch respected him and for a
young kid, I mean, to be around a bunch like
that who would you know look up to the guy
that the rest of them respected and I don't
know he just--well, I was kind of a knotnead
anyway, you know, and he'd catch some old
knothead bronc and tell me to get on him and
I'd say, "I will if you won't." Well, I mean,
I had to prove that I was as good as he was
even if we were both a couple of runts and I
mean that's just the way I looked up to him.
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Of course, if I wouldn't do it, he would. I
really admired the man for anything he'd do.
Admiring-respecting him:

As Roy just reflected, cowboys opine

that one must ("respect") or ("admire") a man if he is to be a
close friend to that fellow.

Without ("respecting a friend"),

cowboys claimed, "you don't have anything."

Nearly all cowboys

described their close friends as a man whom they ("particularly
admire and respect").

("Respecting one another") means ("look

ing up to one another").

It means for cowboys ("respecting

their judgment and their rights") and finally ("accepting one
another as persons").

Jeff:

There wasn't anything he wouldn't do or any
thing he couldn't do better. As far as riding
broncs, he was one of the best bronc riders in
the outfit and fight. He'd fight anybody. It
didn't make no difference .... He got married
and had three real nice girls, and they lived
way out of town. They had an old kerosene coolc
stove that blew up on his wife and burned her so
bad that she died, and he raised the girls. The
youngest girl was two years old, and he never
got married again. They lived way out in the
sticks and all they had was electricity. They
pumped water from a well, and he put those girls
all through school. He done the washing and the
cooking and everything else. There are very few
men that will do things like that.

Admiring his abilities:

Now cowboys both experience ("admiring

him") and practice ("admiring him") because they ("approve of")
the variety of activities that their partner does, one of these
activities being the guy's (ability in the things he does").
A cowboy entertains ("110 sense of jealousy") of his
friend whose abilities he ("admires").

This guy who has the
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("ability to make it") the hard way might end up with a better
horse or saddle, more money, or even the sprawling ranch that
his cowboy buddy might himself have dreamed about since he was
a ("cowboy kid").

However, instead of envying his buddies'

abilities, the cowboy ("admires") him and the more ("ability")
the friend exhibits, the more cowboys figure, "all the more
power to him."

They are happy for a guy like this.

Still another

one of their friends "might be able to make a speech to people
from all walks of life and get those people liking him."

Cow

boys, perhaps, cannot do that themselves; yet they ("respect
their buddies' abilities to do it").

To be a fellow ("worthy

of admiration") requires a man to "associate with the big and
the small," and said the cowboys, "the man has to be quite a
guy to do that."

Sometimes cowboys learn their buddy is one

of the most successful businessmen in the country and "really
doing things for himself."

A cowboy on occasion is drawn to a

fellow whom at first he "plain didn't like."

Somehow with the

passing of time, he begins to ("admire the guy"), "realizing
his qualities and capabilities" and "seeing in this person a
guy who is real good in something and just outstanding" and
"somebody who would be most desirable as a friend."
In response to the question, "How do you feel with situa
tions where you have to compete against your firends?", Lano
said;
Lano:

Oh, I just feel as happy for him if he wins
and I am sure he feels as happy for me if I
win. I mean, a lot of times, especially in
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rodeo, there is so many things that enter like
your draw enters so greatly and conditions and
that and normally the draw will enter evenly
whether you're in bronc riding, bull riding, or
anything you do. If he gets a good draw, can
draw a good calf, and can use him, and I can
draxtf the same calf and fumble him or can't use
him, then--no, I really don't have any [grudge].
In fact, I enjoy seeing him win.
Here is an example of the way two cowboys handled the situation
of ("competing against one another").

When his friend beats a

cowboy while ("competing") against him, "Why," said Shorty,
"I'm happy that the man won;" yet cowboys are not immune to
cracking a joking comment like, "You know, I believe we'd all
got along fine at this horse show without you here," or "You
just had a lucky streak;" however, even kidding "is mostly done
in a friendship kidding way."

If it were anybody else but his

buddy, a cowboy "would have did anything to get them bucked off,
you know what I mean, but when he is

working with friends again,

you're working with a different deal," said Texas.

("Reserving

one's help") exclusively for a friend does not dispute the ("help")
cowboys give to one another as members of the cowboy society; that
is, because (helping cowboy members) in the competitive events of
rodeoing is part of the ("cowboy code of honor"), as Slim pointed
out, and "it has been that way since the beginning of time."
In a situation of ("competing"), "the best man is going
to win."

If he blames anybody, a cowboy blames himself for

loosing because "he probably didn't practice enough."

Other

kinds of ("competing situations") arise when one friend is "bid
ding against the other in the horse trading businss."

Said
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Shorty of Lano, "he might be wishin' I'd quit

biddin', and he

might be wishin' I'd quit biddin';" yet whichever one wins makes
little difference when the other is "happy" that his partner has
won even if it means a loss for himself.

Slinger: . . . But the ones that you are friends with
and see a lot of, I think that they are
people you admire. They might not be up
on a pedestal or anything like this, but
I mean you admire the things they can do,
and the way they handle their affairs and
the way they treat other people. These are
the things you admire. I don't say that
they are beautiful or they've got the great
est personality in the world or anything
like this, but I mean the things that you
admire about them is that they do the things
that you think you'd like to see them do.
A living gentleman amongst men:

Cowboys admire a friend xvhen he

("behaves like a gentleman amongst men") which means "doing
things the way you'd like to see them do," both with respect
to animals and people, reported Slinger, or "just that they do
it the way I do things."
(Acting "the gentleman amongst men") to a cowboy is
practicing everyday life through the doing of activities charac
terized by their integrity--for example, their word is good-sincerity and the happiness that they bring to others and to
the practitioner himself.

Cowboys admire a ("gentleman amongst

men") for "not thinking of that almighty dollar enough to not
think of his friends."

The ("gentleman amongst men"), instead,

is concerned with "seeing that the other guy enjoys himself."
In so doing, he is "a friend to all of mankind."

A ("friend to
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to all of mankind") willingly helps people and just treats
everybody, including his own family, "like he'd want to be
treated instead of turning them around."

("Gentlemen amongst

men"), furthermore, hold an understanding of animals, especially
of horses which among other things means "just handling them
firmly and not being brutal and mean to them."
Cowboys, then, ("admire") their friends for "the way
they are with other people and with animals," and for the ways
they do things in everyday life.

("A gentleman amongst men")

does the things a cowboy would like to see him do.

He is a

person ("you gotta admire") and is one a cowboy would "really
like as a. friend."

("A gentleman amongst men") is "willing to

learn if he doesn't know;" he (does humbleness), which is one
practice cowboys especially ("admire") in a friend.

Dan:

I don't know; he's just one of those fellows
you just kinda like to be around. It seems
like he was a lot of fun. Well, he was
always ajoking, and he always sees pretty
much the bright side of anything. Especially
even if things are bad, he still can make a
joke of it.

Admiring his optimism:

Generally speaking, coitfboys, including

Dan, ("admire an optimist") for he is someone that "has got a
hell of a sense of humor and xvhom nothing seems to rile up."
("Optimistic fellows") are "always looking on the good side of
things" and prompting a cowboy to say, "I just wish I would be
like him."

However, cowboys don't ("admire") ("optimistic"

pals) only because they would like to be that way themselves,
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but also because ("optimistic" pals) are "just nice people to
be around."

Pecos:

Ya, I'm a little closer to them and more
outspoken. If you feel like pattin' them
on the back, you pat them on the back. Oh,
you can tell them; compliments are always
in order. Well, it's the best way to get
along that there is in the world.

Complimenting him:

Cowboys not only ("admire") and want to (do

friendship) with an ("optimistic partner"); they feel inclined
to ("compliment him") on what he does, ("complimenting him")
being "one way of showing their feeling of admiration and
friendship."

("Complimenting") is appreciated by a partner;

"in fact, if you tell anybody you admire them, why," said
Buck, "I guess they will feel elated."

A pair of cowboys "have

got a pretty solid friendship" when through ("complimenting one
another"), they show that "they haven't forgotten the friendships
that they made today when tomorrow comes," that is, "they aren't
looking for tomorrow all the time and forgetting what happened
today or what their friend done for them."

Cowboy friends, then,

use ("complimenting") as a way of showing they ("appreciate")
"fellas'" friendships.

Lano finds friendship to be "something

that's just there" and "should be appreciated."

("Complimenting")

then, is but one way cowboys express their appreciation."
Friendship with a fellow is something they feel one "should
never take for granted" but rather should ("respect and appre
ciate"); one way of ("appreciating") one's friend is to
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("compliment him").

At the same time, ("complimented friends")

("appreciate") the recognition given them by their cowboy friend;
they "feel real happy" hearing it from someone that they know
feels that they did, in fact, perform to the best of their
ability.

Even better, the (complimenter) assures them that

they did do it well, and the ("assurance"), when it comes from
a friend, "is probably a little warmer than it would be for
someone else."

Clint talked about ("appreciating" partners)

by means of ("complimenting them"):
Clint:

A lot of it is being appreciative, too,
ya know. Say we make a good run or some
thing. Why, we are big enough to compli
ment each other, we might cuss each other
at times and we'll praise each other and
compliment each other.

By ("complimenting") his partner, a cowboy expresses his
friendship to that man; "with a special friend a cowboy would
show his admiration or his appreciation by telling them, but
maybe with someone else he wouldn't."

He might tell somebody

else, "gee, that guy is a good individual in whatever he's
doing," but with a friend, he just "kinda wants to tell them
himself."
Slinger:

Oh, sure, good friends can make you feel
good 'cause they can talk to you and make
ya feel good, you know. In other words,
you feel good, when you are around them . .

Parties (making a friendship) exert a great deal of pox\rer
over one another as friends because the (expressions of "admira
tion") each one gives to the other makes each "feel good."

The
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power a man's friend possesses over him sometimes grows so
great that "a friend can build him up and knock him down"
through the practice of ("complimenting him") as a way of
expressing ("admiration").

Friends can "help lift cowboys'

morale and make them feel better" and they like it better when
they are around "somebody that makes them happy all the time
instead of somebody that makes them sad," said Dan; yet a
friend can deflate a cowboy "way down" "by coming in and saying
'gee, you SOB, I don't like you this morning'."

Cowboys feel

even "a lot more damaged when a friend deflates ya by ignoring
ya."

Apparently any kind of recognition is better than none at

all; yet a guy "that kinda perks a cowboy up" by ("inflating
him") with ("compliments") is "the kind of a friend ya want,"
argued Jess.

This friend acts as "a big power of build up."

In fact, one cowboy suspects that his close friend

has "built

me up way past what I am by just telling people and stuff like
that."
Proud partners:

When a cowboy makes friends with a guy who prac

tices this variety of features constituting the doing of ("admir
ing him"), the cowboy is "bound to be just plain proud" of such
a partner.

(Proud partners), said Dale, "just always seem to

look up to one another;" (proud partners), indeed, gave many
flattering accounts of their friends as they expressed the
("sheer admiration") which they hold for those pals.

Riggs,

as a (proud partner), regards his cowboy buddy this way:
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Riggs:

No, I think that you've gotta--in other words,
I've got a friend, well, say that can get up
here and if there was five hundred people in
this room from all walks of life, why he could
get up and make a speech to these people and
make them like him and just kind of talk with
enough knowledge that they would all of them
judge and they would think that he was very
intelligent. Now, I can't do that. I haven't
got the way to pass that on, and I don't like
to be one that does it. See what I mean? He's
got that capacity to do that. He knows what to
say and what to do at the right time; yet he
himself is a fellar who can go up here and sit
down and cook his grub over the campfire the
next morning. This is the kind of guy he is,
ya see? He can do that or he can just sit down
here and be real small and insignificant, you
see. It takes a guy to do that. I admire him
for being able to do these things, you see, and
yet he fits in with most anybody.

Dale:

I think, in a way, you like to impress your
friends. You want to show them that you are
going good and you know that you want to do
good, that you've got a good head on your
shoulders. Oh, I think they mean more to you.
I think you do it intentionally kind of in a
way.

Impressing Him
Cowboys not only are ("admired") by their friends, but
they, as Dale just remarked in his account, actively seek ("to
impress") a partner so he will ("admire them"); they thereby
prove "their merit" or "that they're worthy of being his friend."
For example, if a cowboy is "making a real good ride on a bronc,"
he is more than likely ("hopin' his buddies are impressed").
Buddies who are ("impressed") not only are glad for him but at
the same time hope that they, too, might be able to ("impress
him") and receive "the same turn about with him."

Sometimes a
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cowboy wants to ("impress his partner") with his new horsetrailer, but maybe at the same time, "it's more just to share
with him."
is this:

The main idea cowboys inject into ("impressing him")

"Your partner means a lot to ya and you want them to

think highly of ya, ya know."
Proving your merit: When a cowboy intends to do a bit of ("impress
ing") the man he is (making a friendship) with, he probably "puts
a little more effort" into the activity and "does it a little
better" and "makes sure it's done right;" that is, the cowboy
wants to make sure his activity is done "just a little more pre
cise" when his future buddy is around.

The reason cowboys exert

added efforts to ("impress") their partner is that they have "a
certain amount of pride when they're a friend to a person."
They "like that person" and just "want to give him the best" and
show that friend that they are worthy of his friendship and that
they have the ("necessary merit") to deserve it.

One fellow felt

he ("impressed") his sense of merit upon his buddies by "riding
a nicer horse than anybody else."
Lynn:

Well, I always like to ride a nicer horse than
anybody else. I always like to ride a better
horse, and I've always done it. I always had
better rope horses and trained them better.
I always prided myself. Somebody would come
along and wanta ride my horse and I ivould al
ways say, "Well, the horse will do his part.
All you gotta do is rope the calf."

Being himself:

Other cowboys supposed that ("impressing") a

friend comes more through ("just being yourself") and "trying to
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do the things that you admire in other people."

"The things

admired in other people" include ability, sincerity, integrity,
honesty in business, openness, ambitions, and happiness.

If a

guy does the activities which constitute these qualities, more
likely than not he does ("impress") his partner with his merits
and thereby gives this fellow added bonus points for (making a
friendship) with him.
Sometimes, conceded the cowboys, one needs to refrain
from ("impressing") his friend.

One such occasion where ("im

pressing him") probably should not be practiced would be "when
you don't want to make the man feel bad because he doesn't
happen to rate up where you do money or dress wise;" yet cow
boys see no reason for a man to degrade himself either.

Clint

saw the (restrained "impressing") as an occasioned activity
appropriate only on special occasions:
Clint:

You go along a normal course and don't do
anything to degrade yourself . . . . In
other words, if you are going out to dinner,
well say, you kinda dress according to the
associates or go along with the people, ya
see what I mean .... You try to follow
the lines of the people you're with. If
you're going out with an old boy with a pair
of overalls, say out for dinner, you don't
want to put on a suit and tie and stuff.
You want to put on something to kind of go
along with him so you don't make him feel
bad .... You gotta know how high the
water is. When the water is high, you need
your boat. When it's down, you don't need
no boat.

Unnecessary impressing:

Finally, one cowboy considered ("impress

ing") a totally "unnecessary" feature in (making a friendship).
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Said Buff, "It don't worry me in the least if I have a Volkswagon that only runs on two cylinders."

Buff "wouldn't know

when a friend was trying to impress me and when he wasn't and
besides I wouldn't give a darn anyway," he said.

To Buff at

least, "the one that had the least might be the best."

Trusting One Another-Doing Honesty
Lynn:

. . . And their word is as good as--in fact-their word is way better than anybody's legal
form or anything else and I know a number of
fellows around this country [outside of cowboy
country] that is, that is that way; yet the
majority of them don't [do that over here.]
Now, I don't know whether they weren't raised
that way but when I was a kid [in cowboy
country] and when I grew up, you learned to
trust everybody until he proved himself dif
ferent. You never accused a man of doing
anything unless you definitely saw him do it.

Lynn's remarks illustrated probably the most important experience
in friendship making as told to the writer by the cowboys: ("trust
ing in one another").

("Trusting one another")--so important to

the cowboys--is constituted by the doing of an activity they
call ("honesty").

If there is one quality Jeff initially looks

for in a potential friend, it would be ("whether or not the guy
is honest").

If he does ("honesty"), cowboys know he will not

do ("phonying") which they "frankly just don't care for."

The

best formula for a cowboy to follow--as cowboys saw it--when
attempting to secure a good friendship-making partner is to
("act real honest with people") and ("just be yourself"),
"telling it like it is."

If a guy gets ("turned off") by the

cowboy's self or "doesn't care for the way he is," Wes pointed
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out, "there is nothing you can do about it."

To try to change

would be "going back to that (old phony way) again."

Purported

several cowboys, "by being yourself with one another, you won't
have any problems (making friends)."

Any questions that do come

up only show that a friendship between the said men would not
have worked in the first place.

Experiencing and doing ("honesty

and decency") with a man leads members to ("trust in one another
until he proves himself wrong").

Cowboys feel that they have

a better chance of starting a friendship with somebody when both
parties do ("honesty and decency") with one another than when
each ("distrusts the other") until he proves himself differ
ently.
It was in this doing of ("honesty and decency") towards
one another as cowboys that these men of tradition first devel
oped the code of ("trusting him 'til he proves himself wrong").
Moze:

Well, I'll tell you what friendship means to
me. It is a mutual feeling between each other
that you can trust each other, that whatever
they tell you will be right and that you can
go on their word. . . . That's what friendship
means to me.

For Moze and others, ("trusting in one another") is "knowing
you can depend on one another."

When cowboys come to ("depend

on a guy"), Tex insisted they will be ("depending on him not to
steal from them and if he does need something and takes it,
depending on him to tell them about taking it").

Often a cow

boy even finds himself ("depending on a guy") he's only about
to begin a friendship with when he is convinced that that fellow
will practice ("sharing with me").

Slim cited a rather unique
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case of the ("dependability") done by his own friend, Billy:
Slim:

We'd decide to go to town. Duane was little
and we'd want to go some place and he'd say,
"Well, go on. I've raised two girls. I guess
I can raise a boy," and when we was gone he'd
take care of him just like he was his own or
better. We never worried about him. Billy
would go to town, and he was liable to get to
drinking or partying or whatever but if he had
one of those kids with him, there ain't no way
you could get him to have a drink.

Cowboys ("who trust in one another") as friends soon
arrive at a point of "just knowing that their friend won't go
against them 'cause they can depend on him not to," said Riggs.
In fact, "their word has got to be good" before a cowboy will
even consider making such a man his candidate for (friendshipmaking).

("Dependable words") speakers reassure cowboys that

they can count on these kind of guys who will "not be taking
advantage of ya at every turn."

("Dependable word") speakers

do not need "continued watching" because their "acting" is
"always just kinda sincere."

The fact that a guy always prac

tices ("honesty and fairness") and ("respectability") engenders
in cowboys more than just the initial trust they award to all
men because they subscribe to the cowboy maxim ("trust him
until he proves himself wrong").

Cowboys begin ("taking it for

granted") that if their buddy needs them, he will feel free to
call because they themselves have done ("honesty and fairness")
by "just being themselves."

When he is called upon, a cowboy

also relies on his buddy "to repay the services;" yet at the
same time his buddy banks on the cowboy to not "be buggin' him
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about "repaying him."

This paradox resolves itself because

cowboys, as friends, simply "know in their hearts" that each
will make it right with the other whether that time be sooner
or later.
When a guy (acts "honestly" and as himself), he feels
more confident that his cowboy friend really does "like him for
himself and not for what he wants him to be," remarked Billy.
Pecos declared solemnly that he trusted his partner more than
he "would even a brother because neither of the two friends
will be lying or stealing or cheating on one another where they
might with a sister or brother."

Nearly all cowboys answered

"nay" to the question, "Did you ever have a friend whom you
had trusted and who later proved himself unworthy of your
trust?"

Cowboys explained that ("sincerely depending on and

trusting your partner") gives that partner a self-concept of
himself as a ("trusted person"), bringing him to where he wants
to fulfill that prophecy so "he is pretty much going to live up
to that trust."

Clint:

Well, I think that's probably pretty true
that you really only have that many real
close friends [just a few]. A lot of people
that you think are your friends --when you
need them, they aren't there. You can get
in trouble or something. I think that's
probably the real definition of friendship
when you are backed up against the wall and
ya really need somebody and people that are
there are your friends. I'd hate to have
to get in real bad trouble to find out who
my friends were which has happened a couple
of the times.
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Coming through in tight spots:

The real test of a friendship,

according to the cowboys, comes in ("knowing a buddy will come
through in tight spots").

When cowboys can (really "depend

on their buddy coming through when the chips are down"), they
grow ever more convinced that that partner "will be there"
when calamity strikes in their lives.

For example, if a cowboy

breaks his leg or comes down with a hernia, ("dependable friends")
do not need to be asked to come.

Instead, they ("come right

there") to the cowboy and "ask if they can do something."
"Real partners" are automatically ("just there when a cowboy
is in a spot"), commented Lano.

Because they do come to a

cowboy's rescue, he knows ever more deeply, "that the guy will
(back him up in a pinch and just be standing behind him 100 per
cent when he is down and out)."

Cowboys made in quite clear

that they "would do the same thing" for their partner.

On the

other hand, ("fairweather friends") or ("acquaintances") "might
be pretty good friends until something serious happens and a
cowboy has to depend on them."

("Fairweather friends") "come

around when the sun is shining but when it begins to rain, they
hide in the house."

Cowboys refuse to do a friendship with

("acquaintances").
Buck:

He's just right out there giving all the time
but he don't think of that almighty dollar
enough, you know, that he don't think of his
friends. Now last fall [I had an emergency].
I had a herd of cows I was milking here and
got hurt and couldn't milk them and couldn't
find anybody, you know. You can't hire any
body. He's got a place over here on Sunset
Bench and he had a fella irrigating over there.
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Between Lynn and Bill, they got to talking
and that fellar over there used to milk cows.
[He] had for years so he called up. Lynn
called from Denver. He was in Denver and his
wife called up and told him we had this acci
dent so she said anything she could do. She
didn't know if we had anybody to do anything,
but then they had some hired men around and
they'd send them down. Well, I couldn't go
out to show anybody anything so Lynn called
and said he was going to send this Jess down,
and I said, "Well don't send him unless he
wants to milk cows," so about twenty minutes
to half an hour after I'd talked to Lynn on
the phone, why here come this Jess. He said
Lynn had told him to come down, and I said,
"Well, do you want to milk the cows and not
just 'cause he wants ya to?" "No," he said,
"I don't mind it; I've milked cows for years
and years . . . ." Lynn sent him down here-it was, I think, the eleventh of August--and
he milked the cows everyday. I was out to the
barn twice or three times at the very most. I
was in the hospital a lot of the time and
there wasn't anybody around here, but he just
took real good care of the cows and fed the
calves and everything until we sold them the
24th of October. When we got through, I tried
to pay Lynn his wages, and he said, "Hell,
that's what friendships are for. That's what
friends are for. Use them." "You know," he
said, "maybe someday I'll be in a spot, and
I'll need some help, you know that." That's
true friendship.
There are, of course, ("emergency situations").

A

cowboy finds himself ("in a tight spot") and ("needs to depend
on his partner").

When it is an ("emergency"), a cowboy expects

his friend to "call and come right over;" he, too, makes a point
of ("being right there in the times that he needs me").

In

fact, cowboys do not need to be asked to come because they are
("just willing to volunteer their services") in ("emergencies")- for example, an ("emergency") may mean driving their buddy's
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wife and kids to the hospital when they come down with pneu
monia although it means going sixty miles in a blinding snow
storm and driving that sixty miles back all alone.

Other times

a cowboy's buddy calls in to say he is stranded--maybe he is
Laramie--with a couple of blowed-out tires on his horse trailer.
"Why," said Pecos, "he needs me and I go and get him."

Once in

a while somebody "up and says something smart" to a cowboy or
grabs ahold of him and "starts rough-housing him."

"Why,"

said Tex, ("Shorty is going to be right in the middle of it
and the same way with me if he was in that spot").

Running

wild horses gets a cowboy into "some pretty tight pickles,"
but "you (depend on your buddy to get you out of it)," replied
Pecos.
Although a cowboy may be unable to see his partner for
maybe as long as fifteen years, whenever he finds himself ("need
ing somebody bad"), he has only to call and say, ("I'm in a
tight spot"), and that partner will "be right there."

Partners

drop everything they are doing when they learn that their cow
boy friend is in need, whether it be a death in his family or
an accident that has befallen him.

Friendships cowboy style

really mean that feeling a cowboy has of ("being able to any
time he needs to ask them for help to just ask them").
Once Moze grew gravely ill with a heart attack which
struck him down at 4:00 in the afternoon.

By seven o'clock

that night there were "more cowboy hats down in the lobby in
the waiting room of the hospital than there has ever been there
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in its history;" just about every friend around, including
Roy and Dan, was there to support Moze.

Cowboys learn to

("trust in and depend on") a guy to be there in ("emergency
situations") because he always has been there and he is there
then.

The buddy is there because he knows someday he may want

his partner to come to him and also because he knows his cowboy
friend believes with all his heart that he will be there.

How

can a guy let a partner like that down when he shows that much
faith in him?

Lano:

Cowboys said, "you just wouldn't do it."

Well, a friendship is something where there
is someone you can talk to and tell them
everything. It's someone to talk to and get
things off your mind that are bothering you,
not necessarily that he's going to help you
sort them out, but it's somebody that talking
to helps you whether he's contributing or not.
. . . Well, he's my partner in business, but
he's also my friend. You might say that a
partnership grew out of a friendship. I don't
know; he tells me just about everything that
goes on in his life and I, in turn, I probably
tell him just about anything.

Keeping things confidential:

Cowboys, including Lano, claimed

that the ("trust") a cowboy holds in his partner develops through
("confiding in him"); a cowboy ("confides in the fella") he is
(doing a friendship) with because he ("trusts him") enough to
know that what he tells the fellow in confidence will be kept
("in confidence").

("Confiding in him") is only possible when

friends ("respect one another") enough to refrain from saying
things to somebody else about their close friend's "head prob
lems."

They want to keep it ("confidential").

Jealousy holds
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no place in a friendship.

If it is practices, it is a case

of a "partner" trying to put his cowboy friend down by ("be
traying that confidence") the cowboy ("entrusted him with").
Cowboys who have ("that feeling of just knowing the man will
keep it confident"), never hesitate to sit down with this
fellow and talk about different personal problems, both finan
cial and mental.

"When a rodeo cowboy is traveling the circuit,

he's got a lot of (head problems)."
ority about not knowing a lot."

Often he "feels an inferi

He finds it real good to have

a close friend to ("confide in") because, said Tex, "a close
friend just picks ya up by listening to ya."

Everybody "gets

a need for letting it all out once in a while;" yet "there's
only a few people cowboys can do that with, whereas they
couldn't with someone else."
friends.

These people are their close

A cowboy has known them so long that he ("feels

confident") "telling them things like a hardship or something
that went wrong."
further").

All the time he ("knows it won't go any

When he is able to say something about ("how he

is feeling or thinking and knows that his partner understands"),
a cowboy feels good about ("getting it all out") and ("being
fairly open about things").

He has no feeling of needing to

hide his ("head problems") from everyone in the world; instead,
a cowboy consults with his friends about even such personal
matters as his "love life" and "who the two of them are going
out with," yet being always careful "to protect the rights of
those involved."
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When a cowboy (feels good about telling his troubles)
to someone, he is mighty close to and secure in his relation
ship with that person.

The ("trusted one"), sensing the cow

boy's ("trust and confidence"), in turn feels enough ("trust")
in the cowboy to ("confide in him about his own head problems").
Each knows the other will not go "shooting it off" to their
other buddies unless perhaps the one feels he needs some advice
in addition to his own ideas in order to ("help") his partner
out.

In that case, a partner turns to his buddy's other close

friends instead of consulting his own.

Even so, ("confiding")

in the other's friends is rarely practiced.

"It's not good."

"If you're that close--(if he confides in you)--then keep it
to yourself."

"Keep it between the two of you," admonished

Lynn.
Generally cowboys ("confide only in their partner"),
preferring to keep very personal ("confidences") to that one
guy alone.

"With your partner," explained Billy, "you can

talk more intimately about different things and know for
certain that it won't go any further than you want it to."
A cowboy avoids talking about ("head problems") unless he
is able to be alone with his partner.
Wes explained that until now he never burdened anybody
with his troubles; "yet after confiding in you [the writer] I
think maybe it's a good idea."

"It sure made me feel better

to confide in you; maybe I should have been doing it all
along."

There were days in Wes' life when he "probably wouldn't
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say ten words" to the guy he was riding along with.

"I just

keep them--my troubles--all boiled up I guess and that's bad."
A close friend, at least one with whom a cowboy wants
to do a friendship, has to engender within the cowboy a ("feel
ing of deep-deated. trust") and a conviction that he can unburden
himself ("in confidence") to that fellow and really know ("in
his heart") that the fellow "will take it no further."

Date:

. . . Then there is other guys that I can be
around and be friends with, and hell, I won't
have to say a dozen words to them in two days
time .... Well, I guess from observing them
and their actions and what they are capable of
doing. Like Dee and I was living over there,
when we were running wild horses, why we'd
split up and always meet someplace. Nothing
was ever said where we were going to meet. We
just were thinking on the same line where that
was a logical place I guess to meet. It might
be two or three or four miles from where we
split up.

Predicting his ways:

If a cowboy ("trusts the man") because he

proves "his (dependability in tight spots)" and refuses to
betray that cowboy, the cowboy begins anticipating that this
buddy will ("act in the ways you would predict him to act").
The fellow whose behaviors he can ("predict") epitomizes the
cowboys' ideal of a friend--a dependable friend.
just stays like he is."

"Well, he

Since their partner consistently proves

himself ("dependable") ("in tight spots") and ("confidential
matters"), cowboys expect and discover that their partner's
activities do become ("very predictable"), "just more nature
than anything."

"A partner doesn't act this way one time
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towards you and that way another time, you see.

Your lives

just run about the same all the time, you know," purported
Moze.

When a buddy's life ("runs about the same all the time")

the doings and thoughts of one another are ("predictable to one
another").

When friends' ("doings and thoughts are predictable

to each other"), they need no unnecessary words of talk for they
know without asking what the other one "wants to do or what he
will do."
Cowboys ("predict thoughts and doings") only when they
begin to ("learn their partner's ways").

For example, ("pre

dicting doings and thoughts") of a friend when he is a cowboy
necessitates learning that when the two are traveling to a
rodeo and planning to meet somewhere at a certain time that each
other will be there on time or else.

Said Buck, "If he isn't,

he'll telephone and tell you he's had trouble, and I'll do the
same."

Then the next morning a cowboy, through experience, has

learned to expect that his pal will be up and around and ready
to go when he is.

Two cowboy friends' thinking is "just about

the same anyway" so learning to know what each other will do
really is not that hard.

Furthermore, ("knowing what your part

ner plans to do") makes it "a whole lot easier" ("to predict his
doings and thoughts"); however, to ("predict his buddy's thoughts
and doings"), cowboys must get to know him pretty well.

("Know

ing him well") helps a cowboy learn all the little innuendos of
that buddy's ways.
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Slinger:

Well, one time we were rodeoing together
and my partner--well, he got hurt coming
out of the chute, you know, so the next
day he wouldn't ride. He wasn't hurt
that bad, but he just wasn't going to
and didn't want to ride. Well, I knew
how he felt so I didn't try to push him
into it. [I said] "Just forget it and we'll
catch the next show or something."

Part of ("learning a partner's ways") is ("learning to know his
humors") and being able to, therefore, act in accord with rather
than in discord with those humors.

(Discerning those "humors")

entails ("knowing the mood he is in"), for example.

("What mood

he is in") tells Slinger whether he can get away with "jobbin"
his buddy.

An ability for kind of ("sensing how he feels")

enables buddies to know when to leave one another alone.

As

Clint explained, two fellows doing a friendship are "really
more aware of one another, whereas acquaintances wouldn't be
able to sense how you feel, for example, when you're worried."
On the other hand, a friend "knows all about it anyway;"
furthermore, a cowboy knows he cannot hide his worries from
his partner.

Friends, you see, sense each other's moods very

well, an ability ("coming from that togetherness") cowboys
have been talking about up to now.

Members in friendship

realize that "the other" "has got something on his mind today
that is bothering him."
Although his buddy "isn't very friendly today," a cow
boy knows that he "will be different tomorrow."

Commented

Jeff, "in that case an acquaintance would probably write ya
off his list as a plumb unfriendly cuss."

("Acquaintances"),
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being unable to sense a cowboy's humors, have no basis for
("predicting confidently") that next time this man will be
different for he is only having a bad day today.
According to Shorty, "taking a man into the back
country where you're living close to nature" seems to separate
the friends from the ("acquaintances").

"Where conditions are

rugged," a cowboy soon learns whether this man is one that he
would like to have for a friend.

If the guy makes a regular

practice of "grumbling all the time and doesn't enjoy himself
both mentally and physically," Shorty and others "would just
look to someone else" to make a friendship with.
Shorty:

Well, you get to working with somebody
and you learn their way of doing things
and they learn some of yours. You just
automatically get doing things and you
know they are going to be doing their
share, too. Well, you know that when
there is something to be done, they are
holding up their end so to speak and
accomplish what you are after.

As Shorty indicated, ("learning a friend's ways") enables cow
boys to ("predict how he is going to do things and how he is
going to treat animals and people").

Observing a man's actions

teaches a cowboy, for example, that this man will not shoot him
on a hunting trip.

Because they know how each other hunts,

many hours later, partners "come out together at the same place."
Furthermore, a cowboy worries less, knowing his partner friend
"won't go and get himself lost."

Remarked Lano, "It's nice to

have somebody like that--that you know what they're going to be
doing;" not only that, but it is nice to know that "the man
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means what he says when he tells you something."

For example,

if a friend gives his word to be there to help a cowboy, "why
he'll be there."

If he is not, he calls and explains that he

is needed at home to take care of his own problems.

"I respect

him for that," said Dan.
Cowboys soon learn how their friend treats animals by,
for example, watching him handle horses.

If the guy is "brutal

and mean" towards his horse or if he doesn't "handle him firmly,"
being "careful not to spoil him," cowboys judge that this man
probably mistreats most any animals.

Cowboys figure that a man

found mistreating animals will likely be prone to mistreat any
friend he might make so they "keep clear" of this type of person.
It is also important, at least for the cowboys, that they
be able to ("predict how their potential friend will treat man^
kind, in general").

Somebody who ("predictably is a friend on

any occasion") and ("always acknowledges knowing a man") that
he does, in fact, know ("treats mankind about the way cowboys
would like to see him do").

This kind of guy "acknowledges your

friendship anytime, anywhere, or anyplace," remarked Shorty.

He

should do this "if it's a friendship 'cause a friendship is not
something that you can turn on and off."
Buff.

"It's there," said

If a guy ("predictably treats mankind right"), cowboys

believe he probably will not be ("turning off and on") in a
friendship deal either.

"Well, the way they are with other

people and like I say with animals" more than just about any
thing else sums up just what it is a friend does to endear a
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cowboy to him.

Billy:

Well, it just seemed like we kind of under
stood one another without talking. I mean
they are just--well, like you're out running
horses or doing something. Well, just like
digging post holes; if you know what is coming
up next, if you know he needs some dirt in
there, why you'd shovel dirt in for him before
he ever told ya or if you were running horses
and you know they are going to take off down
such and such a trail, why you'd cut off, why
you'd be ready to cut them off. I mean, it's
something. You gotta know one another in order
to kind of anticipate their thinking.

Understanding each other:

When members of a friendship-making

deal have experienced ("together") all of the practicalities
described up to this point as contributing factors to the mak
ing of a friendship and have thereby come to describe each other
as ("predictable to each other"), they then speak of themselves
as ("understanding the man" [my friend]). ("Understanding each
other") as a practice done by friends is not only doing all the
experiences the writer has described.

When a friend ("is doing

understanding"), he also ("understands ya and why he's willing
to listen to ya a little, or laugh with ya, and even sympathize
with ya"), explained Jess.

Cowboys never hesitate to ask big

favors of a close friend because "he would (understand your
situation) while a stranger would look at you like you're crazy."
If he is a close friend, a man ("understands") why his partner
cowboy is in one mood or another as well as why he does or does
not do a particular activity.

To be able to do a friendship

with anybody, a cowboy has "got to understand him--a man or
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woman or anyone else--before he can be a friend."

Moze

offered this precious account of his partner's activity which
led him to exclaim to that partner, "Texas, you're an under
standing boy."
Moze:

Oh, I don't know. I could think of an in
stance [of understanding] not too long ago.
Last year we were down to Tex's, you know,
and we was branding but, of course, after I
had this heart attack, I'm not supposed to-I've had three of them--exert myself too much,
you know, and we were branding, you know.
I was out roping and my wife says, "Well, I
don't know; maybe you better get down off
that horse and take it easy for a while, you
know" and stuff like that and Texas says, "Oh,
hell, let him stay up there. That's where he
belongs, you know. If he dies that way, he'd
be happy, you know." I said to Texas, "Texas,
you're an understanding boy," and I rode in
and got another calf. That's kind of an exam
ple, and Texas understood I was having a ball
and if I'd have croaked out there, I'd have
croaked happy. That's understanding.

When asked if he thought ("understanding") was important
in the friendship, Moze replied, "Oh, sure, you bet it is."
("It's the main thing I think really, actually").

Helping the Guy
Pecos:

Oh, ya, you've got to keep in contact with
them--a good friend--and if you can help
them any or you need any help [why you help
them]. This is the thing that makes good
friends.

Pecos, as well as every other cowboy whom the writer interviewed,
considered ("helping a fellar") to be probably one of, if not the
most, important activities a cowboy practices when he is making
friendship.

Anybody that is "always doing good deeds for a
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certain fellar" sort of draws that fellow to him.

("Helping one

another") as a practicality has its features and various prac
tices which together constitute ("helping") as a kind of exper
ience had by friendship's members.
Slinger:

Well, if he needs any help or there is
anything I can do for him or he needs or
if I have anything he wants to use or
wants anything done, why we do it together.

Buck:

One time Billy came to me and borrowed $500
because he was in a bind and I never thought
nothing about it, but I didn't ask him to go
sign a note or anything like that. It was
just he said something and you done it. It
went on three or four months and he came to
the house one night and he said he was going
to sell some co\\rs to pay that $500 and I said,
"Don't you dare sell any cows. I don't need
the $500 that bad," and you know that man
wouldn't have eaten. He'd have held up a
bank; he'd have done anything to have got
that $500 to pay me, and I was the same way
with him. I'd do anything in the x^orld for
the man.

Borrowing and lending:

Buck, among others, suggested ("borrow

ing and lending") as being very necessary constitutive prac
tices of ("helping one another") as that ("helping") is exper
ienced by the cowboys.

("Lending and borrowing") is practicing

("giving and taking"), ("giving and taking") being a manifesta
tion of the cowboy's sense of liking to ("share with his close
friend").

Members usually describe themselves as "so attached

to him that," said Texas, "you loan him some of your best clothes
and sometimes you might not get them back, but you know he'll do
the same for you,"

("Borrowing and lending") as practiced by

cowboys, might mean, for example, writing one another a check for
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$10,000, never worrying in the least about being paid back.
Remarked Roy, "You've got to be pretty good friends to do that."
Anybody else would demand a mortgage on the cowboy's life, but
("cowboys just help their friends").

They'll lend a close

friend their car and even their "last ten dollar bill if he
asked for it;" said Lynn, "they [cowboys] wouldn't do that with
just an acquaintance."

As far as Dale was concerned, "if you

let him ride your horse and borrow your horse trailer that
makes a pretty good barometer of friendship right there, about
as good as there is."

Dan:

Ya close friends [are treated] like, ya
know, like ya would your brothers. Well,
doing favors for ya--you help him, and he
helps you, and if you're close friends with
somebody you could do that with them.

Helping as big brothering:

If he's a friend, cowboys figure a

fellow will ("help") them the way their own brother would.

In

(cowboy country) when one or the other members of a friendship
needs ("helping"), ("why he's helped").

("Helping one another")

like a man would his brother has various features.

Here it

begins to sound like the practices found in the ("happy cowboy
family") at large because ("helping your brother") includes
family kinds of practices.
Clint:

I know that from experience that that is the
best way to get acquainted with people. If
you don't know the guy, and he is doing some
kind of work like digging postholes, maybe
just grab ya a shovel and get to work, and
it sure breaks a lot of barriers down . . . .
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Then maybe they had time to stop and talk
to one another after they got the work done,
but that is as good a way as any for him to
break in and get acquainted. They really
looked upon him as kind of a friend. That's
because he was willing [to offer] to help them.
When members making friendship are ("like brothers"),
they ("offer to help one another"); in fact, sometimes they
happen to begin the practice of (making a friendship) with one
another only because one decided to ("offer his helping hand")
to the other one.

More than one cowboy claimed that the

quickest way to get into a friendship making xvith him ("would
be to offer to help me").

("Offering help") may be coming over

to the cowboy's house, starting to peel some potatoes and then
volunteering to do the dishes.

Perhaps it is observing the cow

boy working in his arena and coming up to tell him something he
is doing wrong with the sole intention of ("helping him do it
better").

Jeff advised that "it seems when you can help a little

like that, why then, I don't know, it breaks down the barriers
where friendship starts forming.
ya see."

Right there is where it starts,

For example, when a guy helps another in the rodeo

arena, the ("helped one") says to himself, "Well, I owe that guy
a favor 'cause he helped me a lot."

This cowboy then goes along

to the next rodeo and sees his ("helper") who accordingly might
ask a favor of him and then, said Lano, "Why the first thing
you know you might strike up an acquaintanceship with the guy
and say, 'Well, now I'm traveling alone and I'll ask him to go
along'."

Friendship goes on from there.
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A cowboy who is ("willing to volunteer to come and help")
whenever his partner needs anything done performs a variety of
activities which convince that cowboy friend that "here is one
guy I can count on to offer his help without my needing to
request it").

("Offering helpers") might, on the occasion of

their buddy's illness, ("help") his family move, "put up his
porch on the new leveling," and even "run his business" when
he's laid up with a heart attack.

If a cowboy needs ("help")

in a business adventure, his partner is "right there" ("offer
ing him") the necessary cash.

Maybe his house burns down.

If that is the case, buddies dig into their own time and money
and make sure that their cowboy partner gets a new house put
up.

Whenever a cowboy gets ready to leave his partner's ranch,

the partner always "asks ya if you've got enough gas," put in
Dale.

If he does not have enough gas, his partner just fills

up the cowboy's tank instead of sending him to the nearest
service station like friends do outside of (cowboy country).
("Offering helpers") drop in to visit, don their old clothes
and "just start being helpful, maybe pitching some hay or
grabbing a pair of shearers if you are shearing sheep," said
Tex.

One cowboy was riding along with his buddy when he got

bucked off his horse.

His buddy, being a cowboy friend, got

on that horse and "rode him for a mile or two and spurred him
around and took some of the buck out of him."

Jeff said that

he felt quite certain his partner figured him a friend for
("helping out") without waiting to be asked.

Cowboys who
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who practice these kinds of activities, if they are not al
ready doing a friendship with one another, begin to seriously
consider each other as a possible member in a friendship mak
ing.

Each, being a good cowboy, is willing to volunteer to

help the other one out "instead of being selfish-minded."
That is what makes a cowboy-style friendship.
Cowboys, while doing the aforementioned practices, keep
track of their friends' fortunes.

If a cowboy finds out that

that "fellar" is in some kind of need, "why he comes around and
starts helping him out."

Sometimes a cowboy tries to hide the

fact that he has troubles; however, friends are quite ("pre
dictable to one another") and a buddy soon finds out about his
cowboy pal's difficulty.

When he does find out, he is "right

there" ("helping him out").

Sometimes a cowboy observes his

cowboy pal is in real trouble; yet he does not quite know what
that trouble is.

On that kind of occasion, Lano "insists they

tell me the trouble so I can help."

Members insist on ("help

ing") their pal even when there is a chance that they may hurt
themselves in the process.

("Offering helpers") "just seem to

kinda draw ya to them," and said Shorty, "when you exhibit a
genuine warm desire to help them and if you do it in the right
way, they will respond and respect you."

When a cowboy ("offers

his help") to a buddy "that (offering to help) just seems to
cement that friendship all the harder and faster."
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Moze:

. . . and like Slinger. Slinger is as good
a friend as I've got around here . . . . I
can walk up to Slinger, and say, "Slinger,
I need your car or I need this or I need
that." "Well, there it is. You know where
it is at." I mean that is the way I've
always been with him .... Buff is the
same way. You can go over there. I can go
over there and tell that Buff I want to move
in with him. I haven't any place to live.
"Well," he says, "what are you waiting for?
Get the door open. Get your junk in there."

Moze's account offers an interesting paradox.

Not only do cow

boys freely ("offer to help") but they uninhibitedly ("ask for
help") when the ("requesting") is made of a partner with whom
they have been doing a friendship of the (life-time kind).

A

cowboy and his buddy know they will need each other when one
or the other gets hurt or ("in a real bind"); however at the
time that his cowboy friend is ("in a real bind"), a buddy
might not realize that he is needed.

Of course, if he does

not know he is needed, he certainly will not be ("offering
his help").

Cowboys realize that at this point it becomes

necessary to ("tell him I need him").

These members can do

("requesting") because cowboys believe that friendship means
("feeling free to ask") one's buddy for his help.

"When I do

ask him to help me, why he's glad to do it," remarked Billy.
Lynn:

I don't feel like you should ever have to
pay for a friendship. Well, if you pay for
a friendship, it's not a friendship. What
I mean is you help someone out and, in turn,
you need some help. They might not be able
to do it at your convenience or if you helped
them at your convenience.
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Partners together in friendship do not ("keep score") on who
helps who because among cowboys one does not expect to be paid
for ("helping a buddy") unless the man hires him to do a
specific job.

Slim stated, "The quickest way to insult me

would be for a guy to offer to pay me for helping him."

Cow

boys would be ("insulted") if their friend offered payment
because they know they will someday ("need a little help")
themselves.

Hence, they are not about to ask a friend to repay

them and when they begin to ("need a little help"), they know
from accustomed experiences with their friend that he will
amply repay them for anything they might have ever done for him.
Furthermore, cowboys want to help that man "because he is a
friend," regardless of whether or not he might be ("helping me
sometimes"), informed Lynn.

Cowboys do not have to practice

("score keeping") for they know "we'll be even at the end of
life."
Members of a friendship which is in the process of form
ing can be certain they will do enough favors by the end of
their respective lives to pay one another back when they "just
begin to get that feeling that, well, I owe old Jim a favor."
("No score keepings"), said Dale, is "not feeling you've got
to have your checkbook in your hand all the time."

Cowboys

apprised me in their accounts that friendships cannot be pur
chased.

Friends do not feel they must ("pay for each other's

help") because ("you help him and give him stuff and he helps
you and gives you stuff"), said Clint.

("Worrying about keeping
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score") makes little sense to cowboys because they realize
that their buddy, "would do anything to pay them back some
way."

For example, "If he broke something like a saddle,

why he would do anything to repair it."

A good friend is

somebody cowboys do not have to pay for his ("help") because
they believe that ("helping a man is what good friends are
for").

Since each member subscribes to this view, there is

no need of ("keeping score") in cowboy friendships.

At the

end of life's trail, the two friends know that they will both
stand at the same door and enter together if ("helping one
another") is any indication of where they will stand.

Riggs:

I don't know. Maybe I'm crazy. I mean, in
one sense. The fellow--like Clint--I respect
him, and I'd do anything in the world for him,
and I mean if I have something else to do and
he needs something done, I'll go and help him.

These cowboy friends who described themselves as ("like brothers
as helpers") unanimously ended their accounts with this state
ment: "I'd do anything in the world for the guy."

When a cow

boy considers somebody his buddy, he will ("go out of his way
to do something for that fellow").

He will "ask him to stay

all night," he will "insist that he stay for dinner," he will
"nurse him when he's ill," or he will "give him his last dime
and plug of chewing tobacco."
statements like this one:

Many cowboys' accounts contained

("You're just willing to die for the

other guy to where you'd rather see yourself dead than have him
dead").

Anything he ever needed--money or material things--
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these are what a cowboy will give to his partner friend.

Cow

boys will give their friend the last biscuit or last dollar,
or let him sleep in the only available bed while they "go
crawl upon the davenport or on the floor."

"It is things

like this" that make a friendship what it is.

("Helping one

another") in the cowboys1 words "is the very basis of friend
ship;" often cowboys ("help to a point") of ("giving their
life for that friend").

Being Down-Right Homey
Buck:

Texas was just down-right homey. We didn't
need nothing fancy. We'd just go out and
have a horse and go out there and ride after
cattle or go hunting together and stuff like
that. We didn't need to have a car and a
lot of gas and money. It didn't take that
much. We were just good friends.

By the time a cowboy feels he ("shares with the fellar") all
of the experiences felt and practices done in the variety of
situations that the writer has described to this point, he knows
that he has made close friendship as an experienced reality and
can now speak of his friend as "a true friend."

In the process

of doing the friendship, the relationship becomes ("down-right
homey").

A true friend is a guy whom a cowboy finds it ("easy

to travel with").

The fellow is ("predictable") and the cowboy

can be certain of what the guy is going to do and what is going
to happen as they travel around together.

Two buddies who stir

up a ("down-right homey feeling") in each other probably ("think
pretty much on the same lines") which makes their practices
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increasingly ("predictable") to one another.

Among cowboys,

a true friend is one a guy ("tells the things that he wouldn't
tell to just an ordinary friend"); true friends, of course,
are "really interested in how each other is doing."
After citing the kinds of practices and experiences
which make a guy ("down-right homey"), cowboys talked about the
("feeling of being at east") with this true friend.

Life

("seems easy and down-right homey") with a true friend because
life with him is like that experienced within a home which is
a place and relationship where a man feels most comfortable
and ("just real easy") with his surroundings and with the people
in those surroundings.

Billy:

See, when you go to a rodeo you know people
when you go there, and you can pull into a
place. Now I have went to strange places
and you just feel kind of alone, you know
what I mean. You have this feeling that you
kinda are alone, you know what I mean. You
have this feeling that I wonder what I'm doing
here, you know, and all of a sudden you pull
in there and you look over your shoulder and
ya say, "Well, heck there's old Shorty over
there," ya know. Well, what do you do? The
first thing you do after you unload your
horse is go over there and visit with him.

Shorty: I'll ask who is at this rodeo you know and
he'll say, "Well, I've seen so and so's name,"
ya know, and the other one will say, "Well, I
haven't been to the office yet or anything,"
and this is the thing. When you go to a strange
place like that, it gives ya a better feeling.
You know that you've got a friend there you see
so it leaves ya with a kind of a security feel
ing.
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Security feeling: ("Down-right homey friends") give a cowboy a
("feeling of security").

With these persons, wherever he goes,

he has somebody to talk to, somebody to maybe go for a drink
with after a rodeo, or somebody to even eat a meal ("together
with") afterwards.

Furthermore, cowboys can always count on a

true friend as a ("traveling partner") who likes to do the
things they do, not to mention his liking to ("be together")
with a cowboy because of himself.
True friends ("feel secure") about taking it for granted
that they are one another's friends and knowing they can call on
one another whenever they need to.

They "don't need to go worry

ing about whether he is a friend and consciously be doing things
to keep him friendly."

True friends just automatically continue

to ("do the same things") they did in the initial process of
(making the friendship) that they now do with one another.

This

not only "makes for a closer friendship, but preserves it longer."
Interviewer: Is it true that your friends' families
are like your own?
Dale:

Well, sure. To a certain extent they are
somewhat, too. You are a little more
closer to them, I think, because you're
like a brother to their son.

Dale and most others in their accounts submitted that they
gained ("a second family") by doing a true friendship with
someone.

More than one cowboy said of his friend's parents,

"Why he or she is just like my mom and dad."

Cowboys are

("welcome into a true friend's family anytime") and are always
eating at the family table.

Wes recollected that "they consider
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ya just like their own son and treat ya like one of theirs."
For example, fathers holler to their son's cowboy buddy "to
clean off those boots" just as readily as they do to their
own son.

If his mother is baking bread, "why she'd give you

a slice of hot bread or cake or always ask you for coffee or
something like that," said Jess.

("Second mothers") even call

up on Christmas Eve to wish their "son" a Merry Christmas.

Of

course, added Jess, "You're always staying at their [the true
friend's] house."
Many times a cowboy's true partner friend will return
to visit his ("second family"), stay all night, even after the
cowboy is long gone from home.

He is just as much at home in

his ("second family's place") as he is in his own family's
house.
Friends, as stated, are ("like brothers").

Most cow

boys explained that they "get along real good with true friends
and are a little more closer to them like ya are with brothers;"
yet more than one cowboy claimed that "true friends" are even
closer than brothers because "they fit in with each other's
path of life better; they follow the same trails more than two
brothers do."

"The blood between brothers is thicker than

water," and said Moze, the same goes for cowboys who are true
friends.

The two men are ("like brothers as friends"); ("you

think just as much of them as you do your brother, and you'd do
just as much for them"), concluded Slim.

("Friends as brothers")

("get along real good") and "are as friendly towards one another
as if they were brothers."
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Slim:

Yes, and he comes to our place, down there.
He'd come in and you'd never know. Billy
would come in the middle of the night, and
say, "It's just me pard." I'd say, "Well,
you know where the bed is at," and I didn't
even bother to get up--just hollar. I mean
there was a lot of the fellars that was that
way.

When cowboys acquire ("second families"), as a part of the
friendshipping experience, they never hesitate in ("dropping
by anytime").
friend's house.
tion.

There is ("a sense of homeness") in a true
A cowboy can come and never need an invita

It is this ("sense of homeness") which brings him to

actually ("drop by anytime") he feels like it.

There are,

among true friends, no scruples or hesitancies about ("dropping
by anytime").

Each knows he is a part of the other's family

and, therefore, is expected to drop by and "make himself at
home in that place," stated Dale, "because it is their place,
too."

In fact, a cowboy actually presumes that his true friend

will sit down and have some coffee, eat dinner, and stay all
night if the situation merits (sleeping over).

Next morning,

he asks the true friend "if he's got enough gas to get to where
he's going to next."

If he does not, he leaves a cowboy's home

with his tank full of gas.

As a ("part of the family"), he is

entitled to this everyday kind of treatment usually reserved for
fmily members alone.

What is more, he is "welcome back anytime"

and when he returns, "there will always be a soft bed and a
hearty supper awaiting him."

There is, in a true friend's home,

a certain ("liberty") to take one's shoes off in the living room
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and to make oneself feel "right at home," as much ("at home")
as a cowboy would even be in his own home.
"You just feel like you belong there."

Lano explained,

Since true friends

are just like a cowboy's brother or sister, his mother accord
ingly gives the true friends "a little pat on the butt and
sends them on their way just like if they were my brothers."
("Homey feelings") swell within a cowboy's heart everytime he
drops by his ("second family home").

Lynn:

I feel free to feel free. When you do that
you have no secrets. Your life is an open
book, an extrovert, and they never mention
it to anyone else.

Feeling free to feel free:

When cowboys acquire ("second fam-

i

ilies") while (making a friendship), ("a sense of being free to
feel free") begins to grow within them.

("Second families")

give cowboys that ("easy feeling") which comes from knowing that
one does not have to try to please the host or hostess all the
time.

A cowboy can "go to the stove to pour himself a cup of

coffee without waiting to be asked."

The morning after spending

the night at a true friend's house, (early-bird cowboys) bounce
out of bed and go make the morning's coffee and breakfast.

"You

can do that when you're at ease and just do like ya would in
your own home," said Dan.

When he is hungry, and staying with

his ("second family") a cowboy is at ("perfect liberty") when
it comes to "serving himself another helping of spuds," for
example.

It is only with true friends that a cowboy can argue
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or josh or do just about anything he wants to do, "all the
time knowing he is not going to break that friendship up."
Wes:

They get along and help each other. If a
guy makes a mistake or he is making a mistake,
and he's not working right, this person will
tell him, and he won't take offense to it
because he'll feel he is trying to help you
which is really this is what it all boils
down to. Some guys will tell you what you
are doing wrong and some guys won't. Well,
your friend will tell you what you are doing
right, too, as far as that part of it goes.

Wes and others explained that when a cowboy is part of his
friends' family he often proffers some ("constructive and jobbin
criticism") of the group, but the friend and his family realize
that he is trying not to belittle them but to ("help them").

A

cowboy even finds himself ("at liberty") to insult his true
friend in a friendly way without this guy being offended.

When

cowboys' partners do ("friendly insulting"), it is taken as "a
friendly gesture."

Said Billy, "you can insult a friend and

still be his friend" because a true friend knows that any crit
icism coming from his partner does not require much paying
attention to.

"If he says, 'what are ya doing with that pigeon-

toed horse' or something," a cowboy just laughs and replies,
"I like him so what or something like that."

Cowboys who do

("constructive criticizing") tell their true friend, "you're
doing something wrong because they are his friends and trying
to help."
The ("homey feelings") that cowboys experienced during
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the (making of a friendship) reflect themselves in what they
call their own unique practice:

("volunteering yourself").

A

cowboy, being uncompelled to ("give of himself"), ("volunteers
himself") and describes this practice as "more of a perfect
kind of a relationship" than is experienced while, for example,
doing (making a marriage), a very different kind of intimate
relating practice.

Cowboys explained that one is not free to

("volunteer himself") while he is (making a marriage) because
the wife demands attention and services by virtue of the marriage
contract.

(Doing a friendship), on the other hand, "makes no

such demands on one another."

A cowboy "does it [the practice

of friendship] because he wants to do it," and not because there
is a signed marriage contract and a vow which tells him he has
to attend and serve his friend.

Cowboys have discovered that

contracts take away their freedom to ("volunteer themselves"),
the latter being a very evident, unique and desirable practice
done in cowboy friendships.

Furthermore, cowboys engaged in

(making a friendship) discover they do not "have to work as
hard at a friendship as you do in a marriage" because each
member of the relationship ("freely volunteers his services
and attention") to his true friend; yet neither is bound by a
vow or contract which makes what was a once ("volunteered
attending and servicing") of one's friend a now forever de
manded and expected right which is what happens when cowboys
(make a marriage).

Only in (making a friendship) do members
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("depend") totally on the other to practice ("volunteering
himself") because he wants to do a service and not because the
contract says he must do that service.
Cowboy friends who ("volunteer themselves") of their
own accord ("discuss personal things") or "take another cup of
coffee," never at any time feeling it is wrong to act without
getting their friend's permission or approval to do so.

True

friends are even more certain that they will receive no scold
ing if they take on or fail to take the initiative of ("volun
teering") or not volunteering their feelings or services on a
particular matter.
("Volunteering oneself") of one's own accord is re
flected in the ("unpressured friendships") cowboys as true
friends share with one another.

("Unpressured friends") need

not ("put on") because it is okay to "just act normal, talk,
and feel kind of at ease."

("Put on") friends "push them

selves on the other guy or try to entertain him too much."
Cowboys think that if the guy does not enjoy visiting with them
in a normal way without "building up a rosy story or elaborat
ing a little bit," "Well, he's not a true friend," said Buff,
and "I wouldn't want him around."
("Unpressured friendships") mature between fellows who
are each "the kinda guy that you know when you want to sleep
for a few minutes, why they'll just sit around and do some
thing else."

(Needing not to be at attention all the time)

allows a cowboy to do "some relaxing with an easy feeling."
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Maybe he wants to stop and do some thinking about something
while his buddy "sits over there needing entertaining."

If

the buddy is an ("unpressuring friend"), he "doesn't require
that you entertain him; you can just think about that thing if
you'd like to for a minute and not even pay any attention to
them kind of friends."

Exclaimed Buff, "Now that's a true

friendship if there ever was one."
Buff:

In other words, if you want to stop and
say, "Slim, I'm going to take a little
nap for a while," you just do it. He'll
sit there and read the paper, and I'll be
back in a few minutes. Here's the kind of
friends I like. Well, I had a neighbor.
He was a real good friend of ours, and he
would come to our house. They lived next
door, and they'd come over regularly, and
we'd go over there regularly. Possibly
when he came in, why I might lay down and
take a little nap, and he'd read the paper,
and then I'd wake up and I'd read the
paper, and he'd lay down and take a little
nap, and this is the kind of friendship I
like. I always got a kick out of him, and
we'd visit awhile, and then he'd go on
home, and I'd say, "Come on back and we'll
have another visit." He knew how I felt,
and I knew how he felt, you see. Now, this
is what I call relaxation.

Dan:

One thing about a friend. You can insult
them in a friendly way, and it's not offend
ing them, but you could insult an acquaint
ance, and to them, it's an insult. Although
maybe you didn't mean it as an insult, it
would be to them. You can insult a friend-unless you were having some harsh words or
something--and it wouldn't be an insult. It
would be a friendly gesture, I guess, is what
you'd call it. I suppose that's why you
could insult a friend, and he would still
be a friend. If I insulted just an acquaint
ance, he would get insulted.
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Although cowboy friends share the ("liberty of insulting one
another"), generally if one is a member of ("homey friend
ship"), he is careful and (tries not to "offend" his true
friend) for this man is a friend and is to be ("respected")
and not to be ("insulted").

For example, cowboys as friends

often get themselves into some "awful deals on kids and
horses."

(Daring not to say much) about these subjects is

the policy members follow.

However, as Dan said, friends who

do practice ("insulting one another") really pay little atten
tion to each other's insulting remarks.

If his partner tells

a cowboy "your horse is sickle-hocked and bowlegged," the cow
boy only laughs and says, "I like him."

If anybody else other

than a buddy should say that to him, that person can "figure
on being punched in the nose."
Before daring to do any ("friendly insulting"), part
ners endeavor to discover just how far they can go with one
another.

They "make sure they're friendly enough with that

guy" before they even think about ("insulting him") even in a
"friendly manner."

If they cannot be sure, cowboys "just won't

go so far as to insult the guy."

("Friendly insulting"), of

course, depends on how "what is said" is said.

A cowboy who

smiles all the while he is ("insulting") his buddy in a
friendly manner practically "knows for sure" that his true
friend will not be hurt.

However, ("patching it up") sometimes

becomes a necessary activity for pals to do.

Members (making

a friendship) offer and take advantage of ("patching up for
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free") because each one knows that the other one did not ("in
sult him" with a hurting purpose) in mind.

When friends, as

cowboys, do ("patching it up"), the offender probably says,
"Did I offend you when I said it, and if so, I'm sorry."
(Not meaning to) and (not meaning it that way) are cowboy
ways of accounting for the activities they did which happened
to hurt a "buddy's feelings."

Perhaps a cowboy simply admits

he was wrong, for example, in "ignoring his buddy" and making
him feel no good or wrong for "tattling a secret" which was
meant to go no further than to himself.

Any true friend who

confronts a cowboy under these kinds of circumstances soon
discovers the cowboy is willing to admit he is wrong even to
a point of "promising never to do it again."

Cowboys who have

(transgressed a friend) make sure they "don't do it again."
Other situations which require a practice of ("patching
it up") include ("embarrassing a friend") and ("fighting with a
friend").

("Embarrassing him") in the cowboys' views might be

"braggin' about him" or "telling white lies about him to another
party."

("Patching it up") is done when the ("offender")

("doesn't lie anymore") and is accordingly forgiven by his
offended friend.

Cowboys believed that a man who took the

time and effort to participate in all the practices and exper
iences necessary to make that friendship in the first place
would be nearly certain ("to respond to patching it up").
("Letting the cat out of the bag") is another activity cowboys
sometimes do quite accidentally, but it usually proves
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("embarrassing to their buddy").

("Patching it up") is

definitely a must when a cowboy's true friend "clams up and
won't have anything to do with you."

("Going back and telling

him you're sorry")--the standard procedure practiced by
("offenders")--is complemented by the ("offended") who ("accepts
the apologies") offered by his ("offender") buddy.

("Fighting

with one another") is another situation in which friends must
practice ("patching it up").

Cowboys insist that no one can

go through life living with a person--"whether it is your
wife or your partner"--whom one is close enough to experience
("homey feelings") without doing a little ("disagreeing
him").

with

("Disagreeing cowboys") generally handle rifts by

("walking up and apologizing to each other") "so they can
shake hands and say we are friends again; let's start anew."
Cowboys pointed out that approaching ("patching it up") in the
ways they described gives ("insulted buddies") the impression
that "you really have a genuine intention of getting the situa
tion cleared up.

The activity cowboys consider most important

in ("patching it up") "would be to do it with a smile on your
face rather than shoving a fist up to his mouth."
It should be noted that ("insulting him") and ("patching
it up") as occasioned kinds of activity done by true friends are
exceptional practices because, remarked the cowboys, friends
are usually true friends precisely because they do not perpet
ually antagonize each other.

Perhaps the key point cowboys are

making when they talk about ("patching it up") after the
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("insult") is to suggest that there are inadvertent occasions
when friends to ("offend") one another; it is only on these
occasions that ("patching it up") must be done in order to
preserve the ("homey feeling") members experience in their
friendship.

("A feeling of homeness") when characterizing

the relationship between the two true friends, allows for
the free expression of not only ("insulting one another") in
a friendly manner but also of ("patching it up") if the
("insult") per chance is construed as something it is not
intended to be.

("Homey feelings") also make it easier for

the ("offended friend") to practice ("readily accepting the
apology") of his ("offender friend").
Buff:

Fellows that there is not a personality
clash--they can get along. They enjoy being
together, and their association together . .
. . We've been friends for darn near twenty
years now, and we like the same things and
always got along and when one or the other
needed help why he'd be helped.

When a couple of true friend cowboys can do all of the afore
mentioned experiences and constituting practices ("together"),
they know that they are ("getting along").

Members who are ones

for ("getting along") seldom clash personalities, the reason
being that not only are this pair of friends ("tuned into each
other's personalities"), but because they are ("tuned in to
his wavelength"), ("they understand each other").

("Understand

ing men"), as friends, "are not going to have any trouble with
one another."

Clint remarked that ("getting along together")
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is in ("cowboy lingo") "being happy, laughin', jokin', and
horsin' around together."

In fact, the friendship cowboys

make with their true friends was described by Shorty as "just
like a marriage" in which the couple really ("get along").
Many times circumstances force a cowboy to be apart from his
true friend for "darn near twenty years;" yet, when the two
meet again, "it's just like we were never apart," exclaimed
Pecos.

When ("it's just like we were never apart"), cowboys

have really been doing ("getting along"), an activity made
possible when ("they are busy doing things you like to do to
gether").

Sometimes the friendship made between a cowboy and

his true friend grows so close that members equate that friend
ship with a marriage.

"You really (get along)," Jeff con

cluded, and "you are closer."
as it would with your wife.

"It means pretty much the same

They are dearer."

Sometimes a cowboy "gets so close" to his partner that
the wives begin accusing these cowboys of "being happier with
each other" and "being more ready to go with each other" than
when they are going someplace with the wives.

Lano believed

his partner probably would be happier doing an activity with
him than he would be with his wife because his true friend'
"enjoys being free a little more.

Well, he can come and go

and have a beer and relax a little more and do what he wants
[with me]."
Pecos:

Well, one thing about it. You could get
along with your close friends. You could
be fighting one another one minute, and
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you could get along the next. It wouldn't
make any difference in your friendship, but
with just acquaintances, if you had a fight
with them, I think that would dissolve that
friendship right now or else at least you
would react, you would be cool to one another,
but your good friends don't stay cool very
long.
As Pecos explained, ("getting along") means ("fighting occa
sionally") with a true friend and "when it's over, knowing you
are still friends."

Lynn opined that true friends probably air

their feelings more with one another than they would with most
anybody else.

("Speakin' your mind") could lead friends to

(wrangle with one another), but more usually it ("helps them")
(know one another better).

Besides, said Lynn, "there is less

friction when people open up to one another; you get to be a
lot closer friends that way, too."
Dale:

Well, they are just somebody that's enjoyable
to be with, you know. You enjoy talking to
them or maybe not even talking, just being
with them. I don't know. Maybe you would
call that a close feeling for them.

When (making a friendship) with a fellow produces in a
cowboy ("the sense of feeling homey"), together with its con
stituting experiences ("feeling secure") and ("feeling free"),
this pair of true friends ("really enjoy each other").

("Really

enjoying each other") is ("just enjoying being together and
associating together").

Cowboys concluded that when they do

something with a buddy who has their ("same interests"), "it's
just real enjoyable."

("Being fun loving"), ("having a good

time"), ("partying"), ("going to a stock show"), ("seeing
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different things"), and ("just visiting and laughing") and
("kinda being carefree") are activities which constitute the
experience cowboys call ("enjoying each other") which they
feel in the presence of their true friend.

Tex and others

commented that they spend time doing these various activities
with their true friends and enjoy them [the activities] more
because "they are more involved in it, and there's a feeling
of being more easy 'cause they know them better."

Not only

do cowboys ("know them better"), but it is through these
kinds of practices done by them as friends that they come to
know one another even better and then "ya just get closer yet
to them," said Billy.

The closer a cowboy is to the person

he is doing things with ("why the more enjoyable it is"),
"because you're doing it with him."
Riggs tells how it is ("enjoying a true friend"):
Riggs:

Well, just like last weekend when we were
down at Moze's and Mabel's. They'll call
up and say, "Well, what are you doing," yau
know, "Come on down and we'll light the fire
place," you know. We go down there, and
they fix supper, and we have a few drinks
and eat and sit around by the fire. Heck,
we talked until two o'clock in the morning
and then get up and go out and help him do
his chores and help him feed cattle and
everything like that. We've got a spot out
there in the bunkhouse. It's our place.
Moze and Mabel have got that kind of reserved
for us.

For cowboys, ("really just sharing something with a close friend
whether it is just an experience or a story or most anything"
is ("enjoying each other").

With a friend, said Wes, "maybe
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you just (enjoy being with him).
saying anything or talking.

You don't even have to be

It's just padreships, I guess."

When a couple of true friend cowboys have ("shared")
the aforementioned experiences through the doing of all the
aforementioned constituting practices, members opined that
these two men have (made a friendship) with one another.

Not

only have they done a friendship with one another in their
doing ("together") all of the prescribed practices and ("shar
ing together") all of the experiences constituted by these
practices, but if they continue to practice these activities
and feel these experiences ("together"), a friendship develops
"which will be growing ever deeper" until one or the other
must die.

At the time of dying, the left-behind friend sadly

performs the ceremony of (bidding him farewell) accounts of
which are found in Chapters six and seven.

The Horse
Horse As a Friend - Doing the Natural Activity
Cowboys do (making a friendship) with human beings, but
they also do it with their favorite horse.

(Making a friend

ship) with a favorite horse for most cowboys is ("a very natural
kind of activity").

In fact, it is just as ordinary and rou

tine an activity as it is when a cowboy does friendship with a
human being.

Clint's friendship with his horse is "probably as

close as with any human friend."

He and others like him
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suggested that a cowboy's friendship with his horse is ("getting
as close to nature as you can get").

"There's no other way to

get that close."
Some cowboys described (making a friendship) with the
horse as being like doing it with a good dog, a dog being "man's
best friend."
Reciprocated trusting:

(Making a friendship) with a horse,

according to cowboys, demands that there be a ("reciprocated
trusting of one another") as cowboy and as horse.

("Recipro

cated trusting"), when accomplished, leads both horse and cow
boy towards the feeling of ("being able to trust him").

Moze

suspected ("reciprocated trusting") is "all you have between
your horse and you.

Horses that cowboys chose for doing an

occasion of friendship stand out on account of their ("having
a faith in all mankind") which evokes in cowboys ("a kind of
compassion") for these ("trusting horses")."

("Trusting

horses") are not born; they are made when a cowboy performs
a variety of activities aimed at securing the horses' ("trust")
so that he can do friendships with them.
be discussed shortly.

These practices will

Slim explained that cowboys need to (make

a friendship) with a horse before they can start riding him and
using him and get the results they expect.

If a cowboy ("gains

his horse's trust"), which reflects itself in "the horse's
gentleness," why then a cowboy legitimately expects to get
top performance from that horse when he begins riding him,
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"top performance" being what horses do for the cowboys whom
they are "pretty good friends with."

("Securing his trust"),

a prerequisite for riding a horse, becomes even more necessary
when cowboys want to do a lasting friendship with him.

Shorty

cited the following practices which he and other cowboys feel
useful in bringing about a ("trusting faith") between a horse
and a cowboy.
Shorty: Well, I think you've got to learn to get
them halter broke and get them to pick up
their feet. You have to have them where
you can trust them walking behind them in
the barn. That all comes into your having
faith in them.
Cowboys, however, have got to do ("trusting the horse")
just as well as the horse must do ("trusting a cowboy").

When

a cowboy is able to do the kinds of things with his horse that
Shorty mentioned, it is to be supposed that both cowboy and
horse ("trust one another").
Jeff:

Well, I suppose like this old horse. Not
only did I use him when I roped, but if I
was working cattle or something, he was versa
tile. You could use him any place, and I
knew that if I got into a tight position--a
tight pinch--that he wouldn't sell me down
the river either. I mean, he wouldn't get
me in trouble or anything where this other
horse could just explode and probably if I
was working cattle and way out away from the
buildings and everything, he'd just as soon
run off and leave me where this other horse,
I'm sure he wouldn't do it. I trust him.

Depending on him:

Cowboys such as Jeff discover that they grow

to trust their horse when he proves himself worthy of ("depending
on") to ("pull ya through a tight pinch").

In ("pinches"), cow
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boys have to ("depend on that horse") to "get the job done."
Hence, they not only desire their horse's friendship, but
they really need his friendship working for them all the
time.

Many horses are ("undependable") and ("not to be

trusted") so cowboys "won't be very close friends with them,"
explained Lano.

However, horses who work to prove themselves

worthy of a cowboy's ("trust") become his friends.
the ones with whom he does friendship.

They are

It is they who really

show their desire to be a member in friendship by choosing to
give a cowboy enough ("faith") in them that he dares to ("de
pend on their support in tight pinches").

Sunny Dispositions
Dan:

Well, I think that horses and women are just
the same. Dispositions are more important
than conformation. I think a disposition is
about 90 percent of a horse. If he has got
the right disposition you can get along with
crooked legs and bad legs and a lot of other
things just like you can women.

A horse friend that ("has a good disposition") means a lot to
his cowboy owner as Dan just suggested.

Each horse has his own

individual traits and personality, and "some will do anything to
aggravate the heck out of a cowboy."

"Others are just ("blue

moon horses") with everything just seeming to fit together."
They ("really get along") with cowboys as well as with other
horses.

("Blue moon horses") are ones that ("get along with

most anybody").

"They're (way more friendly than the others)."

When a cowboy "meets up with a (blue moon horse) he slips "in
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the habit of riding him for special occasions even though any
other horse might be just as good," remarked Texas.

The more

associating with Blue Moon^ a cowboy does, the more Blue Moon
"just kinda gets to growing on him to the point of where he
thinks the world and all of old Blue Moon and don't want nobody
riding him but himself," said Dale.
"pretty special friends."

("Blue moon horses") are

When a cowboy really wants to ("enjoy

his riding"), he usually ends up riding old Blue Moon.
Cowboys' dispositions have to match that of their horse
in order to do the making of a true horse-cowboy friendship
just as a cowboy's human being friend must ("fit his deal")
or ("click together") with him.

Lano explained that different

cowboys get along with different horses.

For one cowboy, a

certain horse might exhibit all the "makins" of a true friend
whereas "somebody else might not care for that horse at all."
Cowboys find they often "put up with some things" that they
do not like in a horse if he is doing the job for them; yet
if they pick up a chance to acquire one that not only does the
job, but also gets along with them a lot better, cowboys will
quickly trade this "mediocre" horse for the one they think
they can do true friendship with.

Every cowboy that the

writer interviewed seemed to have possessed a ("blue moon
horse friend") at some time in his past life, and each con
sidered old Blue Moon "just a real true horse friend."

Other

horses, however, are like a cowboy's human ("acquaintances"),
he kind of just gets along with them well enough to get the
1-Blue Moon is a general term coined to refer to any
blue moon horse and is culled from the cowboys' term--"a blue
moon horse."
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job done--no more and no less.

Cowboys do not keep ("acquaint

ance horses"); "they really have to like a horse to keep him
around."

In fact, to a cowboy, a horse is "like a person."

"There's

good ones, and there's bad ones; there's some you

want for a friend and companion, and others you wouldn't even
want around," asserted Jeff.

Most cowboys classified the horses

they had known in the same way they did the people they had
known.

"A horse has a personality like a human being."

Acting kinda quiet:

("Blue moon horses") have ("blue moon dis

positions") constituted by the activities these horses perform
for their cowboy owner-friend.

("Behaving kinda quiet like")

is one activity old Blue Moon does.

He ("just kinda goes

steady and don't get to jumping around or being skittish"),
observed Buck.

A cowboy knows what old Blue Moon will be doing

anytime he is with him because he is ("a pretty predictable
kind of horse").

For example, cowboys learn that Blue Moon

("will behave predictably and not go getting excited over little
things").

When a horse performs his duties ("in a well-mannered

quiet kind of a way"), a cowboy quickly realizes that here is a
horse which he might win as a friend.

He then thinks twice

"before he decides to get rid of ("well-mannered, quiet old
Blue Moon")" especially if he has rather quickly developed "a
special feeling for this (well-mannered horse)."

("Special

feelings") arise inside of the cowboy when he learns to know
that the horse ("will be real quiet and not step on your foot
and fall on you"), said Pecos.

("Acquaintance horses") in
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contrast are "a ball of fire," and Shorty among others believed
"you just couldn't become as close to that kind of horse as to
a quiet one."

Slim:

I don't know. I've got an old sorrel horse
that people think I am crazy 'cause I can
talk to him. He'll do anything I want him
to do just by talking to him. That old bay
stud over there ... I walk in the corral
and slap my leg and he'll just whirl and
come out of the bunch and come arunning right
at me, and he'll start to move away when I
start to put the halter on. I say, "Ah,"
and he'll move right back over and just stick
his head right out there, and I'll lead him
around out there and put the rope over his
neck and he'll follow. Drop the rope and
he'll stay here. Now, I don't think I've
caught that horse twice in the last year,
and I can go over there out in that big
field and walk out in the field and just
hollar at him and slap my legs and he'll just
come flying up to me. Snap your fingers and
he'll pick up his feet all the way around,
and you never have to ask him to. He's scared
to death of strangers, and he don't want nobody
else around him but me .... I can just
saddle him and lope out there and you just
move your foot in the stirrups and he'll just
jump and spin and come right back on that side
where you just moved this foot, and you can do
the same thing. Just tighten your legs, and
he'll just slide to a stop and you just keep
your legs tight, and he'll just run backwards.
You never have to touch him with the bridle
reins. He's just. I don't know. It's some
thing that's outstanding.

Tex:

Well, it's just one that will do anything that
you ask him for, that is capable of doing any
thing that you ask him to do. That's about the
way it is. They are just that kind. You just
don't find too many that is that kind, that is
willing to do everything, that don't have to be
forced.
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Talking him into anything: According to Tex and other cowboys,
old Blue Moon is a horse a cowboy can ("talk into anything")
whether it be "working for you like you'd like him to" or
"just being real easy to handle."

For example, a cowboy can

turn his horse friend loose and still catch him again without
spending two hours running around the field after him.

("Blue

moon horses") that are ("willing to be talked into anything")
are "just of a different kind."

The cowboys say these horses

seem to be the ones they can do so much with.

"They're not

going to give you any guff, either," said Riggs.

"They'll do

things at your command and do them well," asserted Dan.

In

fact, cowboys take it for granted that these horses ("depend
on their friendship").

Old Blue Moon ("understands his cow

boy owner") and vice versa.

In short, old Blue Moon is

("going to do anything that you ask him to"), chorused the
cowboys.
("Blue moon horse friends") think so much of their cow
boy master that they ("want to do the things he asked of them
without having to be forced into doing them").
cowboys talk their old Blue Moon into anything.

In other words,
These horses

("respond real easy") and ("want to do what you want them to
do because they like ya").

"They just act like they want to

please ya, at least that's the way I see it," enjoined Dale.
Blue Moon wants the cowboy to like him so we will do anything
to try to please this man friend of his.

In fact, ("blue

moon horses") put themselves out to the degree that they
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("work for you to a point of working themselves plumb to death
if you don't stop them"), explained Slim.

A horse friend like

this resents nothing his cowboy friend asks him to do even if
it is "way out of reason."

He has ("got no resistance to you

and will just follow you without looking around asking why"),
concluded Billy.

A horse cannot tell a man how he feels about

him, but through ("willingly working his hardest"), this
horse's actions speak louder than words ever could of the
feeling he has for his cowboy friend, the cowboy whose jobs
he so willingly does.
Willing workers:

Most cowboys agreed that ("willing workers")

are a ("100 percent better horse").

They make better horses

because in order to have the ability needed to do well what
ever his cowboy requests, old Blue Moon has also got to
("possess a little interest") in what he is doing for that
cowboy friend.

He has got to ("want to do it"), not only

because the cowboy asked him to but because he himself likes
to do that job.

For example, a horse whose cowboy friend

requests that he help rope a calf does the job well only when
he ("really likes roping calves") in addition to liking the
cowboy who is asking him to ("help along" with the roping).
("Willing workers"), then, are the horses that possess incen
tive to exercise the capabilities which a cowboy friend has
called on them to use.
("Willing workers") "just seem to do everything right
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and never do anything wrong" and here is the kind of horse
a cowboy "can put his little grandson on, rope a cow off,
or go for a pleasure ride on," with the horse ("willingly
holding up his end of the deal and doing it to the best of
his ability").
Jobbin horses:

Sometimes old Blue Moon will pull little

pranks on his cowboy friend.

After all, cowboys practice

("jobbin") so why shouldn't old Blue Moon who is mostly
cowboy to start with.

Shorty told this story on his ("jobbin"-

horse friend) named Chipper:
Clint:

That one Chipper horse, that Appaloosa
horse that I had in there. I raised him
from a little colt. Well, I wouldn't take
a fortune for him, but I get mad enough
that I could kill him. Because he just wants
to instead of trying to really make up to you,
you know, he just tries all the onery pranks.
Now here the other day. He's, well, I sup
pose the smartest horse I've ever owned . . .
but then here the other day, you know, we
left them in the corral and Jeannie was going
to take them back that evening and we come to
the house then and got my water jug and Dick
and I got into the pickup and started to go
and I looked and here is Chipper out here in
front of the house in this lot. Well, he went
and he opened the barn door. He went in the
barn and then he opened the other barn door
and went out in that lot and here he is
afrolicking and aplaying out there. You can
put a halter on him and tie him up and he'll
either untie it or he'll rub it off. You
can't tighten the halter tight enough that he
won't get loose. He never breaks them and
the same with the bridle. You can wrap the
bridle reins around or something and he'll
jerk his head and keep jerking until they
come loose and away he goes or he'll rub it
off. Well, I don't know. It's kind of a
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challenge to own a horse like that. You know
every time I get around I try to outsmart him
and he works just as hard the other way. The
only way I can outsmart him is to keep him
under captivity. I take a chain and pull it
just snug around his neck so it don't choke
him and then I tie the rope to that, and he
can't get it off.
When Dick was five or six years, the horse
would be up here on the hill, and he would
want to ride him so instead of walking up the
hill to catch him or something--which if he
walked up there, the horse would probably just
run around in a circle. He wouldn't let him
catch him. He couldn't put a halter on him
anyway; he ain't long enough so in the winter
we'd have a tractor and wagon sitting out here
in the hayrack-- two-wheeled hayrack--so he'd
go get a bucket of grain and take the tractor
and wagon and go up there and then he'd get up
on the hayrack and shake that pan of grain and
the horse gets up on the hayrack ya see and
then he brings him to the house without even a
halter rope or anything. Now when Ides first
come here--here they come down here: Ben and
his two boys, one day and they drove in the
yard and I was doing something and I seen him
stop out there and they just set there and
pretty soon they drove on in. He said, "My
golly, I've seen something I've never seen
before." He said, "I want to see that. Well,"
he said, "how is that horse tied on that wagon?"
I said, "What horse?" "Well," he said, "Dick
just come down that hill and he has got that
horse tied on that wagon." I said, "He isn't
tied on there." "Well, how does he keep him
on there?" I said, "Well, he just gets on
there. You know a two-wheel wagon. He just
jumps on there and off you know." He'd haul
him out to the corral and shut the corral gate
and go get a rope or something and put on him,
you know, and the horse was caught. I would
take him up around the hill there when we had
this Chevy pickup and I'd just leave the tail
gate laid down on the bumper and I took and
put a piece of building on there so he wouldn't
slip and I've hauled him all over the country
no rack or nothing on there, you know, and ride
just like a dog. That's what I say--I wouldn't
sell him. Everybody in the family likes him.
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Everybody gets mad at him. Pretty near every
body has had to walk back from the hill or
somewhere, you know,
("Jobbin" horse friends) challenge a cowboy who is forever
matching his wits against theirs, each one trying to outsmart
the other.

Sometimes a cowboy "gets to being real mad at that

horse" when he loses in the battle of wits; yet he'd "never
sell his ("jobbin horse") for anything;" his ("sense of com
passion") for old Blue Moon and his ("jobbin") as well as his
"feelings for his feelings" makes ("selling him") out of the
question.

A cowboy's whole family likes this kind of horse

friend and "would get rather upset" if the head of the house
hold should ever decide to get rid of their ("jobbin" pal).
Growing on "ya";

When ("blue moon horses") are ("willing

workers") that have "top working abilities," they kind of
("get to growing on you"), and ("the fondness just grows and
grows"), remarked Jess.

Cowboys explained that they "go

through a lotta horses to find one like that, one that there's
little he can't do.

You go through maybe five or six hundred

horses just like you do with people."

A cowboy cannot help

loving his ("blue moon horse friends"), especially when he
realizes that there will not be more than four or five of
these in his entire lifetime; that is, the kind that he will
do a ("blue moon firendship") with.

Old Blue Moon is simply

an ("unforgettable friend"), the kind of horse "that you don't
ever forget."

When cowboy and horse must part from one
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another, cowboys, who have fallen in love with their horse,
"really hate to leave him."

They grew to love him, not only

for ("working at his top ability") for them, but also for the
way he has always done what he does.

(Reciprocated loving)

arises between the cowboy and old Blue Moon just as it does
in the friendship cowboys share with human beings.

It is

only because cowboys treat old Blue Moon like he treats them
that a particular horse first comes to be known by them as
old Blue Moon.

Compassionate, Affectionate Treating
Pecos:

Where I came from, you know, a horse was
about as close to you as your wife or your
mother 'cause you go out there and you get
on one of those old horses, and you are
thirty miles from home. I mean, you learn
to take care of him. You take care of his
feet and check his shoes before you leave
and you don't override him and you don't
overrun him . . . .

Traditionally, cowboys had to ("depend on") their horse friends
in a way that they did their cowboy friends.

As Pecos indicated,

a cowboy's horse and his partner became those necessities that
ensured his very survival in the wake of the physical forces and
"head problems" that he faced.
Old blue moons practice ("dependable activites") when
cowboys ("treat them right, kinda having a little compassion
and feeling for them").

Whether he is thirty miles from home

and stuck in a blizzard or trying for a championship or just
in need of a friend, a cowboy soon learns to ("take care of his
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old Blue Moon").

Cowboys are rarely guilty of overriding or

overrunning Blue Moon.

It would be foolish, indeed, for a

cowboy to practice other than ("compassionate treating")
because they ("depend on") their horse for their very survival
and because they desire that warm friendship they have dis
covered that they can experience with old Blue Moon.
dents do happen.

Acci

Sometimes a cowboy is forced to call on his

horse friend beyond the call of duty and make demands that
friends really should not make of one another.

Maybe the cow

boy has two or three hundred head of cows and is heading into
the ranch.

He has been out since daylight and it is now close

to four o'clock.

Unable to anticipate the extra duties which

were thrust upon him, this cowboy is forced into imposing on
himself as well as on his old Blue Moon.

Of course, Blue

Moon is "dog-tired and can just barely get along."
to be done?

What is

Sensible cowboys who consider their horse a

friend or want to make a friendship with this old Blue Moon
willingly get off and walk the horse, letting him rest up for
a while.

Probably Blue Moon is unsaddled, allowed to roll a

bit if he likes and maybe walk around a bit.

When cowboys

routinely practice ("walking him around"), ("letting him
roll"), etc., they realize they have (overdemanded of his
strength) and are accordingly ("taking care of him").

When

ever cowboys find it necessary to request services beyond
those duties which are fair to expect from their old Blue
Moon, they assiduously ("take care of him") the best way that
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they know how even if it means going without themselves.
When cowboys ("treat old Blue Moon with affection"),
other kinds of activities are practiced which include ("taking
special care of him") or ("using another horse to save that
one").

Jeff:

I had a little bay horse one time, and I
raised him from a colt and broke him and
ran wild horses on him, and cowboyed on
him, and I could go way back in the moun
tains when I was running wild horses, and
I trained him to always be at my bed or at
the house at daylight, and then I'd give
him some oats. I could just lay down and
roll up in my blankets and turn him loose,
and I'd know at daylight that he'd be right
back there. He was a friend, a good friend.

Feeding him oats:

One way of a cowboy ("giving compassionate

affectionate treatment") to old Blue Moon is by ("allowing him
to get good and fat by feeding him grain all the time").

A

cowboy gives an old Blue Moon a three-pound coffee can of oats
everyday, for example, because he wants him in good shape for
riding.

("Feeding him good and riding him hard") is the maxim

a cowboy works from as he performs ("compassionate and affec
tionate treating") of old Blue Moon.

Cowboys believed that the

initial friendship leads into a life-long one when they treat
old Blue Moon (compassionately and affectionately").
Proper disciplining:

("Riding him hard"), for example, as a

form of disciplining old Blue Moon is as. necessary as dis
ciplining children.

("Disciplining" old Blue Moon) ("makes
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him do the things you'd like to have him do").

The cowboys

rationale justified ("disciplining old Blue Moon) in that
horse friends "are kinda like a cowboy's kids."

"It's easy

to get to spoiling her [old Blue Moon] just like you would
a kid," claimed Moze.

When ("disciplining" old Blue Moon),

("being kind to him") and ("handling him firmly") work better
on a horse friend than ("forcing him") or ("abusing him").
Persistently treating old Blue Moon ("firmly but compassion
ately") leads him to ("respect") and ("love") his cowboy
owner because "she knows she's not going to get by with any
monkey business and also realizes that she is being treated
very good so she will respond accordingly," contended Billy.
Both members who are doing (making a friendship) "have got to
treat one another right, and when they do, old Blue Moon will
show his ("appreciation and love") for his cowboy by "whinny
ing and racing around the field whenever his favorite pal
comes near."

A cowboy, on the other hand, shows his appreciation

to the horse by just ("loving that horse to death"), and well,
said Moze, "I just think the world of old Blue Moon."
Cowboys believed a "mean horse that's liable to kick
has been abused by somebody."

"He's scared," concluded Clint.

("Kicking") is a horse's only defense; when he is treated
("affectionately and compassionately"), "he doesn't need to
use that weapon,"
("Treating one another compassionately") brings out
in both cowboy and horse a very deep ("sense of trust") in
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one another which "is the most important thing in a friendship
anyway," whether that friendship is being made between a couple
of human beings or between a cowboy's horse and himself.

My only friend: Sometimes friendships between a horse and cow
boy are made for expedience sake.

This occurs usually when

there is no one else for either to do a friendship with.

Each

is really ("the only friend the other has"); of course, any
man or horse ("needs some kind of friendship").
why I feed him morning and night.

"Maybe that's

I suppose he considered me

a friend for the same reason [that he had no other horse or
man friends]," said Lano.
Cowboys insist "a horse is just like a person."

In

order for cowboys and horses to get involved (doing and pre
serving a friendship) with one another, "you've got to be with
them all the time doing things together.

Otherwise, your

friendship fades and you'll start favoring the one horse you're
in contact with," claimed Texas, as he analyzed this matter of
("being together all the time"), a very necessary practice if
horse and man are desirous of a friendship with one another.
Cowboys interested in proceeding through a friendship
with old Blue Moon in the sense that I have defined friendship,
"have always got one horse around as a pet."
"wouldn't be without them."

In fact, they

"Whenever it gets to a point where

I can't have horses, if I can't have an arrangement to have
horses," exclaimed Texas, "the ranch is going to go before the
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horses."
There are times when a cowboy just hurts so bad and
feels so miserable from getting crippled up; nevertheless,
he will ride his old Blue Moon until he can no longer sit in
the saddle and "you know, oh God, it hurts so bad."

There is

an old cowboy saying--which was used earlier--that a man's
horse is loved like his wife; he will give his all for that
horse.

Correspondingly, his horse will work himself to

death for his cowboy friend whom he, too, loves like a wife.
The general view of the cowboys was that horse-cowboy friend
ships are as ("unforgettable") as those done with a man's
wife or with his partner.
Nothing But a Tool
Moze:

Well, most of them you have to remodel or tune
up or something and get them where, well, you
don't go off and get one that's perfect like
you want him so you gotta take him home and
kinda try him out and see who can use him and
who can't and all about him and then put a
little more on him and do something to him to
make him more saleable and figure out who to
send him to. Some there is nothing to do, but
you haul them back to the next sale.

There are, however, cowboys who consider a horse nothing but a
tool and practice the kind of activities Moze just discussed.
Horses are then merely ("tools for getting the job done").

This

kind of cowboy is always ("horse trading") and describes the
process as "pretty much like a used car lot."

"You get them

in, clean them up, and give them a polish job."
like a machine you depend on."

"It's kind of

("Horse trading cowboys") train
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horses as a business and cannot afford to have a horse shying
or cheating or shutting on them when they are working a calf.
If he does, ("horse traders") sell that horse in a minute.
For example, perhaps a ("horse trader cowboy") has a horse who
begins failing, getting old, and just not running right.

If

these (doings) come to pass, the ("horse trader") starts look
ing for a new one no matter how well this old horse might have
worked for him in the past.

("Horse traders") "have got to get

their money out of a ahorse" for that is their way of (doing
business).

Even if a cowboy is one of those kind who ("looks

for a new horse the minute the old one isn't running right"),
he still gives his horses better care than he does himself-it's oats and a warm stall for the horse, but it's hamburgers
and a sleeping bag for himself,

("Better care") is given since

in order for cowboys to win on their horse, he needs to be
("given proper care").

It is predominantly rodeo cowboys who

practice ("trading their horse if he doesn't work") and ("sell
ing him if he is old").

Horses--to these kinds of rodeo

cowboys--are simply ("tools for getting the job done") and no
more special than the tractor a farmer uses to ("get his job
done").
Shying away from getting attached: Sometimes though, a cowboy
("simply shies away from getting attached") to his horse be
cause cowboys constantly change jobs and ride new and different
horses that belong to somebody else.

When this kind of cowboy
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moves on, the horse that he has been riding must be left behind.
These cowboys cannot emotionally afford to ("get real personal")
with a horse they may use only a month or so and then leave him
behind as they leave that particular job behind, never seeing
the horse or job again.

There have been some horses in these

cowboys' lives that they've ("hated awfully much to sell")-"maybe five or six in sixty years of training."

(Movers) soon

learn to consider a horse just ("part of the business") or else
the hurt they feel as a result of ("getting too personal with
a horse"), only to later be forced to leave him behind, is
just too much for the (mover cowboy) to bear.
("Blue moon" horse-cowboy friendships) last a lifetime
if both continue to practice all of those activities I have
just described and if both continue to experience all of those
feelings which are generated and created within men and horse
while they go about carrying out the various described prac
tices.
Now that we have become acquainted with how cowboys
routinely do (making a friendship), it seems appropriate to ask
how they publicly (display these friendships); that is, what
practices do they do which leads an outsider to be able to say,
"I have seen a cowboy friendship today."

(Displaying a friend

ship) is, then, the topic of description for chapter four.

CHAPTER IV
ACCOMPLISHING (DISPLAYING A FRIENDSHIP)
The Cowboy
Dale:

I guess you would see us together an awful
lot more than you would the other and in
volved in different things together . . . .

Friendships are not only made with each other, but they are
displayed to each other and to the ("outsider").

Cowboys,

as friends, have their very own sets of typical activities
which help them make the occasion of (displaying a friend
ship) an accomplished reality.

Typically, six features com

prise this occasion, all of which are revealed to us by the
variety of practices and activities cowboys do in their every
day routine interaction with their friends.
Togethering
I have noted that (togethering) is one of the, if not
the most, important features constituting (making a friend
ship); the same may be said to be true of the occasion (dis
playing a friendship).
When cowboys think about (togethering) in relationship
to the occasion of the (display of a friendship), they say
that ("outsiders") may ("see them together alot") if they are
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friends.

Not only do they ("do many things together") but as

friends they do ("an awful lot more together") than they do
with any other person in the world.

Cowboys think that true

friends ("just seem closer together") than usual friends would
be.

Replied Clint, "everybody knows that when you say Pecos,

you say Lano, especially when it comes to roping."
(Togethering) has its own constituent activities which
I will now describe in the cowboys' words.
Traveling:

Cowboys, as friends, ("travel lots together").

In

order for a couple of fellows to first decide on ("traveling
lots together"), they need to find that ("traveling with each
other") is an ("easy activity").

When travelers willingly

("share with one another") and ("confide in one another") and
("experience the same kinds of desires") and the ("ability to
predict") whatever the other may do, they are really saying to
us as the ("outsiders") that "we are friends" not to mention
(displaying their friendship) to each other.
Playing:

If cowboys usually ("travel lots together") with a

fellow, they are inclined to ("play with him alot"), in fact,
"every time the opportunity arises."

For example, Dan and

Jess "always picnic together" if they can squeeze in the time.
One will call up the other whenever he has a day; of course,
Jess will "just go running to go picnicking" with Dan because
they are true friends.

As friends, this pair "enjoy picnicking
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and all," and "picnicking and all" is especially enjoyable be
cause they know that each other ("feels the same way").

"Other

wise," reported Texas, "he [my friend] wouldn't be asking me to
go with him every chance he gets to go."

In chapter three,

other kinds of cowboy situations of playing were described.
Visiting:

"Just plain old (visiting one another all the time)"

indicates a friendship is proceeding between the ("visitors").
Cowboys, when they are true friends, are routinely witnessed
("going to see one another") and might even be discovered ("sit
ting around visiting together") way up until two o'clock in the
morning.

One thing leads to another and before they know it,

it is two o'clock.

It is just that they have done so many

things ("together") as friends that they kind of "think of all
these different things and reminisce until all hours of the
night have passed by."

Furthermore, friends ("never seem to

get tired of visiting with one another"); as soon as they get
off work--if they are so lucky as to work together--or even
during lunch, they will pair off and ("just visit some more").
"Inviting ya into eat and stay all night, maybe for the
next day or two,"--an example of what the cowboys call ("putting
yourself out")--is something they more than willingly do if
their partner comes ("visiting").

They will ("put themselves

out") for a friend when they would not do it for anyone else.
Sharing every belonging:

If the ("outsider") looks and listens

further, he will find that cowboy friends ("share every belong
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ing") they own.

For example, one might ("go up to the other's

house anytime") even when he is not at home and ("get anything
he needs there").

Each knows that everything will be right

there when he returns, just like it was before.

If anything

is missing, each knows his partner is just using it and will
bring it back soon enough.

Perhaps a cowboy's buddy might

announce to him, "Well, I've got to go to town," and then go
get in his [the cowboy's] car and drive off.

This is fine

with cowboys because ("anything they ever own belongs to their
partner anyway").
Fouling up:

("Accepting his foul-ups") while a cowboy is

roping with his friend indicates to both of them and to ("out
siders") as well that somewhere along the line they must have
made friendship.

If it were anyone else who was doing the

("fouling up"), the cowboy probably would get disgusted and
seek out a new roping partner; however, when his buddy ("fouls
up"), "you'll still see them together at the next roping" and
each takes some of the blame on himself for ("fouling up").
Familying:

When cowboys, as friends, do things ("together") and

("include their families") at the same time, ("outsiders")
pretty well know that friendship is exhibiting itself.
they know this?

Why do

Seemingly it is quite difficult to incorporate

a man's family with his friends; yet when a friend becomes a
member of the family, friendship can become "one of those last
ing kinds."

This is a friendship where the ("kids all like each
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other") and ("the wife and Mrs. are real good friends, too").
These kinds of families, according to the cowboys, never seem
to tire of being ("together").

As far as the kids are con

cerned, they are ("even related to each other").

Said Buff,

even wives look upon their husband's buddies "the same as we
do each other;
Jess:

usually they're pretty good friends, too."

Well, not unless you were to listen to them
a little bit or something in their conversa
tion and on that way you might tell.

Spontaneous Conversing
There is something about listening to true friends'
conversation that announces friendship, not only to the ("out
sider") but to each other as well.

True friendship shows up

"in their speech" which just ("kinda comes natural and spon
taneous") if one "hears them talk a little."

Cowboys ex

plained that true friends appear to have ("more of an easy
manner") in their talking than they would if they were talk
ing with somebody in the ("acquaintance") group.
True cowboy friends display more of ("an easy manner")
when they are able to talk along without doing much bickering
and fighting or splitting up; however, with an ("acquaintance"),
a cowboy seems to be carrying on a ("forced conversation") and
talking about the weather or the crops or the time of day.

All

the while he is talking with an ("acquaintance"), he is looking
like he feels ("a little bit tense and quiet").

With a true

friend, the talk sounds ("just less inhibited") because each
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knows the other so well.

The ("naturalness") a cowboy feels

and displays when talking with his buddy was epitomized by
Moze who said, ("Well, you just communicate in a certain way").
Whenever one hears a couple of fellows talking ("tragic
talk"), he can be certain a close friendship is being revealed
to himself and experienced by members.

Just about all true

friends seem to ("get down some of the days") and need to ("tell
one another about their head problems"), instead of talking
about the time of day or whether it might rain.

Whey they are

heard ("talking tragedy"), cowboys are ("sharing") those things
meant only to be said to and heard by a true friend; these are
private talks that ("that you wouldn't say to somebody else").
It is only inadvertently that the ("outsiders") overhear ("tragic
talking").

("Those things") include even the paradoxical "laugh

ing over a tragedy."

("Acquaintances"), on the other hand,

would fail to ("understand") the unique circumstances which
evoke practices like ("laughing together about a tragedy").
Friends ("willingly listen to the head problems") of
their buddy; an ("acquaintance fellow") hardly bothers worry
ing about some cowboy's ("head problems"), much less spending
any of his precious time "just listening to ya."

Not only is

a cowboy's true friend his ("willing listener") but he willingly
hastens to his side when he has tough luck or perhaps a death
in the family.

The true friend cowboy goes to ("express his

feelings to his buddy in person"); he is not content to "just
send a card" because ("sending cards") is an activity of
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acquaintanceship, not friendship.
Dan:

Jobbin:

Well .... I mean if you liked each other,
you jobbed each other all the time . . . . I
mean if somebody wasn't jobbing ya or giving
ya a bad time or something, you know, that
they didn't like you.
Generally, cowboys have discovered that ("laughing and

joking together") yields a pretty good barometer of true friend
ship.

When true friends ("get together for talking"), they are

bound to do a lot of ("kidding and funnin' with each other") if
for no other reason than that friends doing ("jobbin together")
are usually in pretty much of a happy state of mind.
("together") and that makes them happy.

They are

They can ("laugh about

something") that is funny to them whereas an ("outsider") might
wonder what "the sense is in their laughing about something
like that."

("Outsiders") are not members and cannot share

the ("jobbin") and ("understanding") done only between members.
Close cowboy friends are forever ("giving one another a
bad time").

When, for example, Billy is ("giving Tex a bad

time"), he might walk up to Tex and call him an SOB.

The grin

ning Tex will return the compliment with a "Well, howdy, horsethief."

Clint advised this writer that cowboys realize they

have ("got to know somebody real well") and consider the man a
true friend before they make "friendly gestures" towards him.
If they do not, the man could take ("jobbin") as an insult and
"punch the jobbin cowboy one right in the mouth."

("Outsiders"),

maintained several of the cowboys, probably "would understand ya
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calling him an SOB or slapping him on the shoulder with a,
'Howdy, horsethief,' because they don't know what you're talk
ing about but he [your friend] does."
Dan's account corroborated many of the other cowboys'
contentions regarding the practice of ("jobbin a true friend").
Cowboys ("really think something of anybody they joke with") and
since they ("think something") of a true friend, he is bound to
get more than his share of ("jobbin").

("Jobbin"), it should

be remembered, is the cowboys' way of saying, "Gee, I like you
old man."
Constructive criticizing:

Sometimes cowboys become convinced

their true friend needs a little ("constructive criticizing")
if for no other reason than his own good.

Since they know how

he is, they freely ("advise and correct") him without worrying
about hurting his feelings.

("Criticizers"), as friends,

might even "hollar" out to one another "what's the matter with
you," an exclamation which could somewhat disconcert the ("out
sider"), especially when up to this time he has been thinking
he is seeing a friendship.

In fact, this kind of talking might

push him to define the relating he is witnessing as doing
(defriendshipping).

("Outsiders") simply do not realize that

true friend cowboys know one another well enough to ("con
structively criticize"), with neither of them getting ("offended").
For example, Dan explained that his buddy "tells you you look
like some kind of a dink roping and just gives me hell once in
a while."

Cowboys can take ("criticizing") from a friend because
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they know that what might display itself as a "condemning"
practice to ("outsiders") is really only disguised ("helping").
Said Dan, "I don't hold nothing against him for it."

Most

cowboys are convinced they "usually have it [("criticizing")]
coming anyway;" when it comes, they "just take it for what it
is worth."

The crucial distinction between friends' ("con

structive criticizing") and ("acquaintances' criticizing") is
that a friend advises without being authoritative.

("Advising

without being authoritative") helps the cowboys realize the
("criticizing") is for their own good.
Complimenting: True friends when they are really fond of one
another cannot help but ("complimenting each other"); if a
cowboy introduces the man with him as "the best old boy that
ever was," concluding that this man is the cowboy's partner;
that is, his true friend, is to be sure quite a logical assump
tion.

When a cowboy has a good friend, "he wants every one,

including the friend, to know that you're just real proud of
him," exclaimed Shorty.

Cowboys want to show off their friend

ship, for to them that friend is a most precious person who
they wish to display to all who will look or listen.
Buck: Friends are not just talking about the future.
They're generally talking about something that
happened yesterday or in the past, you know.
Reminiscing: Buck, among other cowboys, pointed out that ("remi
niscing") with a friend displays the existence of a long-time
friendship.

True friends usually find themselves --and ("out
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siders"), in turn, overhear them--"saying something about when
they had (been together, where they had been together, or what
they had been doing together)."

A quite routine and everyday

activity in true friends' talk is then not only "talking about
("what we used to do") to each other but also ("reminiscing")
to anybody else who will listen."

As they are ("visiting")

with a listener, cowboys frequently speak of things "my partner
and me did."

Usually these friends' talk include "a little

looking back on the good times and bad (times they spent to
gether)."
Dreaming together: Just as friends speak of yesterdays together,
so do they talk about the tomorrows they want to ("spend to
gether").

("Dreaming together") becomes evident to an ("out

sider") listening to cowboy friends in their everyday routine
talk.

Each one ("kinda dreams out loud to the other") and

"Well, he [my buddy] just goes along with me," said Slim.
to keep

talking

Just

with somebody that ("dreams the way he does")

or who at least does not throw cold water on the things so impor
tant in a cowboy's world gives him a certain comfort in knowing
that his dreams are important enough to someone that that some
one will listen to him dream those dreams.

Furthermore, a cow

boy's dreams come straight from his heart and he shares the
items closest to the heart only with those chosen few with whom
he is closest in life.
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Introducing:

Infrequently cowboys (display a friendship) by

a special means of ("introducing").

While ("introducing")

his accomplice, a cowboy might say to the newcomer, "This is
my good friend, Lynn."

In this case the friendship that the

cowboy ("shares") with Lynn is displayed in bold relief and
the third party is rarely mistaken if he says to himself,
"I just witnessed a true friendship."

Friendship also announces

itself through the kind of greeting one makes to the other.
Typically, friends reveal their friendship with one another
by statements like this one, "Well, how's my good friend
today?" which are, perhaps, accompanied by a hearty slap on
the back.
Inviting:

("Repeated inviting"), during which a partner ("asks

me again and again"), gives members and the ("outsider") who
sees and hears one ("asking the other again and again") easy
assurance that they are right if they tell themselves, "I am
seeing friendship's display."

For example, Dale "would just

ask him to come and rope again and again to do anything else
for that matter again and again."

Cowboys only ("repeatedly

invite") a fellow they "just can't see too much of," that is,
a true friend.

With him, the cowboy always experiences ("enjoy

able hours").
Never-ending: Conversing between true friends doing a cowboystyle friendship ("never runs out").

Somehow there always seems

to be ("lots to talk about") with a true friend whether it be
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talking about the cows and haying equipment or talking about
going fishing.

Cowboys, as friends, have ("lots to tell each

other") whether that talk must be concluded in the five short
minutes they sneak for each other amidst a busy work day or
the half of a day they planned and spent together at the
rodeo.

With a friend "you just (never seem to run out of

to say)," exclaimed Pecos.

"There's (always something to talk

about) with a friend.

Payless Helping
When a cowboy ("helps a man without pay"), according
to cowboys, he is (announcing his friendship) with that man.
When asked how ("helping without pay") (displays friendship),
Lano explained, "Well, that is done by their actions" such
as ("helping each other do something") without feeling you have
gotta pay him."

It may be many months later but the ("help")

a cowboy gives in friendship always comes back to him if for
no reason than friends (being there when one needs the other)
has always been the unsigned deal between two cowboy friends.
"If my friend needs help, I help him," said Pecos, "without
expecting him to pay me, and he does the same for me."
Making a special effort:

Friends are always doing extra little

things for one another, especially ("helping one another do
something to make the going easier") or ("helping each other
along with something he can't do very well by himself").

For
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example, when Jess was laid up in the hospital, "Why," said
Buck, "I did then and always will take care of his business
affairs for him."

Cowboys, you see, exert more of a special

effort when they are helping a friend over and above ("help
ing") him simply because he is a member of their cowboy
family.
Offering:

We discovered earlier that cowboys as members of

("the happy family") ("offer to help") one another; yet the
sign of a (real true friendship) between a couple of guys
would be to overhear the one ("offering") to let the other
one ride his horse.

"You see," said Jess, "there's a pretty

fine line between a cowboy's horse and his wife.
wife comes first and maybe his horse comes first."

Maybe his
When a

cowboy loans his horse or allows someone to ride him, most
cowboys insisted, "that would be a pretty good indication and
prove a true friendship."

Said Lano, "When he lets you ride

his good roping horse, you figure you're pretty good friends
with him."

True friends, according to Slim, are just as happy

to let each other "use their spurs and borrow their horse trailer
and stuff like that."
Being right there: Dale summed up the ("willingness to help one
another") as "(just wanting to be there) when he needs ya."
True friends "don't have to ask one another to come either"
but are always ("just there") when one or the other runs into
a bad circumstance and gets hurt, goes broke or something else.
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Cowboys believe that some folks are "champion lovers"
and willing to help a guy out so long as he is winning; yet
when he is down, "champion lovers won't know you," commented
Billy.

"Close friends will (always be there) whether you quit

rodeoing or not," maintained Jess, '"cause they are your
friends."

Touching
Cowboys, as friends, when asked about ("touching one
another"), an activity that this writer observed while attend
ing an auction, replied, "Oh, yes, it is kinda common to put
your hand on a guy's shoulder and go around talking; you might
even be standing with your arms around one another's neck."
However, "you don't go around hugging one another," put in
Lano.

Dependable to One Another
Cowboys often announce their friendship through the
doing of (mutual dependability).

As true friends, they "are

just kinda ("dependable") to one another; for example, when a
cowboy is going some place, he can ("depend on") his true friend
to be there on time.

"If you hear him say, 'I wanta do this',"

said Lynn, "you wanta do this, too, and if he (keeps on doing
that) why he is a dependable person."
Cowboys call their true friends on the phone to tell
him they "need this or that," and said Jess, "he'll always be
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right there."

A friend shows his ("dependability") "when you

are in trouble" and not just when the cowboy is happy and
feeling fine.

Cowboys feel it is when they are ("down") that

the friendship's bond can be most visible.
Because his true friend ("displays dependability"), a
cowboy ("trusts him") a little more than he would an ordinary
friend.

He wants to show that friend that he does trust him

and does so by ("putting his trust in him") to do something.
The friend, accordingly, ("reciprocates that trust") by "show
ing the cowboy he can trust him to do something;" as time
passes, ("reciprocated trust") cements this friendship tighter.
In other words, "you can always (depend on him) to be (trust
worthy)," remarked Shorty.

Unspeakables
There are finally the (unspeakables) that cowboys find
hard to put into words.

(Displaying a friendship) is, insisted

most cowboys, ("a pretty hard activity to describe").

Said

Dale:
Dale:

Well, through a period of time that you've
known somebody say for ten years and you
don't have a sticky relationship but if
something happens that you are down, they'll
be there. I've had this happen before and
vice versa and a lot of things don't have to
be said between two people. I mean, they
know that the other one knows how he feels
about something.

("Outsiders") ("probably wouldn't realize") a friendship
even existed between a couple of cowboys unless he knew them
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both--what they did and so on.

The bond between two people

really ("doesn't show all that much"), explained several cow
boys.

It would be pretty hard to tell if two people are close

friends because "it's kinda ("an unsigned deal, kinda an un
spoken bond")."
Exuded happiness:

When they are together, true friends (dis

play their friendship) more by ("just the general atmosphere").
("An unusual radiation"), (an exuded happiness), appears to
hove over the pair who are in ("a happy state of mind").

When

they are in one another's presence, true friends "really seem
just glad to see each other, you know."

("Outsiders") and

even friends themselves seem to sense that each other is ("hav
ing a good time") when the other is around.

"It is," remarked

Pecos, ("pretty hard to put something like a feeling into
words").

Maybe, said Dan, "it's just the attitude you take

when you are around them."

In general, true friends thoroughly

exude to the world the ("enjoyment") they experienced when
stopping into see each other anytime, anyplace, and under any
conditions.
Common bond-common feeling:

Cowboys said they find friendship

is hard to display because it is ("just a feeling they have")
and are not really able to describe.

True friendship is ("just

something you just don't understand, kind of a different feeling
you know"), mused Clint.

A member of a cowboy's true friendship

bond would be ("someone he has what you would call a deep feel
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ing for").

There is ("a common bond") holding two friends

together, a bond which ("outsiders") can know only through
encountering that common bond within their own true friend
ship experiences.

Cowboys ("don't really have any real

feelings for lots of people"), but they feel a lot of "real
feelings" for a friend.

("It is just a feeling that you like

them"), said Billy.

Reciprocal Treating
Cowboys said they do not make a practice of telling
their true friend "You're my friend," but would rather dis
play their friendship to one another by an everyday ordinary
life activity of (doing the golden rule) which is in the cow
boys' words, ("treating them just like they treat you").
("Treating them just like they treat you"), according to the
cowboys, (displays their friendship) with a fellow better
than they could ever do ("by just talking about it").

The Horse
Faith
Horse-cowboy friendships, according to the cowboys,
are displayed "pretty much the same way a human being friend
ship is" although horse-cowboy friendships do have their
very special, yet taken for granted, practices they designed
Uniquely to (announce the friendship) they are doing together.
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Initially, the horse announces his membership in
friendship by ("putting a kind of a faith or a trust") in
his cowboy master.

Dale's account tells in actual cowboy

language just what it is that an ("outsider") and the cowboy
himself have to look for when Blue Moon decides to announce
("the pretty good faith") he has put in that cowboy.
Dale:

When I first started riding him, why he was
real hard-mouthed and about half onery but he
was real fast, you know, and I like to have
at least one horse around here that is pretty
fast if you've got to rope something. After
the first year that I rode him, he just got
to acting like maybe he wanted to do some
thing right, you know. Over here--well, I'd
rode him part of the winter and that was in
early spring and we was working cattle. We
brought the cattle off the hill. Dee Thomas
was here, and this one calf got away and so he'd
try to rope him and he roped him and he got away
from him or something. Anyway, he come down
here and I was riding lead. He was just a colt.
I got ahold of that rope and was taking the calf
to the corral and the calf was running real fast.
I was just following him and had a rope dallied
on the horn so we come down off the hill and
was going right off toward the barn just full
speed, you know, and I was letting the calf go.
I wanted to keep him so that I'd know he went
in the corral and I had a big feed chopper
sitting there by the barn. The calf run around
on the other side of the feed chopper and so I
was going on the left side and the calf went
around on the right side. I had the rope dallied
on my horn with about that much slack hanging
down from the end of the rope; the end of the
rope was hanging down, you know, and when the
calf went, why he was headed right straight for
the corral. He couldn't go no place else so I
just undallied the rope and give it a flip and
let him go. Well, when I just undallied the
rope and give it a flip, one of the ends of
them bridle reins wrapped around the end of
that rope and when I give it a flip, that calf-well, it probably weighed 150-160 pounds--was
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running just as hard as he could run out there
at the end of forty feet of rope. It happened
to be the left bridle rein. As the calf run
there, you know, and the rope came tight around
that feed chopper, that wrap around there held
on that rope and that pulled on the left rein,
you know. It just flipped the horse over, you
know. It didn't go clear over--I forget--but
when I let go anyway with my left hand, I guess
I throwed the rope and then when it come tight,
well, it hit me right around the side of the
neck and it flipped me off. It just--right now,
you know. I landed right on my head and neck
and then the horse kind of come down on top
of me, but he spun around and he got on his
feet. I can remember going down but the next
thing I remembered I couldn't get up. I was
trying to get up, you know, and I couldn't get
up and I couldn't figure, you know. This rumdrum feeling kind of knocked me loose legged
there and then I kinda come to my senses, why
there was something pushing on me, you know,
so I reared around and I was agetting up under
neath that horse and he was just standing there
just as nice, you know, and he was just a colt,
just a three-year-old. He hadn't been used
too much. I suppose I'd rode him twenty-five
times but when I landed there, you know, he
got around. I fractured those two vertebraes
there at the base of my skull, you know. I
couldn't see nothing. Everything was black
and I was about half rum-dumb so when I got
up under that horse he just stood there as
gentle as can be, you know. My wife and my
neighbor lady--they was out there--and they
come arunning out there, you know, but I
couldn't get on him. I couldn't, you know,
get oriented out there to get on, but I got
ahold of his stirrups and he went to the barn.
I followed him, you know, and I just thought
then. Why, you know, a horse that would fall
down with you and then get up and stand right
astraddle of you and you get up underneath
him, you know. I couldn't help but think a
lot of him. Then the more I used him, the more
I liked him, you know. Then he just go so he'd
just want to work, you know. He just loved to
work cows or chase horses or something, you
know. I don't know; fondness just grew, you
know. The fondness of him grew on me and I
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think this feeling is mutual. I get him to
go do something and he just acts like he
wants to please me. He tries hard.
Generally speaking, horse friends (display their friend
ship with) a cowboy ("the same way his close human friends do").
They place (an unconditional, never-ending "trust") in their
cowboy master-friend which simultaneously brings out their
master's ("faith in themselves as horse friends"), an occasion
that Shorty just told us about.
Not shying or running away:

Horse friends--if they are ("faith

ful")--do not ("shy or run away").

Cowboys could even tie up

the reins on the saddle horn, and said Slim, "he'd follow me
forty to fifty feet behind."
(a faith) I guess

"He's (showing a trust in me),

you'd call it."

("Faithful horse friends")

("stand right there quietly") and let a cowboy ("pet them and
curry them off") and they ("really enjoy this").

("Trusting

horses") seem to have an ("undying faith") which means a cow
boy could hardly help but ("really get along with them").
Doing anything with him:

("Faithful" old blue moons) ("do just

anything a cowboy wants them to do").

In fact, there is ("noth

ing in the world") they would not do for the fellow.

("Faithful"

old Blue Moon) is "forever acting kinda like maybe he wanted to
do something right to please his cowboy friend," and he actually
"tries his hardest" to please this human being friend.

Horse

friends, by offering to do ("pretty much what you want them to
do"), are saying to their owner, "I wanta please you and work
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for you."

According to Moze, "They love to work cows or

chase horses because they like ya and wanta show that they
do."

Pens ioning
Jess:

Pro:

Well, that's right. Well, I've got one.
Maybe you saw it last year. My old horse
that is twenty-five years old or past.
I've roped steers on him and I wouldn't
sell him atall. I'd just pension him out
but most of the young cowboys if they can
make a dollar, they'll break one and get
it going and then they sell it and try to
break another one, but us older men if they
get a good horse, we'll just pension him.
We'll give him a pension so he won't have to
work anymore.

("Pensioning") his old Blue Moon is one way a cowboy un

veils his friendship, both to his horse and to the ("outsider").
Whenever he makes a decision to practice ("pensioning") his
horse, old Blue Moon is one of those two or three horse friends
in a cowboy's life that he refuses to sell.

("Pensioned" old

blue moons) are the old horses one sees out grazing grass in a
cowboy's pasture as they are riding by his house.

These will

("be around the cowboy's pasture until they die").

They have

("helped him in lots of things"); maybe, said Shorty, "They won
a lot of money for me dogging and roping."

In that case, "They've

earned their keep for as long as they live."

Old blue moons are,

indeed, old--say twenty-two years old--and have been around for
their cowboy to use all these years.

They ("deserve to be turned

out") to graze on green pastures during the last years of their
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lives.

("Pensioning") cowboys want to let their old Blue Moon

live out his last days where he eventually dies there near
them, not only because they wish to show appreciation to a
"darn good old saddle horse," but also because he has been a
part of their lives for many years.
and cowboys do not sell friends.

He has been their friend

Said Lynn, "He's been a real

friend to me to where I was almost able to talk to him and I'd
never sell him."

An ("acquaintance") horse, whom a cowboy

cannot really talk to, does not deserve a ("pension") and
accordingly, cowboys explained that this horse would be traded
in after he has served all the purposes he can for his particu
lar cowboy owner.
Con:

There was a dissenting cowboy who questioned whether the

practice of ("pensioning") one's old Blue Moon is really in the
best interest of the horse.

Texas opined that "some guys love

it so much that they (keep it until it dies)."

The trouble

with such a practice, according to Texas, is that these wellmeaning cowboys never stop to think that their poor, old horse
friend probably gets cold easier than he used to and does not
have the teeth to feed himself properly like he did when he
was younger.

Furthermore, the old horse "gets old and stiff

to where it hurts him to go;" pretty soon he begins getting
poor and finally ends up freezing to death.

On the basis of

these experiences, Texas said that he believed ("pensioning")
would be the cruelest thing anybody could do to their poor,
old Blue Moon.
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Texas acknowledges that cowboys do ("pensioning") be
cause they do not want to see their old Blue Moon going to
the glue factory or for dog food, but old Blue Moon "doesn't
know nothing about it afterwards, anyway."

"Besides he's

a durn sight better off," said Texas, than if he is left out
in the weather "hardly able to walk and freezing and starving
to death."

"All the while, his cowboy is thinking he is being

a really true friend for not putting him out for dog meat."
("Pensioning") is aimed at (displaying a cowboy's
friendship) for his dear old Blue Moon; yet, queried Texas,
"Is ("pensioning") really the best way?"

Paying Him "Alot of Attention"
Habitually, a cowboy pays ("alot of attention") to his
old Blue Moon.

Whenever the twosome's friendship develops "to

a point where they just have (a special feeling)" for old Blue
Moon, cowboys can hardly help but ("pay him extra special
notice").

The fondness has grown to where "you think the

world and all of him," conceded Moze.
Petting and talking:

("Petting old Blue Moon") is one way of

extending him ("special attending").

In fact, everytime a

cowboy goes near to his horse friend, he ("just wants to go
and pet her on the neck"), explained Dale.

While ("petting her

on the neck"), both cowboy and old Blue Moon ("probably do a
little talking").

"You know, you talk to her just like you do

a friend," insisted Dale.
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Bragging:

A real good way for ("outsiders") to tell whether a

cowboy likes his old Blue Moon enough to consider him a friend
would be to hear him ("bragging about Blue Moon").

Observed

Roy, when a cowboy holds ("extra special feelings") for a
horse, he ("simply can't help but talk about the things old
Blue Moon helped him do") and "that he couldn't have done with
out him."

Cowboys "are just ("real proud of their horses")

and want to ("show them off") to their friends."
Taking good care of him:

Whenever one sees a horse that appears

("extra well taken care of"), indications are that he is a
true horse friend, that is, an old Blue Moon that belongs to
some cowboy who is using ("good care taking") to (display his
friendship) with his old Blue Moon.

Horses that look ("well

taken care of") usually come first, even before their cowboy
owner who will feed and bed down his old Blue Moon before he
ever thinks about taking some care of himself.
Lano maintained that signs of a ("well taken care of
horse") reveal themselves in ("the way that horse is groomed-whether he is well-shod and well-fed and all").

Oats, of

course, are to a horse what candy is to a child besides being
extremely nourishing for the horse.

Cowboys who love their

horse as a friend ("give him oats morning and night").

"I

guess by feeding him oats is the way I show the friendship"),
said Pecos.

("Feeding old Blue Moon oats") is just one more

way cowboys say ("there's a friendship between him and me").
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Without Abusing
In summary, cowboys opined that they do unto their
old Blue Moon as they would do unto their human friend.

A

cowboy will treat his horse friend ("like he would like to
be treated").

He never displays any ("brutality or does mean

things") to his old Blue Moon, although sometimes a horse
friend needs a bit of

(chastising).

However, if old Blue

Moon is smart enough, he will realize he has done wrong and
will

straighten out.

"You just treat them right," remarked

Slinger, ("and don't abuse them").

"That's the mark of a true

friendship."
Now that we have discovered how it is cowboys do the
(making) and the (displaying) of their friendship, it makes
sense to attempt a description of a process they called
(leaving a friend).

Just what these ordinary routine prac

tices designed to accomplish the occasion of (leaving a close
friend) are will now be the topic of chapter five.

CHAPTER V
ACCOMPLISHING (LEAVING A FRIEND)
Within the topic (friendships among cowboys) may be
found an occasion called (leaving a friend).

An analysis of

the data pertaining to (leaving a friend) yielded a set of
typical features comprising the procedure (leaving a friend).
This list of features conveniently falls into three categories
or ways of handling the occasion of (leaving a friend).

In

terestingly enough, the informants also were equally divided
among the three categories.
A Sense of Loss
There are those cowboys whose reactions can be de
scribed by the phrase ("a sense of loss").

In the cowboys'

phraseology, the writer will describe what the doing of ("a
sense of loss") entails.
Missing Them
When cowboys experience a ("a sense of loss") at the
departure of their friend(s), a claim is made for ("missing
them").

("Missing them"), as a feature, makes sense to us

when we find what comprises that kind of friendship among
those who feel ("a sense of loss").
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Cowboys describe this friendship as ("being as close
as brothers as friends").

Given their choice, the cowboys

would ("choose to stay right where their friends are").

This

is especially true when we find a friendship ("being one of
the best in a cowboy's life"), even more so when he has ("never
had one better").
A feeling of sorrow: Accompanying the acknowledgment of ("miss
ing him") was the ("feeling of sorrow") or ("a sense of loss").
Cowboys feared they ("might never see their friend again").
At the same time, they ("wondered if they would ever be as
close with that friend again").

One cowboy ("felt an extra

special loss") when he "had to go to war with strangers."
Paraphrasing this fellow, he claimed to (feel lost going to
war by himself without his close friends) who had been sent
to different companies.
Never forgetting him:

("Missing them") and the ("sense of

sorrow and loss") encompassed in this ("missing") gain added
emphasis when a cowboy says ("you never really forget them").
These friendships are so meaningful to the cowboys that they
become (unforgettable friends) and it follows that we have
witnessed an (unforgettable friendship).
How do friends leave one another when the friendship is
(unforgettable)?

The most profound departure as described by

the cowboys is ("huggin* one another").

A cowboy who ("hugged")

his true friend exclaimed he had ("never really done that before").
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It could well be asked what account he gave of the ("hugging")
because two men ("hugging") one another elicits in ("outsiders")
a suspicion of homosexuals.

This cowboy at least was aware of

public reaction since he pointed out that ("we probably looked
like a couple of screwballs"); yet the friends claimed they
("weren't embarrassed about doing it out in public") and
("what's more, we didn't give a damn what people thought"),
put in Lano.
Cowboys with (unforgettable friendships) thus have (un
forgettable) modes of taking leave of the other as shown in the
emphasis made by one cowboy on his special mode of leaving his
friend.
The salutation for leaving a friend was described by
these cowboys as ("saying so long") instead of ("goodbye").
They informed this writer that one ("doesn't say goodbye") to
a friend.
Looking on the Bright Side
("On the bright side") surfaced as a second kind of way
for handling (leaving a friend).

Seemingly cowboys who left a

friend in this case visualized ("being together again") as a
compensating feature.

Such a perspective enabled this kind of

cowboy to avoid the ("sense of loss") found in the former group,
and taking leave of one's friend is seen not as the end but as
an anticipation of ("the next time we will be together again").
("On the bright side") cowboys focus on what will be while those
with ("a sense of loss") talk of what was.
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Never being over:

("On the bright side") cowboys describe their

feelings at leaving in a variety of ways.

Rather than ("fearing

that it's all over now"), they come up with ("it's never really
over").

For they see themselves as ("going back to that friend")

and ("still being friends").

Not only that, but one cowboy de

scribed the parting as ("leaving with a good feeling").

Rather

than dwelling on what they have lost, these cowboys express what
they have gained.

(Leaving a friend) was even described by a

cowboy as ("being some of the finest experiences I've had").

Now

this statement might seem strange, but the fellow with this com
ment accounted for it in the following manner.

The reason why

(leaving a friend) is described as ("being a really fine exper
ience"), said the cowboy ("is that you can go home and spend
time reminiscing to others about the good times you've had").
One finds these kinds of cowboys expressing a feeling of ("being
grateful for the association they've had with a friend").

Con

currently, there is a (sense of gratitude) for the ("opportunity
of being able to go their separate ways") and still "remaining
real good friends" as Lynn put it.

In sum, these words said by

Texas epitomize ("on the bright side") cowboys' reactions:

("it's

feeling that boy, I'm glad for the opportunity of visiting with
him again").
When questioned as to whether they did not feel ("a
sense of loss"), the reply was that ("leaving a friend shouldn't
be thought of as a sign that we aren't as happy").

Buck went so

far as to opine that "the trouble with our society is that
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people are always being overly emotional and letting feelings
overrule their better judgment."
("On the bright side") cowboys also have special means
of accomplishing the actual process of (leaving a true friend)
outside of the affective set just described.

("Inviting them

up") might be likened to a way of bridging the gap between yes
terday and tomorrow.

Attention is turned to ("what we'll do

next time they come up to see us").

("A sense of loss") somehow

is never allowed to surface to consciousness.

Plans begin

immediately for ("next time we are together again"), whereas
(sense of losers), in contrast, remain preoccupied with the end
ing of last time.

("On the bright siders"), however, claim that

("we wish 'em well") and say ("we'll see ya next time").

How

ever, both ("on the bright siders") and ("sense of losers")
stated that one does not say goodbye.
("see ya later").

It is ("so long") or

It might be said from this

farewell-- ("see

ya later")--that even those with a ("sense of loss") still enter
tain a next time, although they may question whether, in fact, it
will materialize.
Untouched and Unattached
Finally, there are what the writer chooses to call the
(untouched and unattached).
their very neutrality.

These cowboys impress one with

Neutrality is ("enjoying your friends

while they are here"), but when they leave, it is really not
problematic nor is there an anticipation of a next time.

A
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look at the mental set expressed by these kinds of cowboys may
help us understand their philosophy.

In their case, there are

just ("too many people to feel bad about any one friend in
particular leaving").

All their friends are perpetually "moving

about" which makes it ("harder to get attached now").

The

latter statement was made by Roy who quoted that one out of
every fifteen families move every two or three years.

Cowboys

seem to feel that there ("aren't as many people to depend on
now") so these cowboys really ("never get attached to anyone").
Perhaps it is not only hard but risky as well.
Friends with anybody:

(Unattached) cowboys see themselves as

("being friends with everybody") which is, perhaps, their way
of handling (leaving of friends).

("There's always others")

as well as the potential for the ("making of new friends").
Possibly by the former reasons these cowboys explain why they
have ("never picked out a close friend(s)").
The (unattached) like the latter categories have their
ways for getting through the occasion of (leaving a friend) as
a process separate from their theories about that leaving.

They

may ("have a little farewell party") and after the friend is
gone, there may be a ("correspondence of sorts") for a short
time.

However, the usual process is ("taking off from there")

and ("just going along"), ("eventually drifting away from each
other").

(Unattached) cowboys can do this because they have

("never really picked one special one"), but also because they
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are ("friendly with others") and are always ("making new
friends").

It is much as when we leave our home, we make

another home elsewhere.
(Unattached) cowboys did acknowledge "it's different
when you live in a community all your life."

By implication,

this is to say people are not incessantly ("moving away").
There is ("someone to depend on"), and one feels inclined to
("form close attachments") for it is safe and easy to do in
these (forever communities).
What seems to be a taken-for-granted accomplishment of
everyday life as persons are forever (leaving a friend) has
been shown to be handled in three predominant modes.

In turn,

there are feelings and ways of handling doing (leaving a friend)
within each of these modes.

In fact, a routine activity called

(leaving a friend) becomes, when examined, a procedure accom
plished or done skillfully in a variety of ways.
There is, along with the accomplishment of (making a
friend), a set of practices which, if dones undo the very friend
ship members have made.

A description of this set of practices

entitled Accomplishing (Losing a Friend), is the topic of
chapter six.

CHAPTER VI
ACCOMPLISHING (LOSING A FRIEND)
The Cowboy
Friendships between cowboys are made in the ways they
have described them to us.

Accordingly, friendships between

cowboys might also be lost when friends do specific kinds of
practices.

(Losing a friendship), as an occasioned accomplish

ment, has its own distinctive set of features/activities which
constitute that very process as the occasioned accomplishment
that it is.

A friendship experience thus brings with it the

(inherent risk) that one might on occasion (lose the very
friendship) whose reality he has made.

In fact, many times

(inherent risk) does change (the accomplished reality) of
friendship as the set of practices making up the experience
we might label (accomplishing that risk) are performed.

In

friendship's place is left the reality of the (lost friend
ship).

How do the cowboys accomplish this very ironic, yet

very routine often unnoticed-until-culmination activity of
(losing a close friend)?

It might be added that (losing a

friend) is experienced as such an ordinary and everyday prac
tice that members, indeed, do not realize they have been
doing it until one day (losing a friend) no longer is a
228
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matter being accomplished by members; it is now an occasioned
accomplishment.

Other kinds of activities, dintinct in their

coming together, replace the activities of (making a friend
ship) and taken together constitute the category/experience
called (losing a friendship).

Sooner or later, all forms of

activities once done between the former members of a friend
ship cease.

In either sense, friendship may then be charac

terized as (dead) because the practices which constituted that
occasioned relationship called friendship between members are
no longer being practiced; concurrently membership for those
members--since it was constituted by a no-longer-done set of
practices--ceases to be an accomplishment.

Without a member

ship, members can no longer do membering so they, too, die.

Changing Friends
Interests and values:

Once more, how is it then that the

cowboys' society accomplishes the occasion of (losing a friend
ship)?

A distinctive feature and contributing activity towards

(losing a friendship) experienced by the cowboys is ("a sense
of changing too much").

When cowboys' friends begin ("changing

their interests and values") they "no longer care to ride side
by side as two friends normally would."

(Forking interests) be

tween a cowboy and his partner lead him to realize that they
are ("not tuned in on the same wave length anymore").

With

that realization, Moze begins taking off down this ridge to go
home and Pecos goes that other way when they ("really would
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just be riding side by side") if they were still doing a friend
ship together.

However, one or the other has begun to figure

he is evidently on a better trail than the other one, an idea
which "kinda burns a cowboy up," especially if he still wants
to ("ride together").
(Forking interests) elicit in and often leave cowboys
with the feeling of "being just too conservative for him now."
A cowboy's friend has begun looking at things differently so
his old cowboy buddy ("just isn't any fun anymore").

Of course,

when a man ("isn't any fun anymore"), cowboys no longer want to
tag along behind him, much less ("take care of him anymore like
they used to do").

In fact, (forking interests) eventually

make cowboys ("wish a half an hour after their friend came that
he'd go home or go some place else and vice versa").

The reason

a cowboy experiences a ("wish for him to go home") becomes clear
to us when we realize that the friend is ("being entirely dif
ferent than he was then").

Sometimes a cowboy himself changes

to where he is ("no longer willing to tolerate the activities
he used to").

He rather refuses to continue "practicing being

a brother to a guy" who, for example, has eight kids and keeps
on partying and throwing money around because this cowboy looks
at partying and drinking differently than he used to.

He frowns

on the things his friend does to such a great degree that he
("just don't like being around that friend anymore").

Cowboys

explained that "it's not that he's a bad person," but only be
cause ("changing interests and values") of the friends seem to
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make it increasingly difficult for each to ("accept the other").
Furthermore, a cowboy and his partner may each in the mean
while have gotten new and different friends.

These new friends

perhaps just do not jive with one another whereas before
("sharing friends and family") was one of the experiences which
"cemented that bond of friendship all the harder."
Changing life styles:

Cowboys, as friends, emphasized that

("changing interests and values") arise when one or the other
members of a friendship begins ("changing life styles").

Upon

"arriving into high society" and having to "live like the Jones,"
sometimes a cowboy's buddy tends to ("look down on his old
friends").

Perhaps the fellow has moved into a new neighborhood,

is just "living too fast for his old cowboy friend to keep up
with" and is not ("taking the time for his friend that he used
to").

Finally, ("working on a different line") can prevent cow

boy friends from associating very closely anymore.
Living in a different era:

One cowboy came up with the notion

that men ("have three sets of friends in a lifetime: boyhood,
manhood, and old-age friends").

Every time they change from one

of these statuses to another, members probably ("develop a com
pletely new set of friends again; perhaps they might not even
know where their boyhood friends are anymore").

Cowboys have

often found that there is "not that closeness anymore" with the
friends that they made in an earlier stage of life.

When they

("get together") with their old friend, ("it's not like it used
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to be") because although they might like to bring back the
past, they cannot do it.

They cannot live in the past when

they are living in today.
Missing equality:

("Changing from a state of equality to in

equality") is another process which contributes to the (losing
of a friendship).

If friends begin changing in their "walk of

life" enough to where one is "higher on the ladder" than the
other one, they are likely to begin harboring inferior feel
ings or feelings of disdain towards each other.
Changing environment:

Cowboys explained that ("changing an

environment") sometimes leads their friends into (doing mem
bership with the "phonies"), especially if he has entered into
the business world or store-keeping business.

However, members

of the ("phony's world") are unable to do much fooling of any
body that rodeos or cowboys; what is more, the novice ("phony")
initiates the (losing of his friendship) with a cowboy by his
own activities.

Cowboys do realize that the ("changing through

circumstances or where he happens to live") has a lot to do
with why (his partner has "gotten to be too different to toler
ate").

("Living in a completely different environment")--as

distinct from ("the style of life lived within that environ
ment"), although acknowledged as a contributing feature to
("life style")--was described by cowboys as bringing about a
("losing of respect") for their own way of doing things.

When

(working in the business world, for example), a cowboy's friends
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have to take on the interests, values, life-style prevalent
within that environment for the simple reason that ("they've
got to") be able to, in order to compete in that world.
Losing communication:

Partners who are ("changing ways") begin

to ("lose communication").

When friends ("lose communicating

ability"), they choose to see one another "once in a while."
It is nice to say hello and visit a little while, but that is
all.

Cowboys were mostly convinced that along with ("losing

communicating ability"), they come to ("no longer share the
very close friendship") experienced by both members when they
had ("communicating ability").

They were also convinced that

("losing communicating ability") is accomplished when one ("no
longer takes time out for his friends").

They fear that the

discovery that one ("hasn't been giving enough time to his
friend") comes too late to do anything about it.

By that

time, each is looking at those things differently, especially
now that their ("ways have changed").
Drifting away:

When ("communicating ability") with one's

friend--a typical feature of (making a friendship)--is no
longer able to be practiced, members begin ("drifting away"),
the latter a distinctive feature of the process (losing a friend).
As they become aware of this ("sense of drifting away"), friends
discover not only that they are becoming ("bored with one
another"), but they just ("don't like to be around one another").
They are glad to see each other once in awhile yet are equally
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glad to see the other go away.

("Losing communicating ability")

together with realizing that each other senses this loss of
ability begins to make friends ("feel uncomfortable") in each
other's presence.

As they continue to ("lose that feeling of

just being easy and comfortable"), friends cease wanting to be
around each other anymore and finally ("drift apart all the
more").
Marriage
("Getting married"), an occasioned accomplishment for
the cowboys, was seen by them as another way of their routinely
accomplishing (losing a friendship).

("Getting married"), they

claimed, requires ("having to give and take there") with a wife.
("Making arrangements") with her have to be achieved before a
cowboy can ("go off here and spend a day or two with his true
friend").

Cowboys hold that ("getting married") means one has

to ("get to knowing your place") which is to become aware that
he ("can't go wandering off with a friend the way you usually
would").

Furthermore, upon (making of marriage), cowboys and

their friends ("start going different directions") instead of
riding down the same trail like they had done before this new
person stepped into the life they had been doing together.
When a cowboy must be forever ("making arrangements with a
wife") before he can go off with his firend and in the process
of ("making arrangements"), he even starts ("taking a different
trail in life"), cowboys both fear and submit that there are
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("a few but not too many friendships that last long"), especially
if ("making arrangements" and "taking a different trail") become
friends' everyday activities.

More than one cowboy remarked:

("That's pretty true about not having close friends after you
are married").
Wives:

("Trading your partner for a wife") then can initiate

the beginning stages of the occasion of (losing a friend).

In

the words of one cowboy, "When you trade your partner for a
wife, he's going to be going one place and you another."

Friends

who are prevented from following in the same direction realize
("getting together") or anything like that is now "real diffi
cult."

Sooner or later they learn that they will ("just drift

away to where they aren't friends anymore").
Many times, wives ("don't care for the old influence
around").

They ("want the old man to stay home") so they "can

make a mill worker out of him" or some other such thing.

Wives

well know, admonished the cowboys, that ("having the old influ
ence around"), encourages their cowboy husbands to "want to go
out into the mountains and hills with their buddy" instead of
staying home which is something wives would not like at all.
A wife figures her cowboy husband "should keep his nose to the
grindstone" so "she can drive a new car" or "keep the kids from
starving."

Informants shrugged their shoulders when asked how

("possessed cowboys") handled their wives.

"I guess," said

Buck, "they ("just go along") and ("accept the wives' demands");
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yet they pay a price of ("never experiencing any close friendships
again")."
Before one or the other does ("marrying"), there is just
a cowboy and his partner, and they ("depend on one another").
Married cowboys, however, pick up a wife and family who begin
("depending on them"), and they now have the full-time job of
("taking care of their depending family") which means there is
little room for these true friends to ("depend on one another")
like they used to.

Their families have to come first.

Cowboys who have gotten married said they no longer exper
ience ("the friendship you have when you are single").

Doing

friendship is rather relegated to where "you meet and play
cards together" or "two couples go to a dance together," sighed
Jess.

As ("togetherness") is slowly lost, increasing reality

is given to (losing a friendship) as an approaching reality.
Cowboy friends' wives ("don't always get along with each
other") since wives ("might not care for") their husband's
true friends' wives.

Wives who ("don't care for each other")

can really spoil "fellas'" friendships since a wife is ("some
body new that comes in") and begins to prevent these friends
from (doing the things together) that they have always done
before.

Cowboys explained that the routine activity then be

comes a ("kinda drifting to the wives' way more") and ("away
from the partner's and their own old ways") and soon that
closeness in friendship with one another is lost, that family
closeness, to where the experience of closeness ("is no longer
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like it was when you were single"), said Lynn.

Thus the close

ness of friendship is lost because of ("the wives being so
different and having different ways of thinking") and, in fact,
cowboys opined that it is a rare occasion ("when your wife gets
along with the wife of your very good friend").
Wives often attempt to do breaking up their husbands'
true friendships ("because they are jealous that [a cowboy and
his buddy] are real good friends").

It has been the experience

of cowboys to find that (having a woman along with entirely
different interests, not to mention her jealousy practices) seems
to ("drag the men friends away from one another to the people
that the wives can talk around").

Therefore, they believe that

("friendship's chances of surviving") as a continuing accomplish
ment depends on which one of the man or woman has the stronger
will.

"If she wins," the friendship enters the losing stage.
Cowboys theorized that a real good activity for a guy

to practice if he wants to rid himself of his partner would be
to ("start playing around with that partner's wife").

Naturally,

the partner would be jealous if and when his friend indulged in
("hanky pankying") with his wife; in fact, their friendship would
be strained to where ("you just don't want to be around your socalled friend") anymore, retorted Dale.

Caught In The Middle
Mutual disliking:
dle").

Sometimes a cowboy gets ("caught in the mid

(Caught-in-the-middlers) usually are trying to be a
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friend to and do a friendship with two "fellas" simultaneously,
each of whom is repelled by the other.

The repulsion each feels

creates difficulties for (caught-in-the-middlers).

Both men are

friends so (the caught-in-the-middler) ("watches and tries not
to bring up the one friend to the other one").

Witnessing the

conflicts between a couple of his true friends, the (caught-inthe-middler) carefully avoids sticking himself in between the
two and taking sides; if he does, he knows that one or the
other of his two friendships will disintegrate.

However,

(caught-in-the-middlers) refuse to believe that just because
their friends do not visit each other that they cannot visit
them both and be friends with both of them.

The experience of

(conflicting friends) requires that a (caught-in-the-middler)
exercise care in order to not hurt either side.
The ("mutual disliking") cowboys' respective pals hold
for each other often arrives at a point of one of them refusing
to stop and see the cowboy if he sees the other one at this
cowboy's house.

Furthermore, if one of them happens to drop

in at the cowboy's ranch when the other one is there, the first
one turns around and pulls out.

(Caught-in-the-middlers), in

deed, must take extra precautions if they expect to manage to
not accomplish (losing a friendship) with at least one if not
both of their repelled pals.

Since we are describing the pro

cess of (losing a friendship), there appear to be ways (caughtin-the-middlers) can botch their handling of these repelled
pals and thereby accomplish (losing one if not both of their
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friendships).
Perhaps each of the hostile parties complains to (caught in-the-middlers) that "he [the other one] is trying to be the
big boss."

If the accusation is a true and ordinary practice

of this fellow, and if (caught-in-the-middlers) refuse to
acknowledge this as so, not only will repelled pals resent
one another, but they will resent the (caught-in-the-middler)
too, simply because he refused to acknowledge the truth and
upheld this "bossy" man friend of his.

Usually a (caught-in-

the-middler) is able to ("get along real good with either of
his friends") until such time that all three get together.
("Picking one out over the other") puts cowboys ("in
the middle"), but they also find that they are no longer as
good a friend with the ("unpicked one") as they are with the
("picked one"), the reason being that they are doing friend
ship with somebody that the ("unpicked one") does not like;
what is more they ("picked the one out") ("over the other").
Leaving out:

Often it is only when the (caught-in-the-middler)

comes together with both of his friends at once that he is
forced into ("taking sides") or ("taking preference of the
one over the other one") or even worse, said the cowboys,
("siding up with him against the third one to a point of
leaving the third one out of the conversation altogether").
("Ignoring one friend"), as a feature of the process of ("tak
ing up with the other friend"), generates a feeling in the
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former that (the caught-in-the-middler) has ("done me wrong").
In ("choosing one over the other"), a (caught-in-the-middler)
can take it as a given that he has instigated the (losing of
this friendship).
Shopping:

Cowboys who do ("shopping for a new one") set out

in search of a new friend, an activity which is even more
hurting to their steadfast old friend because, in this case,
(caught-in-the-middlers) are soliciting the friendship of a
stranger rather than remaining content to ("just stay with
their old pal 'cause he is good enough") or at least staying
with the friends he had before the old friend came into the
picture.

Old friends do not expect a (caught-in-the-middler)

to give up the friends he had before them, but when he begins
("shopping for new ones"), the old pals get the message (loud
and clear) that they are no longer ("good enough") and that
their ("shopping pal") wants a new and better friend in a way
that a man wants to trade his old auto for a new and better
auto.

Accordingly, before a short time has passed, ("hurt

ones") too begin again the whole process of ("looking for a
new one").

When each of the members begins ("looking for a

new one"), the old friendship that they had been doing with
one another, for perhaps many years, begins to die.
Tolerating:

("Refusing to tolerate a friend's feelings")

drives that friend away.

When (caught-in-the-middlers)

attempt to bring their repelled pals together to a point
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of ("forcing the association") between the two, (caught-in-themiddlers) are not ("tolerating their friends' feelings").

(In

tolerance), of course, not only drives the ("forced associates")
further apart but also severs the associating processes being
practiced between a (caught-in-the-middler) and the one or ones
he has been forcing to associate with one another.

Why?

The

(caught-in-the-middler) simply has refused to respect his
friend's desires and railroaded him into associating with a
person or persons whom he absolutely loathes.
(Caught-in-the-middlers) do a good bit of astute manip
ulating in order to successfully keep their repelled pals feel
ing included and equally important to them as (caught-in-themiddler) cowboy friends.

If they cannot perform this astute

manipulating and also refuse to ("tolerate their buddies'
feelings"), (caught-in-the-middlers), according to most cow
boys, need not expect to have their friendship last long when
they are treating their friend so utterly intolerable.

Moving Away
Not mattering:

("Moving away from one another"), as seen by

members, sometimes contributes towards the (losing of a friend
ship).

Some of the cowboys that the writer interviewed be

lieved ("moving away from me") would be the only way to lose
a friend.

When a cowboy's true friend ("moves away") and ("fails

to write") and the cowboy does not see that friend for a year or
two at the time, one of two experiences usually ensues.

Either
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(1) the (left-behinders) are overwhelmed by ("a sense of lost
togetherness") or (2) ("moving away") ("really doesn't matter")
because true friendship lasts on despite the time and distance
which have separated these pals.

In the latter case, friend

ship, as explained by the cowboys, is something ("that is
there"); ("it can't be taken away").

When friendship ("can't

ever be taken away"), ("drifting apart") does not proceed as a
routine occasion like it would if it had the necessary con
stituting features for its accomplishment.

In fact, mused

Pecos, these kinds of friendships are still there "when you
and your pal are both getting gray hair and getting older."
(Leavers) and (left-behinds) may have to ("move away") from one
another, but they never lose their sense of true friendship.
("Not being there in the community anymore") with one another
makes little difference because this true friendship experience
is a sense of ("knowing we are still friends"), explained Billy,
("and we still get along good with each other").

These kinds of

friendships are the ("ones a cowboy's had for years") and
("always finds the same").

No matter where fortune sends one

or the other, it is as if ("we were always together") and ("never
have been apart").
Lost togethering-time and distance: There are those friendships,
however, said members, which upon ("losing the togetherness"),
one or the other members ("moving away") ("just are not the same
anymore").

Although each member still consider the other one a
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good friend, each in turn must admit to himself if he is
honest, that ("the old closeness has been lost") now that
(togethering) is no longer a way of the friends in their
everyday life.

("Time") occasionally was cited by members

as ("maybe eroding that closeness") to such a point that old
friends ("might not even want to come back together again if
they could").
Perhaps, each establishes a pattern in the other's
absence, a pattern in which the old friend could not find a
place for himself but rather would be ("just kinda intruding
in his partner's life") by coming back and ("trying to get
into a pattern of which he is no longer part of and could not
be if he tried").
There is, insisted the cowboys, also the very real pos
sibility of ("meeting somebody else") when a friend goes away
just as servicemen's wives find themselves ("meeting another")
after separation from their husbands for many years.

It is

not that a cowboy is unhappy or anything with the old ones; he
just gets preoccupied with the new ones.
Some cowboys claimed that closeness in distance is
really the factor in holding a friendship together.

("Failing

to be close enough where they can see or visit with somebody
or just talk to them") foments the conditions for ("drifting
away from him").

It is in ("apartness from one another") that

members begin ("having their own social life and their own
business and family life, spending any free time they might
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have taking care of those lives").

There being ("really no

time") for the old friend--and old friends, furthermore,
(being out of togethering distance)- - the old friendship slowly
recedes into the horizon.

Days pass and new friends enter more

and more into the everyday picture of life and increasingly
assume that very close relationship with the cowboy which he
once held with his old friend.

Old friends become "just friends"

it is the new ones that are now (making close friendships), the
kind which this study has been talking about.
Friends, in all the cowboys' views, do ("stick together").
However, for some, there was a feeling and experience of a kind
of glue which (holds persons "together") coming out only when
persons are able to be close enough to one another in distance
("to where they are spending more time together").

Otherwise

these cowboys felt that each member inevitably ("meets more
people") and ("just doesn't have the time for the old ones")
who are real only

in the cowboys' memories.

Buff described

his old friends who have gone away as being ("kinda like a
mirage in the desert, something that is there to think about
but isn't real enough to keep the closeness") experienced by
two people who can spend many hours together as an everyday
routine practice of their lives.

"You've got to be where they

see each other for a friendship to last, at least the close
ness of it," asserted Shorty.

Otherwise (leavers) find that

somebody else has slipped in and taken over the place in their
heart that they once ("reserved especially") for their old
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friend back home.

Indeed, it is ("the togetherness that makes

the closeness and preserves it longer").
Losing tracks - out of touch:

Cowboys subscribing to the

latter theories acknowledged that friendships do, on occasion,
survive the tests of ("time and distance"); however, they be
lieved friendships survive only if each member ("keeps track
of the other").

("Keeping tracks") is fine in theory, accord

ing to the cowboys; yet in practice, they have discovered that
too many times people get

to ("busying themselves with their

own affairs") and ("putting off writing that letter") to old
Pecos or maybe ("thinking about calling old Moze") but ("never
getting around to it").

Pretty soon the tracks which once

showed clearly are lost in the routine of daily activity.

Al

though these fellows might still remain good friends, neither
is able to now experience the old closeness that once each
felt with the other by ("keeping in touch").

Death - The Only Way
There were, however, those cowboys who visualized the
(losing of their close friendship) as possible only on the
occasion of ("one or the other of you dying").

These men

emphasized the ("dying is the only way one really loses a
friend"), which, said Moze, "is the way it should be."

Cowboys

such as Moze think of a friend "as your friend for life unless
he should die and that is the way it should be in any true
friendship."
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One cowboy spoke of his experience in ("putting two or
three of my good friends away").

("Putting a friend away") is

a hard thing for a cowboy to do.

He consoles himself by telling

himself that evidently his partner was needed somewhere else
worse than he is "here with me."

Those men a cowboy had to put

away are fellows he has worked with and drank with and played
with for perhaps many years.

Death of a beloved friend is,

indeed, "a tough thing to take;" a cowboy has all he can do to
accept the death so he has to look at it that way, that is, "that
your friend is (needed elsewhere)."

The cowboy, Dale, described

himself as ("needing an inner strength in order to endure the
passing away") of his friend, an occasion which he found "a
hard thing to face."

Dale said, "I may have lost him but you

keep a good memory of him," ("thinking alot about the way he
was").

Oversoliciting - In The Way
Some of the cowboys the writer interviewed expressed a
feeling they have when (their partner "sometimes gets in the
way").

("Getting in the way") buddies do a variety of activ

ities ("which kinda get to") a cowboy after awhile.

For exam

ple, ("going too far in helping out a best friend") when he is
breaking up with his wife or with another friend can backfire
to where the cowboy--if the two conflicting ones do ("patching
up")--finds himself labeled as ("just getting in the way") and
("meddling where he shouldn't be").

This kind of occasion can
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be experienced even when the cowboys' help has been requested
by one or both of the squabblers.

Of course, cowboys ("just

hate to turn anybody down especially when he's a true friend").
("Coming around and volunteering one's help to a friend
when he doesn't want your help"), in the views of some of the
cowboys, is one means of ("getting in the way").

Maybe the

fellow wanted it done a different way; if he did, his friend
should wait to be asked to ("help out").

Friends, admonished

several cowboys, frequently ("offer their services too much")
in a friendship ("to where they are in the way").
Cowboys also feel their buddy is ("getting in the way")
when he likes to "buddy, buddy go here, there, and everywhere;"
these cowboys explained they are "kind of a hermit anyhow and
like to travel more alone."

(Hermit cowboys) informed this

writer that they do not like ("sticky friendship") ("where your
partner is trying to be with you all the time").

Partners

trying to be overly friendly, might ("stand on your foot and
slobber all over your"); this kind of ("sticky friendship")
doing is not appealing to cowboys who are "reserved and pretty
much hermits."

They may value and experience the closest of

friendships but for them, (announcing friendship) does not and
had better not include ("gushing over one another").
Getting cabin fever:

("Cabin fevering") often sets in when

cowboys are "cooped up with a friend all winter in a cowcamp;"
for example, both of them wish incessantly for spring and are
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certainly glad to see it coming, having ("been at one another's
throats in the bunkhouse").

They have ("heard all the stories

of one another's lives") and there really does not seem to be
much to do or talk about come spring.

Friends who are tired of

one another have ("been together too much") and ("get on one
another's nerves") to a point of ("just feeling sick of them
and them of you").

("Too much togetherness"), said several

cowboys, can begin ("boring you"), ("getting on your nerves")
and ("getting into your hair") ("to where each is wishing the
other one would leave").
Cowboys emphatically declared that they also needed
breaks from their families ("who can get to seeming awfully
bunk-housey too"), especially if a cowboy is "around them too
long without a break."

When friends allow matters to proceed

to where each is experiencing the ("bunk-housey feeling") and
("just sick of each other)", what was once ("shared") as an
endeavor at (making friendship) now turns into the equally
("shared" endeavor) of (losing that friendship).

Each wishes

the other would "plumb get lost."

Chance Misunderstanding
When ("chance misunderstandings") arise between the cow
boys and their friends, this misunderstanding makes itself felt
as it contributes to the undoing of friendship's bond.
dental things happen.

Acci

Misfortunes occur and true friends ex

perience ("misunderstanding") as a culminating process.

Maybe
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a cowboy ("didn't have anything to do with it")--("it was just
one of those chance misunderstandings nobody has anything to
do with"); yet, asserted several cowboys, real true friends
do not lose one another when, by chance, they ("misunderstand")
the other's doing.
What leads to ("chance misunderstandings") is purely
accidental and never is anything a cowboy or his pal would do
on purpose to hurt each other.

Cowboys opined that since

everybody is different and gets upset over different things,
it is pretty hard to tell just what would upset a guy.

"You

might even be doing things you really don't think are damaging
to anybody," said Tex; "yet, you might be hurting other people's
feelings and not even realizing you are doing it."
For example, one cowboy the writer interviewed has always
been ("kinda quiet and not much for talking").

Pecos has learned

that people think "I'm a little bit snubbish but I am not," he
said.

Others kind of hold it against this fellow when they really

do not need to.

For some reason a cowboy might, on occasion,

"be a bit standoffish" and "not talking much;" a friend, ("who
doesn't understand what is the matter") takes that (offishing)
as directed towards him alone.
Other times, perhaps, a cowboy does not happen to see
his friends; a lot of people take ("offense at oversight") and
say "he's stuck up and doesn't like me because he didn't say
hello" which is a purely ("chance misunderstanding") on their
part.

Maybe this cowboy has had a bad day and missed the horns
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in team roping; or maybe he has done a job wrong, both without
his true friend realizing "you have your good days and bad
days."

("Realizing there is good days and bad days") is some

thing cowboys figured that a true friend should ("understand")
and realize because in order to become a true friend, he had
to get through the activity ("understanding one another").
Troubles and resulting ("misunderstanding") arise out of events
that just happen; they even take a cowboy by surprise.

Maybe

his friend's horse broke a leg while the cowboy was riding him;
however, the friend might not realize the accidental nature of
the occasion.

He figures his buddy has just been careless and

unappreciative of what "I've loaned him--the thing that is
closest to me, my horse."
Even ("joking") with one's friend can be taken all wrong
by that friend.

In this situation, he just does not see anything

funny in what his cowboy pal is ("jobbin") him about.

What is

more, he often finds the ("jobbin") is ("insulting") to him.
Finally, a cowboy on occasion gets involved in so many
other activities that he merely forgets about ("expressing his
appreciation") for something his friend might have done for him
and here that friend has really ("put himself out").

Further

more, ("constructive criticizing"), rather than being appre
ciated, may instead be taken as an offense by a buddy when, for
example, a cowboy tells him he is doing something wrong even
though he is doing it ("'cause I'm your friend and trying to
help ya"), said Dan.
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Offense - the denying of the apology: When ("chance misunderstand
ings") arise between a cowboy and his true friend, the ("sense
of offense") often is felt so acutely that the (offended one)
denies the cowboy's apologies and just takes off.

Friends who

("take off") and ("leave") have ("misunderstood") to such a
degree that they find no room for ("forgiving").

One cowboy

claimed that ("denying accepting a friend's apologizing") is
("nonsense").

For him, there is not any ("misunderstanding")

that cannot be corrected if both parties are willing to ("give
and take a little").

Obligations
Pro:

Both ("meeting and failing to meet obligations"),

activities sometimes done by friends, contribute to the demise
of their friendship.

There are those cowboys who might be

called ("obligation bound").

(Obligation bounders) expressed

the idea that one ("surely feels obligated to their good friend")
at all times and when one or the other fails to fulfill an
("obligation"), the friendship suffers accordingly.

For exam

ple (obligation bounders) explained how one is always under the
("obligation") to treat his friend good.

When he comes around

they believe that they should say "hello there" and "talk to
him."

Concurrently a true friend is expected ("to be about the

same way toward you"), said Billy.

If either friend fails to do

these kinds of ("obligations"), diminished closeness as an ex
perience becomes accomplished as a reality.
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There are other grounds for friendships declining.
(Obligation bounders) perceived that whenever either member
of a friendship ("fails to go and help the other") if he is
moving or ("fails to just help him out in general") if he
needs ("helping"), he is no longer living up to friendship's
expectations.

("Expecting the help of a friend") is a stan

dard feature of cowboys' friendships and they expect and de
pend on their friend ("to help").
come through and help,

If that friend fails to

friendship's bonds often are shaken

enough to begin (losing the friendship).

(Obligation bound)

cowboys anticipated that when they need ten dollars, they
know they can go get it from a friend because friends lend
ten dollars to a cowboy as a routine, everyday accomplishment
of their friendship with that cowboy.

Perhaps the cowboy

wants somebody to come over and do his chores while he is
gone.

If he has a true friend, the cowboy not only knows he

will but expects him to do the chores while he is gone.

If,

however, the buddy fails to live up to these expectations,
for instance, "of coming over and milking my cows," cowboys
are inclined to believe that friendship "is not as good as
they thought" it was.

(Obligation bounders) take it for

granted that one's friends have to be tested out ("to see
just how far you can go with them").

If a guy "tests out,"

then and only then is he a good bet for doing a friendship
with.
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Con:

("Accepting") cowboys,on the other hand, described them

selves as ("not having to feel obligated") just because they
consider someone a personal friend.

Rather than feeling com

pelled, they ("just do it 'cause they want to do it").

If they

are pressured into ("obligations"), the friendship becomes too
demanding for them to wish for its continuance.

The reason for

this feeling of ("accepting") cowboys is that they figure they
do not really consider a guy a friend in the first place if they
have to ("test him out").

If a friend puts ("accepting cow

boys") to a ("test"), especially when the ("accepting") cowboy
believes that "you never really test anybody out," the tester
who says, "Well, okay, I'm going to deliberately (test this
guy to see if he pans out)" can expect to all but lose the
friendship he thinks he has been making with this ("accepting
cowboy").

The cowboys feel that anybody--if they were a friend--

would not deliberately ("put them to a test"); hence (losing a
friendship) sets in as an activity and experience whenever one
feels a need to ("test out the other").

Friends definitely do

not make a practice of ("testing one another out") nor do they
entertain the feeling that they have to ("test one another out").
"If they do, they are not your close friend to start with,"
insisted Shorty.

Close friends--according to the perspective

held by ("accepting cowboys")--whom one has to go out of his
way to preserve his friendship with, simply do not deserve to
be called close friends.
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Sometimes:

Both ("accepting cowboys") and (obligation bound)

cowboys do anticipate being able to depend upon a true friend
and expect that friend to anticipate their ("dependability")
as well.

("Untrustworthy") friends, for example, do not make

an ("accepting") cowboy a very good member of friendship be
cause a cowboy ("can't depend on them") and knows that he cannot.
"You would be able to (depend on them)," concluded Shorty, "if
they were your friends."

Hence, anytime a cowboy's true friend

fails to fulfill the ("obligation") of being ("trustworthy"),
his friendship days with his cowboy friend are numbered because
the ("untrustworthy") one will not have much ("respect") coming
to him if he has proved himself ("undependable").

Friends,

once they have begun ("distrusting one another") on account
of having betrayed one another in the past, simply will not
want to associate with one another any longer.

Cessations of

association, of course, all but make (losing a friendship)
an accomplished occasion.
Finally both ("accepting") and (obligation bounder)
cowboys do not give much hope to a friendship in which parties
have come to the ("sense of feeling no longer obligated") to
keep their friendship with one another and feeling that they
(no longer care to keep each other thinking well of the other).
This kind of activity is tantamount to a (failure in assurancing), that is, ("not letting a guy know you are friends"). When
friends cease practicing the cowboy universal expectation
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(displaying a friendship to one another), each member begins
looking elsewhere since it has become apparent that that
friendship they have known ("together") is no longer what they
thought it was.

It is, indeed, most crushing to a cowboy to

have his buddy thinking that he [the cowboy] "has turned out
to be a stinker."

"Something like that" happens frequently

when one or the other members fail to ("assure the other one")
that he is a member in friendship.

Obnoxiousing
("Obnoxious") friends as a category turn a cowboy off
because they are always ("bugging him").

Being ("obnoxious")

as a practice and distinctive feature contributing to the
occasion of (losing a friendship) is accomplished "just maybe
by the way he talks or doesn't talk."

("Bugging friends"),

for example, never give a cowboy a chance to bring any of his
own thoughts into the conversation because they are too busy
rattling on and on about themselves.

Besides ("bugging friends")

will not pay any attention to a cowboy if he starts talking on
another thing; "they just go on down their own road but won't
get on yours," complained Billy.
Ego-tripping:

("Obnoxious friends") embark on what several

cowboys called ("ego-tripping").

When they are ("ego-tripping"),

friends (behave kinda smart alecky and egotistical").

If a

friend develops into kind of a "blowhard guy," that is, some
body that does ("a lot of bragging"), cowboys begin not caring
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much for him.

In fact, they discover it is all they can do to

stand him, and as they proceed in the (struggle to "stand him"),
they usually end up not caring to be friends with the guy or
run around with him anymore.

Who was once a friend has now be

come only a guy "whose religion, politics, and way of doing is
superior to yours;" in other words, here is the kind of a guy
that a cowboy ("could never be friends with again").

One cow

boy described ("ego-tripping") as nothing more than ("getting
the big head").
Griping:

Friends also make themselves rather ("obnoxious") by

incessantly ("griping") about the world in general.

A

("griper") can turn certain cowboys off real fast ("if he
starts in telling me all about his troubles all the time").
These cowboys believe everybody has their own problems and
enough of their own, in fact, to not have to listen to some
body else who is always ("griping about his own").
Jealousing
Achieving:

("Jealous") friends turn cowboys off real quick.

Perhaps they sullenly resent their friend's achievements which
they have been unable to do themselves; if they were a friend,
they would be "happy and tickled to death" for any of the suc
cesses a cowboy might have.

"If a guy is jealous of your

accomplishments, he's not a true friend," opined Dale.
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Selfishing:

Friends were also labeled as (doing jealousy)

when they get to where they are ("kinda selfish and won't
share their friend with anybody else"), least of all with
the pal's friends.
Overunderstanding - overpossessing:

Cowboys theorized that

sometimes ("seeing a person too much to where you are under
standing him too well maybe or him understanding you too much")
can lead to a practice of ("possessing that friend"), a con
tributing activity in the accomplishment of (losing a friend).
This is the case especially if one or the other is the kind of
guy who ("likes his independence").

The belief that no one

person should possess another when it is held by a ("possessed
friend") makes the ("possessed" one( try to stay away from
people who have ("a liking to take charge of other people").
Friends who are not mature enough to handle a friendship with
out becoming ("over possessive") get themselves in all kinds
of trouble.

Rather than being satisfied with keeping the com

munication and respect of the other--which for cowboys is
("really all you've got to go on in any friendship")--("posses sive" friends) cannot stand their cowboy friends "talking to so
and so and being buddy, buddy with him."

Instead, they think

he should not be talking to "so and so" and most cowboys in
sisted that they "don't really care for that in a friendship,"
"because," said Jim, "I don't like having anybody on my neck
telling me to just do that."

Feeling threatened by his friend's
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("possessive" activities), a cowboy would just as soon (lose
his friendship) with that guy.

Taking Advantage
The phony:

Everywhere, once in a while, explained the cowboys,

the occasion of (losing a friend) is accomplished by friends
who begin ("taking advantage") of one another.

One particularly

important feature of ("taking advantage") as an activity is
("to be a phony").

("Phony friends") are ("never trusted too

far") by cowboys after they practice their ("phonying") with
these cowboys.

In fact, cowboys make certain that they no longer

give the ("phony") any indication they would ("trust him very
far"); of course, the ("phony friend") knows why they "don't
trust him very far."

Cowboys do not allow that kind of friend

to ("get in deep with me") because they share the belief that
("if a man's word isn't any good, he isn't any good").

When

his friends begin ("phonying") with a cowboy, they start ("act
ing kinda two-faced"); cowboys really do not care for somebody
like that and will "just turn them off right away."

Actually,

a cowboy's friend should know that he will lose his friendship
in a hurry with this cowboy as soon as he begins to ("phony and
fail to be kinda sincere with his cowboy friend").
("Phony friends") are ones for ("borrowing") a cowboy's
saddle only to let someone else use it that they are trying to
make an ("impression on").

For cowboys, ("trying to make an

impression on somebody") by using their belongings kind of steps
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out of the bonds of friendship more than a little.
One cowboy espoused at great length about the world
being full of people "or at least our country" who are trying
to be something they are not.

("To try to be something one is

not") is ("to be a phony-type of person").

"You are what you

are," said Buff, "and I don't care for phony people whatsoever
in any walk of life."

As an example, Buff described a set of

men who like to rodeo, yet are never able to get the job done.
Rather than ("accepting themselves") for what they can do and
being themselves, they attempt to play the rodeo cowboy part in
bars, restaurants, and downtown.

("To try to be something you

are not") in the cowboys' views is a way of ("taking advantage")
of a friend who has ("counted on you being sincere").

Buff

said that he experienced so much ("phonying") in the region where
he rodeos that "I've taken to not even wearing my hat at all
anymore other than at a rodeo where it is the rule."
is the common word for these guys," said Buff.

"Dings

("Phonies") are

dishonest people and with all the ("phonying") that is being
done in the world today, cowboys like Buff have begun to believe
that most of "these friends you think are friends really aren't
friends."

("Phony friends") "won't stand up and take a beating"

for a cowboy like his true friend would and the minute cowboys
discover a friend ("isn't going to back ya up if ya need help"),
they do not want this man for a friend anymore.
Selfishing:

("Phony friends") also take advantage of their cowboy
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buddy when they are ("selfish-minded").

For example, ("selfish-

minded friends") often seem to be ("too busy making good impres
sions") to take time out for their cowboy friend.

("Phonies")

become so ("selfish-minded") that they no longer take time out
to ("help their friend") with the dishes or go out to the barn
to ("help him do chores"); yet they continue to leech off him
by making themselves ("right at home") which any other time
would be fine with a cowboy.

However, when this guy "won't even

make up his bed in the morning," "leaves the light on all night,"
and "makes a long distance phone call, even charging the bill to
me," a cowboy can hardly help but to begin ("resenting the man").
How ("phonies") can do these kinds of things without ever even
offering to ("help") the cowboy when he needs it or do any work
for him to ("kinda keep the givin' and takin' alive") is beyond
members' comprehension.

Cowboys, who are used to ("givin' a lot")

soon refuse to put up with a buddy who is ("takin' all the time").
They believe the bond has begun to be ("stretched a bit too far").
Abusing borrowing-lending privileges:

("Phony friends") take fur

ther advantage and really overdo the friendship ("when they go
as far as to borrow money and don't pay it back on time").

This

practice puts the cowboys into a bind where it makes it real
tough for him; as a result, cowboys have learned to exercise great
caution in extending these fellows too much credit.

Besides, they

think the friendship has been messed up pretty well so they figure
their friend "doesn't deserve the credit now."
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It becomes impossible to continue a friendship when one
of the members has the feeling that the other one still owes
him something.

(Owed friends) discover that the debt is con

stantly on their minds and they begin thinking that "this guy
who is supposed to be my friend is trying to get by with this
and is taking advantage of me."
A cowboy's friend sometimes abuses the privileges of
("borrowing and lending") which have been granted him as a mem
ber in friendship.

He ("borrows things") like some machinery

and brings it back "all tore up;" "that ain't right," asserted
Buck.

If a friend continues to ("take advantage") and tear up

his cowboy friend's belongings, he might still be a friend but
("probably not as good a friend afterwards like it was before").
"Even more apt to kind of break the bond," said Clint, "was
this friend of mine selling a saddle of mine that he had bor
rowed and saying it was his."

Clint proceeded to chew his buddy

out upon which the guy went and got the saddle and gave Clint
his money back; yet the fact that he performed that kind of
activity ("kinda broke the code or broke the law").

Even

though Clint's friend hocked his saddle because he needed that
money, Clint insisted that the ("dishonesty of the way he went
about it, kinda broke our friendship real fast").

If he had

asked for the money, "I'd a been glad to give it to him but to
get it by selling the saddle and saying it was his kinda broke
the bond."
When one of the members to a friendship ("abuses the
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borrowing and lending privileges"), the one who is ("taken
advantage of") might, said Dan, "tell the guy that it was a
pretty damn dirty trick when I was good enough to let him
borrow it."

Here a cowboy has been good enough to let his

friend ("borrow it") so he figures it should come back in the
same shape it was when that friend took whatever item it was
that he borrowed.

Cowboys sometimes choose to ignore the

abuse of privilege and never say anything, but they certainly
will not be letting the guy ("borrow anything any more").

"In

fact, I'd say no if he asked for anything else," retorted Clint.
When a guy ("takes advantage of a fella") who is kind
of everybody's friend and from whom everybody gets a little job
done, cowboys feel nothing but ("disgust") for the (leecher).
"The poor fella" is ("just like a puppy dog waggin' his tail real
eager and doing anything in the world for ya"), reported Moze.
Moze said that he really hated to see this kind of guy ("taken
advantage of") becuase he "won't ever come back and get a job
done or have you do something for him no matter how much he has
done for someone else."
Lawsuiting:

On rare occasion, a cowboy's friend will ("take ad

vantage") of him through the practice of (lawsuiting).

When he

finds himself involved in ("my share of lawsuits with a friend"),
the cowboy is especially upset to learn "it's with people whom
I thought were my friends."

Once he has been dragged into court

by a (lawsuiting friend), a cowboy truly discovers that so-called
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friend for what he is; it is one place "you can find out for
certain if they are friends or not," replied Jeff.

True

friends would always settle their difficulties ("without going
this route").

(Lawsuiting friends) in the very act of bringing

their friend to court have not only ("taken advantage of his
friendship") but (lost it as well).
Stealing:

A still more remote although possible practice con

tributing to friendship's demise, said Slinger, is ("having a
friend trying to steal something from me") "by not letting me
know he has taken it and figuring he would get away with it."
The friendship or partnership dissolves right then and there
if a cowboy learns his friend has really ("stolen from") and
he does not mean merely ("borrowing") with the intent of return
ing it.

He is talking about, as an example, taking a saddle,

hocking it, and keeping the money.

Violating Principles
The final experience and/or practice capable of contribut
ing to the accomplishing of the occasion (losing a friend), in
the words of cowboys, is ("violating your principles").

How is

it that friends do ("violating one another's principles"), that
is, what are the typical features constituting this category as
an occasioned accomplishment?
("The way a cowboy's friend treats his family") or ("the
way he does things in his everyday life") often ("violates that
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cowboy's principles").

His friend, while performing these

treatments, does some stuff that the cowboy, ("doesn't like
or doesn't care about").

In general, his friend does ("things

that a cowboy doesn't think are right to do") and ("doesn't
approve of").

In fact, ("just doing anything out of the way")

of a cowboy's principles "in a large amount pretty much all
the time" sort of takes away some of the close feelings that
that cowboy has had for his friend in the past.

For example,

when a pal who has a family and eight kids practices "partying
and throwing money around when he can't afford it," his buddy
cowboy just cannot see a man with eight kids treating his family
like that.

If he does it too often, this cowboy is going to

("lose his respect") for his friend and would ("just as soon not
be affiliated with him").

Buff cited the example of an ("acquain

tance's") friend ("turning hoodlum"): "He wants to go out there
and destroy everything or go down town and pick a fight."

Any

body who behaves like this would be an undesirable friend to
the cowboys and they would just as soon forget their friendship
with him.

Perhaps a friend incessantly ("picks a fight") with

his cowboy friend and periodically these two men ("end up in
the biggest fight that you have ever seen").

Cowboys explained

that a ("fightpicker") is not a friend in the first place "if
he is always wanting to fight with you."

Generally ("friends

violate one another's principles") because the two ("just don't
see eye to eye").

A cowboy ("might get along") with this fellow

but he certainly ("doesn't like some of the things he does").
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If the ("violation of his principles") becomes severe enough
that the cowboy no longer considers his friend a ("man or
gentleman amongst men"), he ("just won't speak to him any more").
He ("doesn't want to be associated with him any longer") because
("naturally, it is frowned upon when a fella violates that very
special code of honor unique among cowboys").
Going bad in the head:

Four main activities, as accounted to

me by the cowboys, comprised the practiced experience ("violat
ing principles").

("Going bad in the head") is one of these.

Most cowboys figured that a friendship would never be lost unless
("one of ya went bad yourself").

If either one ("went bad in

the head") and failed to perform as a true friend, then the one
who ("went nutty") would no longer be a friend.

("Not perform

ing as a true friend") means ("a guy went overboard") and ("did
the things he shouldn't have done") in a friendship.

Clint

claimed, ("mental would cause you to lose a friend quicker than
anything").

To him and others, "mental" refers to those prac

tices performed ("when a guy changes his ways of thinking which
would be like going insane").
Betraying confidences:

A second practice typically done by

those proceeding in ("principle violating") is ("betraying his
confidence").

("Betraying a friend's confidence") subsumes

activities like ("doing some unkind thing") to that friend.
For example, a friend might ("tell on a cowboy's practices")
which does not make that cowboy feel good at all.

In fact, it
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is the quickest way to (lost his friendship).

Dale gave an

account of his experience ("where a friend that I thought was
a lot closer than he ended up being") ("came out and said a
few things") that have gotten back to Dale, ("things that
shouldn't have ever been out").

Consequently, Dale ("stays

a little more clear of that fella").

He can still be friends

with the guy; yet he certainly ("watches what he says") to him.
A friendship in which the friends cannot ("trust one another
enough") to not have to watch what they say has, indeed, ("lost
alot that way").
Cowboys generally believed there are three ways that a
friend could ("betray their confidence").

("Spreading malicious

gossip"), as one way, when done by a friend, hurts friendship
worse than most anything because it leads to a ("loss of trust")
on the part of the cowboy who ("got turned around and messed
up") on account of his friend ("saying bad things about him").
Shorty thought more friendships were harmed by ("well, what you
might call malicious gossip") ("where people talk about each
other").

"These guys (crack stories) about their so and so

friend doing this or that (without any real basis) for what they
are saying."
anything."

"That," said Texas, "turns me off quicker than
Cowboys despised ("malicious gossipping") to a point

of ("loathing lots of gossipers") that come to them and want to
tell them what so and so is doing ("without any real basis for
what they are saying").

Dan's first reaction to the question,

"How do you lose a friend?", was "(just talking about him), I
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guess, or to (tell a lie about them)."
Sometimes cowboys' friends tell a story on something
they, as cowboys, have done and which they do not want known
to the public.

("Telling the story") is a bad enough ("breach

of confidence"), but then they ("always have to add a little
to the story"); by the time it gets around two or three times,
there is no resemblance to the first one.

Slinger figures he

had lost more friends by them ("telling stories that there's
probably little truth in them") to begin with.

If the ("gos-

siper") would talk about it to the cowboy's face, it would not
be so bad but when he goes around talking behind his back, that
makes ("forgiving") a pretty hard practice for a cowboy to do.
Cowboys insisted that they could not quite understand how a
true friend could talk about somebody who is a friend ("just
to run them down").

A (gossiper), they promptly concluded,

certainly could not be that good of a friend in the first place.
Apparently ("gossiping friends") do not exercise much
caution in preventing the cowboys from learning about the
stories they, as (gossipers), have spread.

In fact, declared

the cowboys, "you find out and it don't take too long."

Wes

believes that "you would soon find out if your friends are
(talking about you bad)."

("Somebody will come and tell you

about it and give you that idea").
Distinct from its mother category, ("betrayed confi
dence"), is ("breaching the confidence of one's friend"), or
what might specifically be called (squealing).

(Squealers) tell
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the "few things" that a guy who was ("a true friend just
wouldn't talk to anybody else about somebody else").

These

"few things" ("might be in relation to something as far as
home problems"), but (squealers), insisted many cowboys, ("don't
respect their friend enough to just not say anything").

They

are ("as gabby as an old woman") and ("repeat anything they
hear").
ner."

For Jeff, (squealing) is "double crossing your part

(Squealers) ("always seem to mess in other people's

business") including their friends' business; something like
(squealing), at least in the cowboys' views, ("would separate
your friendship in a hurry".)

Dan said he would just "turn

them [the squealers] off slowly."

Whether or not (squealers)

apologized would make no difference to him ("'cause it still
happened").
("Publicly criticizing") one's friend, in the cowboys'
views, really hurts that friend because it is embarrassing,
especially with a number of the other guys present.
cited a situation wherein his friend "gave me hell

Shorty
for not

checking my horse in time so it ran into his rope which could
have caused some trouble" had Wes failed to drop his rope in
time.

Wes yelled at Shorty, "God damn it, Shorty, you gotta

keep that horse under control."

Shorty explained, "I know it

was a dumb thing to do and it is my fault;" "the trouble was
he said it in front of three or four other guys," according
to Shorty, "which made me look kinda stupid."

Whenever a friend

humiliates a cowboy by ("publicly criticizing") his behavior,
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the cowboy is ("offended") because he is ("embarrassed");
thus he finds it is "pretty hard to forgive" this man who has
("embarrassed him") and may even decide to initiate the occa
sion of (losing this friend).
Immoralizing:

The third and final practice making ("violat

ing his principles") is (general immoralizing).

(Immoralizing)

is ("just doing some things that a cowboy wouldn't want to do
himself"); they are things he considers so undesirable that if
he discovered his true friends practicing them, he ("just
wouldn't want them any more for friends").

Everybody has ("a

rule of ethics"), said Buck, and cowboys are no exception.
"When somebody (goes outside the rule)," cowboys naturally
are going to ("think less of them for it").
Buff, among others, explained how people tend to ("put
somebody in kind of a category and think he is that").

If the

fellow went beyond that, Buff figures ("you would be disillu
sioned with them 'cause they stepped beyond the bonds that you
set for them").

Furthermore, explained Buff, "you would think

less of them, and would put them in a position where you
wouldn't put much (trust) in them."
One cowboy, Jeff, acknowledged the ("embarrassment")
he feels from the way some of his friends have acted in his
presence.

These true friends behaved in a manner which

("embarrassed") him to even be affiliated with them; now he
("just walks away from that kind of situation").

A cowboy
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whose friend ("embarrasses him") by doing ("unprincipled be
havior") (makes it plain to that friend) that he does not
ever want him to put him in a position or circumstance such
as he has again.

"If he ever does," said Jeff, "he ceases

to be my friend."
Once in a while cowboys' friends realize they are
("going dishonest") and ("doing things they shouldn't be doing").
For example, if a cowboy discovered his friend was ("doing
things he shouldn't be doing") in some of his business trans
actions, that is, some things that are against a ("cowboy's
principles"), Texas predicted that he, for one, would "think
well, I don't know if I want that guy for a friend or not."
The other cowboys said that they would "feel pretty much the
same way."

Risking
The procedure and/or comments of cowboys regarding ("the
inherent risk") of (losing a friendship), a ("risk") ever present
in the doing of (making a friendship), should now be noted.

A

concrete example of ("inherent risk") is the chance a cowboy
takes of a friend ("running off and leaving ya holding the bill")
after he has signed a note for him.

A friend who ("refuses to

pay the note") is but one example of the kind of ("inherent
risk") a cowboy takes when doing friendship; yet, submitted
Dale, "friendship can't be all milk and honey."
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Hurting you:

Cowboys said they faced ("the risk") of their

friend ("using the power he has") over them to ("hurt ya")
or ("build ya up").

However, cowboys figure this is the

("inherent risk") they must take if they care anything about
doing a friendship.

("The risk") one takes with a friend is

worse than with just anyone because, concluded Dale, "a close
friend has the power to hurt you worse."

Even though a cowboy

may be ("hurt") by his friend's activities--activities which
the cowboys described as constitutive of the process/occasion
(accomplishing losing a friendship)--that cowboy probably
would still want to know why his friend ("hurt him").

("Hurt

ing the friend") could, indeed, spell the end of that friend
ship or at least put a cowboy in a position of ("never being
as close to those friends or trusting them as much again")
unless they had a reasonable excuse.
Tied up in him: Cowboys such as Jess expressed the disappoint
ment they and other cowboys feel when a friend "turns out not
to be your friend."

Jess ventured further than most and dis

cussed ("people who get so tied up in a friend").

("Great

risk") is inherent in these people's friendship with another
because, said Jess, "it would be quite a blow to them if some
thing happens and they lose that friend."

"They are," he

said, ("really involved with their friends and like them too
much").

In fact, Jess contended, "you can get (involved may

be too deep) with a friend;" if something does happen to the
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friendship, one or the other of the members is ("deeply hurt").
There is, then, ("great risk") entailed in the occa
sioned accomplishment of (making a friendship).

That ("risk")

actualizes itself as the occasion (losing a friendship), an
occasion during which a cowboy may lose part of his very self.

Dropping Him
When it becomes apparent to the cowboys that there ("is
no hope") of saving their particular friendship, they practice
("dropping it") to get it all over with quickly.

Generally

speaking, cowboys said they ("dropped a fellar") if the friend
ship turned out to be ("completely different") than what they
had in the back of their minds.

When a guy proves to be ("com

pletely different") than a cowboy expected, the cowboy simply
("drops him") and each former member goes along their way,
eventually to ("find somebody else").
No helping: Cowboys achieve ("dropping a friend") in basically
two ways.

First of all, a cowboy "no longer makes it a point

to go out of his way to (help) that friend."

The realization

that one's friend is ("refusing or shirking his help") to a
cowboy is a good indication to (refused ones) that they are
discreetly being ("dropped").

("Ignoring a friend") is a

second mode of ("dropping him").

Said Clint, "you would just

disregard them and not do anything about the friendship what
soever."

When ("ignoring") the one they wish to drop (droppers)

("just aren't friendly") to him.

Although "you do speak to
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them," explained Dale, "you can speak to an enemy and still
not be friendly to them and you get along fine, you see, that
way."
Ignoring them:

When asked how a fellow can tell when he is

being ("dropped"), Lano replied, "you don't have to tell them-people usually feel it."

As examples, "you don't buy them

drinks and you don't make any effort to call them."

The Horse
Now that cowboys have described how they do the occasion
of (losing a friendship) with a human being, we can turn to the
occasional accomplishment they call (losing a horse friend) and
how, in fact, cowboys proceed with its accomplishing.
Just as we have seen the process of ("making a friend
ship) with a horse to be a quite usual occasion constituted by
the doing of a variety of practices, so is there an occasion
called (losing a friendship) with old Blue Moon.

(Losing a

friendship) comes to be an occasioned accomplishment whenever
a cowboy performs certain kinds of activities.
Defying the Cowboy
Undependables--bucking and kicking:

Horses, if they wish to be

rid of their cowboy friend, "have nothing to do but (buck ya
off)."

In fact, "(having him buck ya off) and/or then having

him (kick ya in the belly) and stuff like that pretty well
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destroys that friendship," conceded Clint.

These horses are

("the undependable ones") because, according to Jess, ("you
can't depend on them to do what you'd have them do").
Refusing the requests:

If a cowboy keeps working the ("unde

pendable ones") and working them and working them some more
and nothing turns out right--that is, the horses ("just won't
perform")--"why the longer you work them," said Jess, "the
less you like them."

Cowboys opined with certainty that work

ing with their horse friend ("without getting any results")
drives cowboys to where ("all you can do is think about getting
rid of them").
Abuse by the Cowboy
Cowboys acknowledged that they, too, have a set of
practices which they consider it appropriate to avoid if they
wish to keep friendship with old Blue Moon proceeding--or if
they desire to sever the friendship, they make a habit of
practicing.
Mistreating him:

Before talking about the specific practices

they proceed with in accomplishing (losing a friendship) with
old Blue Moon, cowboys gave a few of their ideas and general
theories about (losing a friendship) with old Blue Moon.

They

contend, ("sometimes you couldn't treat a horse bad enough if
they like ya to get them the other way of not liking ya").
Unless one just ("continually pecks away on them") and ("stays
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after them continually"), cowboys did not think a friendship
with old blue moons who really like their cowboy owners can
be lost.

("If you wanted to really get after them") and

("stay after them continually") to where ("they'd get afraid
of you"), then the cowboys supposed "you'd pretty well destroy
that friendship."
Specifically cowboys cited two practices of ("mistreat
ing a horse") and thereby pushing his friendship to the limits.
("Starving them") should destroy that friendship, insisted
more than one cowboy, but then, several others suggested, ("you
could probably starve a horse and they'd still like ya just
kinda like a dog somebody starved to death").
The best way to make old blue moons mean, according to
cowboys, is ("by beating on them") or ("being mean to them").
If a cowboy ("gets to beating on his horse friend") and ("get
ting him to where he doesn't like him"), cowboys concurred
("that is one good way to lose their horses' friendships").
They explained the rationale behind their theory of ("not
beating on") old Blue Moon in order to keep doing friendship
with him.

("If a person was to start out and abuse a horse

and bat him around"), ("why they would be scared of ya").
When a horse is scared of a cowboy, he ("doesn't trust him").
Cowboys explained that whenever a cowboy and his old Blue Moon
begin ("distrusting one another"), "they are about ready for
the divorce."

They have destroyed even the semblance of

friendship, because, said Moze, "you've got to (believe in
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one another);" "that is the bond of friendship--to believe
in the other that he will do what is right."
Accordingly, cowboys are not only ("disgusted") but
("saddened") by ("the whole lot of people that jerk their
horse friend around, especially if there are people or an
audience around").

Said Dale, "they gotta discipline them

for the audience which to me is showing ignorance, not to
mention that they are losing that horse as a friend."
Selling:

If cowboys have a lot of horses around, most of

them do not keep any special horses because they ("can't
afford it").

These men ("sell" their old Blue Moon friend)

and in the process of ("selling him"), friendship gets lost
because cowboys never see their horse friend again; in some,
if not most cases, each one forgets all about the other.
When ("moving on"), cowboys are often forced to ("sell
their horse friend").

For example, Pecos, when referring to

his old Blue Moon horse friend, remembered, ("I sold him when
I went to Alaska").

Pecos was ("forced to sell") old Blue Moon

although he (thought maybe when he came back he'd find him and
get him back again), "but I never did."

("Selling him"), in

this kind of situation, is something a cowboy ("had to do"),
but he ("feels real bad about it").

Members explained that

they would have to ("get extremely hard up") and ("just have
to sell him") before they would ever consider ("selling")
their old Blue Moon.

Moze described how he and others like
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himself feel when ("you have to sell your horse friend"):
"Well, it's about like having a divorce, I would think."

The Dying of One or The Other
Finally, there were those cowboys who believed they
("don't lose the friendship of old Blue Moon as long as that
horse is alive").

As with human being friends, it is only

in the final act of ("dying") that a cowboy and his old Blue
Moon really accomplish the occasion (losing a friendship).
Having thus far presented the idea of friendship as
comprised of different kinds of occasioned accomplishments - chosen specifically here were the making, displaying, losing
and leaving of a friend--a concluding chapter will now be
devoted to what cowboys described as their theories of the
potential for cowboy-style friendships in the 1970s.

CHAPTER VII
FRIENDSHIP POTENTIAL FOR THE 1970s:

A SUMMARY

Friendship among cowboys as a topic of inquiry for
this study has been described as that set of accomplishments/
occasions whose constitutive features include the theories,
experiences--namely making, display, etc.--and practices
shared in the everyday life of the cowboys themselves; that
is, those theories, experiences, and practices cowboys rou
tinely ("share together") with a friend as together they do
the ordinary customary activity (making life together with
a friend).

It is now appropriate in this concluding summary

chapter to ask if the friendship experienced by those cowboys
as they come to know and live an experience--which is to both
a taken-for-granted practicality of daily life ("together with
a friend")--is possible today.

If it is possible, how is it

possible; if it is impossible, how is it impossible?

The

accounts of cowboys themselves which they announced regarding
this topic will first be given after which the writer will
briefly contrast/compare with their accounts of friendship's
potential with the essay written by Georg Simmel.

Simmel's

essay concisely forecasts how modern friendships would and
have, in fact, developed in marked contrast as compared with
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their ancient counterparts which were experienced by the
Greeks and Romans.
Limited Possibility
Interviewer: What do you think of the potentiality
for close friendships? Is it the same
as it was say when you were younger?
Lynn:

Nowadays the traffic is so fast that,
you know, it's a little harder. It
takes more time to go through these
people to find a true friend than it
probably did in the olden days, you
see, 'cause of the travel and the trans
portation now, you see.

Travel and transportation--legions:

The majority of those cow

boys interviewed insisted ("that it is not as easy") to become
friends today "as say it was ten years ago."

One of their

theories of (limited friendship potential), as Lynn's account
shows us, is described by the phrase ("more widely traveled
people today").

The practice of ("moving about because of easy

transportation and quick travel") means that today a lot more
people are moving.

Thus, cowboys find that ("you go through

so many more people to have a true friend today than they did
in the olden days").

Shorty pointed out that with people

("moving more and going across the country more"), ("you don't
see as much of them 'cause they travel faster").

When a cowboy

("doesn't see as much of the friend"), it takes him more time
to develop a friendship.

("Spending time together"), as we

have seen, is indeed crucial in developing friendships, at least
among cowboys.

When people are ("moving past ya so fast"), by
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the time a cowboy finds a man who fits his bill and secures
enough (togethering time) for doing friendship's experiences
and practicalities--if these ever get done--he has gone
through "hundreds of people."
Cowboys remember the times ("when they lived up at
Dubois all their lives and knew everybody around Dubois").
If a man was a cowboy's friend in

(cowboy country) "why he

(was a hell of a good friend of yours)," said Buff.

A cowboy

"really made friends with a hell of a good friend" and "you
liked each other for the simple reason that he was your
friend."

A cowboy's friend was a man whom he saw everyday

and with whom he could do things that friends ("do together").
In contrast, today's people, according to the cowboys, ("travel
around too much"), ("coming in contact with so many more
people") that ("they don't rely on just one or two people")
for friends.

Said Clint, "today you know a lot of people but

how many of them are close?"
When a cowboy is ("traveling too much") and ("meeting so
many people"), he just ("doesn't have the time") to develop
the close friendships that he used to.

Accordingly, cowboys

insisted that ("you don't probably have as close a friendship
today as you did yesterday").

In fact, if a cowboy was to

die tomorrow or move away to another state he takes it for
granted that "they [his friends] (probably wouldn't miss ya)"
because of their ("knowing so many other people").
substantiated this theory:

Shorty
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Shorty:

I know it's the same with me. Hell, if
people that I know die, I don't care
whether I go to their funeral or not.
In fact, there is very few people that
I would want to go to their funeral.

Shorty never considered these folks good friends or figured
that he really knew them ('"cause they are always on the go
traveling and moving around") and never give him enough time
and enough contact to know them.
Pointing out that there are (legions of persons in the
world), cowboys could see no challenge to their theory that ("one
doesn't have any real close friends any more").

Several sup

posed that a man could have a close friendship maybe with one
or two people and do things together with them, but still as
a group, the cowboys insisted, "you wouldn't as you would in
the past."

Cowboys contended that one might have ("lots of

friends but no real close friends") "for the simple reason that
(there is too many people)."

Reminiscing, cowboys reasoned

that back in the (cowboy country times) a fellow probably had
closer friends than he does now because he did not have ("too
many people") back then.

Today's cowboy now has mostly just

his family with his interest predominantly lying in that family
and in making a living.
Buck explained that today a guy ("talks to more people")
before he is able to find a true friend.

Before there was only

a few people to begin with so anybody ("could pick out himself
a good friend") pretty easy if for no other reason than ("that's
all there was").
Buck.

"It was easier to do, you see," insisted
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Buck:

It's just like having a thousand cows on a
ranch and finding a good friend out of a
thousand and just having four milk cows
and, you know, Molly here she is the fourth
one--I like her best. It wouldn't take you
only a few minutes then to find a good friend
in only four and that's about the way you look
at it, you see.
Subsiding Necessity

Clint:

I don't know; you go about just doing things
for yourself now. Well, there is other means
of doing things now; I guess that is the
reason. For instance, in the past you had a
neighbor over here maybe four or five miles
away and you'd have to depend on him too or
maybe your relatives. For instance, you'd
have to depend on him to work with you or
you work with him, but your next-door neigh
bor [today]--you don't depend on him and he
doesn't depend on you.

Clint's account indicates another idea cowboys had as to why
they adamantly predicted a limited potential for making a friend
ship today, namely, the ("declining of the necessity") for a man
to have true friends.

In the past, a cowboy and his partners

were closer than they could be now because partners had to
("kinda depend on one another"), sometimes even for their very
life.

Most of the cowboys said they ("don't believe that you

do that as much now").

"Maybe," conceded Moze, "there is just

as much need for friendship as there was then--(probably more
need now in a way)--but it sure isn't as easy a job to do."
("In the past you would depend on your neighbor to help you
but now you don't--you certainly don't").

Cowboys generally

agree on ("not thinking people are as dependent on each other
as they were years ago").

"Even families aren't as close,"
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sighed Wes.

Cowboys, for example, do not experience that

closeness they used to be when they were more ("dependent
on each other for help, for companionship, and even for
survival") in a land where the people were separated by great
distance and sparse population.

In these days, cowboys lived

off a ranch miles from nowhere and "why you were (dependent on
the people) that were there whether it was your friends or
family."
No Helping Need
Today's people, according to the cowboys, ("just don't
rely on their friends and neighbors so much for help") like
they used to do in (cowboy country).

Said Jess, "It used to

be you'd go to your neighbors and ride into town with them."
"Any more, though, everybody has got their own vehicle."
When a guy has "got his own vehicle" and dollars, several
cowboys insisted that he does not need anybody to be good
friends with today "like you used to."

("Not needing a per

son"), as an experience, becomes the taken-for-granted every
day happening when ("everybody has a certain amount of money")
and ("can buy their own services").
Pecos exemplified in his account how ("not needing a
person") is the very situation which he and other cowboys view
as prevailing today:
Pecos:

Like you can have a flat and don't have
your brother or your friend or some neigh
bor to fix it. Now you can count on going
to the service station and you pay him for
your services.
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("Everybody has got a service station or something on that
order") instead of going to a friend.

"They will do it for

ya for a dollar instead of for being a friend."
friend you don't have to pay him for his labor").

("With a
Friends

expect--and rightly so--that a cowboy pay them for the parts
("but would refuse any money ya offered") because they believe
("helping a fella") is one of the ingredients necessary in
doing their friendship with him.
Traditionally, cowboys relied on their neighbor-("usually the neighbor was their friend")--to haul them into
town, to do a few different odd jobs, or even ("to offer to
take their grocery list and pick up their friend's groceries
when in town").

Cowboys expressed the conviction that a cow

boy just does not have the friendships that he had over East
with ranchers and neighbors where ("friends would be more
willing to help ya if they were true ones.")

Over here, when

it comes time for buying groceries hauling a cowboy into town
in the pickup, cowboys have discovered they are greeted by
this kind of statement from their "so-called friends:"

"Hell,

you've got a vehicle here and you can run it yourself."

This

is the way a cowboy finds the world now that a person can
("depend on his own money to help him whereas it used to be
he didn't have much money and just depended on his friends").
For example, if a cowboy wanted to build a house, his friends
and neighbors ("never failed to come and help") him put up
that barn or house.

The next time these friends needs

some
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thing done, that cowboy never failed to go over and ("help
them out just like they helped me").

Slinger indignantly

retorted "now you could be building a barn out here and your
neighbors wouldn't help; you'd hire a carpenter to do it for
money."
Inequal Dollars
("Inequal amounts" of dollars) between friends, a
prevalent situation among cowboys and others today, contribute
to the daily accomplishing of an ever more ("limited friendship
potential").

As a mode of illustrating this point, Dan and

Shorty contrasted ("way back when") with today.

During the

1930's--("way back when")--there was a time of depression and
("everybody was more on an equal basis as far as money and
what they had and were concerned with").

Accordingly, Dan

and Shorty believed that ("everybody was in the same level
and alike") because "Well, just you had seemingly more friends
then."
alike."

"They talked to ya and agreed with ya on everything
("Not being on the same level")--at least for these

cowboys--makes for ever-increasing differentiation between the
friendships possible for today and yesterday.

Pace of Life
("Increasing pace of life") with its concurrent
("shortening of the time")--as accomplished experiences of
today's cowboys --hamper the kinds of friendships these men
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have known in the past.

Today, everybody ("has to do more now")

and has to ("do more things to get a living") which accordingly
("makes a friendship harder to do").

("Harder to do") friend

ships have become today's accomplishment since ("increased
pacing in life") ("makes it harder for cowboys to spend more
time with people and the like and make friends").

Because of

these kinds of features happening in modern cowboys' exper
ience, "you can't get around to all of them friends" said Dale.
In time, cowboys realize people get to where they ("enjoy being
with hundreds of people") and ("no longer miss having those
true friends around") since they ("are so busy all the time")
that they do not have the time for a friendship in the first
place.

Cowboys pointed out that jobs ("take a lot of their

time"), coupled with additional working around the home which
they and the others must do in the evening.
Generally, then, cowboys were convinced the country is
("living at too fast a pace"), said Buff.

"Things are moving

so much faster now--the whole business world and all--that they
don't have time for your friends and hardly time for your own
family."

Several other cowboys remarked that now a guy can

jump in the car and go five hundred, six hundred or eight
hundred miles a day.

They, too, worry now that ("everybody

is in too big a hurry to do something"), and ("everything is
so automated").
Dan:

Dan sums up ("living too fast"):

Everybody has got to hurry to town, hurry to
the store, hurry someplace else. Everybody
is going a hundred miles an hour and where
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are they going--to the graveyard in a hurry
and they've never been no place or seen nothing
or done nothing. I mean, it's hurry up and
make a dollar.
Cowboys opined that in their views ("everything is just hurry,
hurry, hurry to where people don't have time for anybody else,
only their own bare needs").
Having a close friend means that the friend is going to
be wanting a cowboy to do something with him quite regularly.
This demand cuts into the time the cowboy has to spend on his
job or with his family to such a degree that cowboys ("really
believe it would be kinda hard to have a really close friend
ship today") since, admitted more than one, "friendships take
time" and most fellows are not only unable but unwilling to
spend their precious time.

When a man is a cowboy's true

friend, the longer the men know each other the better and
the stronger the friendship that develops.

However, today's

cowboys are usually around a fellow ("here for just a little
while").

Maybe a cowboy is ("meeting a lot of people") and

even becoming real good friends with some of them; yet no
sooner does a friendship begin to bloom and grow than one or
the other ("moves away").

Soon somebody else comes along and

takes the departed one's place in the process of (doing friendshipping).

Therefore, cowboys have arrived at the conclusion

that one ("can't afford to have too many close friends") in
this day and age for the reason that he is ("dealing with too
many people") and has ("too limited a time") to spend (special
moments) with anyone in particular.
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Buck admitted that a possibility still exists for
(having good friends) or even true friends ("that are living
farther away) than here and now friends ("but actually the
ones you associate with would be--don't know how you'd say
it--the dearest friends").

Furthermore, the friend whom a

cowboy is around the most ends up being his dearest friend.
If a cowboy goes to the home of his ("far away friends") or
vice versa, "Why," said Lano, "your relationship is renewed
and both are tickled to death.

The trouble is that the cow

boy has always got to go to his ("back home friends") and the
(far away friend) goes back to his friends.

("Home friends")

then are the really close ones because a cowboy can be ("to
gether with them") constantly.

Remember--it is (togethering)

that makes true friendship.
("Increased pace of life") does not leave a cowboy
out to do much friendshipping; hence he can ("have just so
many friends").

Now if cowboys ("had nothing to do but

devote all their time to just going around and seeing their
friends"), they would all be your good friends."

("Hurry,

hurry cowboys"), however, revert to ("pickin' and choosin'")
("depending on the distance and time"), both factors being
highly determinant of the choice a cowboy is going to make
for his true friend.
Shorty:

People don't have that honesty any more
or things like this in modern times.
They don't have the loyalty and integrity.
I think pride has a lot to do with it.
[Back then] like a man told you he was
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going to be there or do this at a certain
time and why he would die rather than break
his word. They took a lot of pride in their
word which they don't today.
Broken Code
Shorty's account describes an occasioned practice prev
alent today which cowboys call ("breaking codes of honor")
and/or ("losing the tradition").

Cowboys' ("code of honor")

with its emphasis on doing honesty, fairness, and loyalty has
been experienced by most cowboys as ("more of a tradition").
Slowly they are coming to recognize ("that the young cowboy
of today wasn't raised in that tradition").

Said Jess, "It's

a whole different generation; it's a whole different time
element."
Pride in Words
("Taking pride in your words") as one customary practice
of the ("cowboy's tradition") was and still is ("an unwritten
law") for those cowboys raised at that time practiced it.

Today

even in the rodeo field of it ("they don't have the old time
traditions"), mused Clint.

Before ("if a cowboy made a deal

with a man--well, hundreds of thousands of dollars have been
done in a handshake"), said Clint.

Accordingly, cowboys be

lieve "a man is no better than his word" and a deal sealed with
a shake of hands is, to a cowboy, stronger reassurance than any
legal document a guy might sign.
our bond"), mused Buff.

("A man's word"--"that was

"If I told you I'd sell you a piece
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of property or a herd of cattle or a herd of horses" then I
would.

Today, the basic ("honesty") of the friendships done

among cowboys, according to them, is declining; the theory
cowboys offer to explain ("declining honesty") is ("the
presence of so many new people who just weren't raised under
the cowboy code").

No longer does a man speak words he is

proud of because no longer does he speak words of ("honesty")
and, accordingly, the cowboys say that no longer can a man's
friends depend on him to ("be honest and fair") with them.
("Dishonest words and disloyal practices") seem, to a
cowboy, to be the order of the day in the face of cracking
traditions.

Cowboys proclaimed that they really could see

(little friendship potential for the future) at least as they
have come to know friendship.

This is because to be a man's

friends, cowboys believe that a man has got to ("practice
honesty and take pride in his words").

("Honest words and

deeds") have to be the very basis of a friendship because it
is through them that the ("trust bonding the two living beings
together") comes to be experienced during the everyday ordinary
occasion of friendship among cowboys.
Disrespecting
Most cowboys, when they were asked how they would account
for the practice of ("breaking cowboys' codes") and ("cracking
cowboys' traditions"), claimed they were ("at loss as to why
people have changed").

Subsequently, they talked about ("dis
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respecting"), a practice ("friends have begun showing towards
one another").

In the days when a man subscribed to true cow

boy codes ("there was no way another cowboy would ever bother
about a cowboy's wife"), rejoined Dale.

Instead of ("playing

hanky panky") which the informants insisted both men and women
do, a cowboy's true friend ("always treated his wife as a lady
and she always conducted herself as a lady").
are different").

Today, ("things

Cowboys are learning that the "once upon a

time" unwritten law that one cowboy just does not touch another
cowboy's wife--especially if that man is a friend--has vanished.
Gone also is the expectation that the other guy do likewise.
Most cowboys reminisced how the practice of ("respecting
another man's rights, especially if that fella was a friend")
was really one of the best unwritten laws they could think of;
"you respected everything the other guy had and you didn't try
to steal it," contended Slim.

("Respecting a friend's rights"),

insisted cowboys, is one of the activities that would probably
"seal a friendship as solidly as anything."

Today, however,

these particular cowboys fear there are few, if any, honorable
practices left, witness, for example, all the now customary
("hanky pankying practices").

This writer was advised by the

cowboy informants of several actual ("hanky pankying") practices
of which these fellows had been either victims or possessed
friends who had been hurt by ("hanky panky" players).

In these

accounts, cowboys expressed extreme bitterness toward the
("hanky panky" players) who were supposedly my friends."
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When the cowboy ("code of honor") was a customary routine,
anyone who violated it was cast out by members of the ("happy
family"); hence, cowboys find the increasing acceptance of
("hanky pankying") and other ("disrespecting") activities
("hard to understand").

In their views, if a man does not

("show respect") for his friends, he has no friendships.

He

has only ("acquaintanceships").
Phonying
("Times have changed"), declared most informants, and
accordingly have ("detracted from friendship alot"); at least
this is how the cowboys assessed the kind of friendships
prevalent today.

Cowboys presumed ("there should be more

friendships than there are today--more honest friendships
now"), but they perceive these kinds of friendships are be
coming (less and less the accomplished reality).

"We've lost

a lot of that friendship that used to be," estimated Moze,
largely because of the prevalent habit of ("phonying"), a
practice cowboys consistently condemned

in their accounts.

Rather than bringing friends to be more important, ("phonying")
tends to be accompanied with an increasing feeling of ("ma
terial things getting to be so important").

Cowboys concluded

that some people are affected by material things.
be ("your phonies"), adjudged Clint.

These would

("Some it doesn't affect

and then you are getting back to close friends again--material
things don't affect them").

True friends are the ones who
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("want a friend for what is inside of him"), not ("because he
has a lot of money or a lot of esteem").

As long as his

friend does his job to the best of his ability, regardless of
what he is doing, a cowboy loves that friend "whether he is
doing a $21 an hour or a $10 an hour job."

Cowboys solemnly

declared that they want their friend for what he is.

With a

friendship, ("there is no other way it could be").
Several cowboys explained to this writer that things
are ("coming to the point where everybody is so selfish and so
greedy 'cause they are trying to make the next dollar") that
they "(forget about what their friends have done for them or
mean to them)."

As Dale proclaimed, "They could pile it all

up and burn it; I wouldn't trade ya all the money in the world
for the friends that I actually have, for all the damn dollars
that they could pile up in the middle of this town down here
'cause it doesn't mean that much to me."
sisted on the truth of this statement:

Cowboys firmly in

("People nowadays--in

this country-- that's all they can think of is the next dollar").
In fact, cowboys believed that these kind of people ("would do
anything for another dollar") since ("in this day and age, it's
dog eag dog any more in pretty near all businesses and every
thing").

Cowboys related the negative experiences they have

had with the men who ("are a friend to your face, but at the
same time they are trying to take your money or something like
this").

Most people today, acquiesced cowboys, "are trying to

sell you a bad ball of wax."

When everybody is trying to "take
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everybody is trying to "take somebody else" because he is
"greedy for a fast buck," it ("changes people").

("With this

new generation"), "it's pretty difficult to do a friendship.
Another factor that cowboys considered indicative of
and reason for the difficulty traditional friendship is con
fronting today is the practice of ("status climbing").

"Today,"

attested Pecos, "everybody wants to be better than the Jones or
Smiths; at least they have got to live up with them to where
they [phony ones] definitely consider material goods more than
their friends, more than their ability to handle their job."
"If they [friends] have got a new pickup and you are driving
a 1954 Chevy or something, that has nothing to do with a friend
ship because material things wouldn't interfere whatsoever with
your close friendship."

On the other hand, in an ("acquaintance

ship")- -which cowboys described as a mere semblance of friend
ship- -members pick and choose their friends on the basis of how
high they are on the ladder.

As long as his "friends" [("acquaint

ances")] are ("making him another nickel and another nickel"),
today's ("social climber") hangs onto them.

Should a ("status

climber's") friend happen to begin enjoying going out and mess
ing around and feeding horses and taking care of them and no
longer care about how high in society he is, the ("status climber")
"drops ya for the Jones who are driving a Cadillac or a Rolls
Royce when you are horse poor and pullin' an old beat-up horse
trailer behind a '54 Chevy pickup."
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When (climbing up in status) and (accumulating material
goods) become preoccupying habitual daily activities of
("phonies"), cowboys believed these ("phonies") can have nothing
and want to have nothing but ("acquaintanceships").

("Phonies")

("don't care to take the time") to be close friends with anybody.
While ("acquaintances") might go "hunting and fishing together,"
they ("wouldn't particularly want to (go out in general with
one another)."

For example, Slinger explained, "the guys that

I rodeo with and travel with, I am not really with them that
much in everyday life, and that's right, people do get specialized
friends."

("Specialized friends") or ("acquaintances") are

("the ones phonies like to be seen with").

These are the "right

people," the ones they like to play golf with.

Most people

today, declared the cowboys, ("just don't seem to have an all
around friend"); they have got ("specialized friends") or ("ac
quaintances").

Cowboys are finding that today's people have a

variety of friends; for example, card-playing friends go gambl
ing with each other once a week and they are there for the simple
reason of playing cards or maybe because all of them seem to
enjoy that part of life.

Card-playing friends or any other kind

of ("specialized friends") ("don't go there for the friendship").
"They just go there for the cards, just to gamble, or just to
gain some status" with the in-crowd.

There are, admitted the

cowboys, ("all kinds of gradients of friends"), but they believe
that yesterday's friendship has been mostly replaced by today's
acquaintanceship, the latter whose members are ("specialized
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friends").

("Specialized friends"), as members, ("phony to

each other") as part of their customary preoccupation with
("getting that last nickel"), ("climbing up and sitting with
the Jones") and (speaking "dishonest words"), a customary
handle used in securing these (dollars and ladders).
Today's ("specialized friends") then are breaking the
cowboys' ("code of honor") and ("cracking the cowboy's tradi
tions") by their activities of (speaking "dishonest words"),
(doing "disloyal" kinds of activities) and (refusing to
"respect" another man's rights because he is their friend).
They rather are choosing as their practices ("hanky pankying")
with his wife and even ("cheating him blind") if it means making
another nickel.

Last, but not least, ("acquaintances") ("phony")

as they ("worship the almighty dollar") and ("push to make it up
there") where the Jones are.
Lost Communication
Anytime a relationship between men results in the
accomplishing of the kinds of activities and experiences cowboys
have described for us in this chapter, cowboys theorize that
its members ("have lost communication somewhere down the line").
Specifically, mention was made to the effect that the ("younger
generation resents the older generation").

Said Billy, "God

knows, we have made more than our share of mistakes as far as
that part of it goes, but by the same token, the younger gen
eration has not come up with anything any better."

Most cowboys
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predicted that the younger generation ("certainly isn't going
to accomplish these things by protesting and just demoralizing
themselves the way they are going").

Cowboys hold that there

is a breaking down of the moral character and the moral code
subscribed to by the traditional cowboy; accordingly, informants
frown upon those persons whose activities contribute to any of
the demoralizing practices done today because they believe them
to be morally wrong and because they believe friendships cannot
be and are no longer to these men what they have been and did
mean to the traditional cowboy.

Informants opined that communi

cation between people and the cowboy society has been lost largely
on account of the aforedescribed practices.

Furthermore, these

men know that when men ("cease the communicating") which brings
with it ("understanding"), ("sharing"), and all the rest of the
experiences and practices constituting a friendship, the chances
of a friendship beginning--much less surviving--become ever so
remote.

Omnipresence
Natural Need and Desire
Although cowboys believe the possibility for friendship's
existence today is extremely limited, they also considered
friendship to be a universal relationship among persons, a
("natural need and a natural desire") of men.

In fact, for

cowboys at least, friendship ("just kinda comes natural"); they
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("never really work at one").

("It just happens").

"You

don't work hard at a friendship," contended Jess, "because
(making a friend) is (just one of those things that just comes
natural)."

Cowboys believed that ("everybody has got close

friends"), and argued, "anybody who hasn't got close friends
would be in trouble 'cause people need friends; otherwise you
sit out here if you haven't got a friend."

Generally, the

cowboys concluded, "It's pretty much the same as it used to be,
that is, (the need and desire for friendship) for the simple
reason that it is (kind of human nature for people to want a
friend)."
Cowboys, at least, feel that their friendships add
("enjoyment to their lives").

A friend, for example, might

("come in and tell the cowboys they are doing good") or just
("drop in to see them every other day when they are lonely
living out forty or fifty miles").

Maybe ("enjoying a friend")

is ("talking things over and helping one another"); of course,
there is a ("mutual feeling of everybody being needed").
Clint insisted, "It (would be pretty tough) regardless of what
you were doing (if you didn't have true friends)."
("The natural need and desire for the enjoyment") ex
perienced and accomplished in the doing of friendship was de
scribed by cowboys as ("a little difficult for a man to put into
words").

The only way they could describe ("enjoyment") was by

saying "you enjoy seeing some people--your friends--where you
don't enjoy seeing someone else."

Cowboys ("enjoy seeing their
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friends"); ("those that they don't like") are ones "you don't
care whether you see them or not," replied Lano.

Texas, among

others, maintained that ("nobody can get along without having
some friends") because "well, you enjoy your friend's company,
and everybody likes to enjoy himself."

("With an acquaint

ance"), cowboys practice ("just waving to him and going on
down the road").

Pecos put it concisely when he said, "A friend

you don't mind having around but an acquaintance you just say
hello to them and hope they'll leave."
Mostly cowboys predicted that the world ("would be an
awful lonesome old world") "if you didn't have a close friend
or two around."
Slim.

"Being by yourself is lonely," admonished

"It really is."

In a cowboy's portrait of the world,

("no one can live by themselves without being lonely").

If a

cowboy tries to live by himself, maybe he can get along without
them [his friends] but cowboys find ("it isn't the best way to
go") ("'cause people get bitter") ("when they don't have a
friend") "'cause what have they to do?"

They become ("self-

centered"), ("don't know nothing"), and ("don't do nothing").
Friendship, then, as cowboy informants described it, is
an experience which is accomplished and made through the doing
of a variety of practices.

It is free for all to have if they

would experience it through the doing of its practices; there
is in all men an individual desire for friendship's experience.
It might be said in the words of the cowboys that ("the
natural need and desire for friendship hasn't changed a bit").
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("In fact, it's easy as always, as easy as a hundred years ago")
because it is ("kind of human nature for a man to want a
friend").

However, the activities and experiences cowboys have

seen transpiring in modern society ("make this natural desire
and need") for doing friendship with members ("very hard to
realize").

In the end, they insist friendship is ("all in the

way you act"), and ("the way the majority of the people act
today") interferes with the doing of ("the natural desire and
need to do a friendship with somebody").
The cowboy recipe

for doing making and keeping a friend

ship can and was described as proceeding this way:

"If you want

a close friend, find somebody that you admire, find somebody that
has good qualities, and find somebody you have a lot in common
with."

With a lot of luck, the activities and experiences

beguiling modern man may then let that friendship become and
remain a reality routinely accomplished in the everyday life
of friends.
Simmel Compared and Contrasted
Now that the first objective of this study has been
accomplished, that is, an in-depth description of how friend
ship as a social occasion is accomplished by members of the
cowboy society, a few pages must be devoted to the second objec
tive of the study--namely, how does this study bear on the
treatise of friendship offered by Simmel?

For example, are his

discovered ideas on friendship relevant to those described in
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this study and, if so, how?
Simmel's classical definition of friendship relfects
the definition used in this study:
mutual benevolence and intimacy.

one pinned to another in

Here the intimacy is done

in a general sense among members of the cowboy family and in
a specific sense between two individual cowboys.

Here, as in

antiquity, friendship is conceived of in a romantic spirit by
the cowboys who in the telling of their friendship practices
and experiences demonstrated the "absolute (F) psychological
intimacy" characterizing their relationship with their friends,
a concept also embedded in Simmel's classical definition of
friendship.

Furthermore, "the notion that even material

property should be common to friends," as described by Simmel,
was depicted by the cowboys as well to be an integral practice
in the doing of their friendships.
Simmel went on to say:
Such complete intimacy becomes probably more and
more difficult as differentiation among men in
creases. Modern man, possibly has too much to
hide to sustain a friendship in the ancient sense.
Besides, except for their earliest years, personal
ities are perhaps too uniquely individualized to
allow full reciprocity of understanding and recep
tivity which always, after all, requires much
creative imagination and much divination which is
oriented only toward the other. It would seem
that for all three reasons, the modern way of
feeling tends more heavily towards differentiated
friendships which cover only one side of the per
sonality without playing into the other aspects of
it.1

1-Georg Simmel, The Sociology of Georg Simmel, translated
and edited by Kurt H. Wolff [New York: The Free Press, 1954),
pp. 325-26.
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This quote from Simmel was practically given verbatim in
the cowboys' accounts of their ideas on what is happening to
friendship's potential today as well as reflected in the actual
experiences undergone by friends in their everyday life.

Cow

boys' accounts of ("the pace of life"), ("phonying"), ("widely
traveled"), ("broken traditions"), ("loss of time"), ("too many
people"), ("subsided necessity"), and ("inequality") all de
scribe constitutive features of Simmel's concept "the differen
tiation among men."

Cowboys, too, feel this "differentiation

among men" has parried the complete intimacy potential to such
a degree that they find "it's really difficult to make and
keep friendship today."

Simmel's concept of "the uniquely

individualized personality" was also described in terms of
its constitutive experiences by cowboys.

However, they called

this kind of personality ("phonying"), a "phony" being one who
("is always thinking of himself") and oriented only towards
himself.

Simmel's ("differentiated friendships") were similarly

the ("acquaintanceships or specialized friends") of the cowboys.
Despite the posing threat of modern times upon cowboys'
ability to do the kind of friendship described as the accomplish
ment of "psychological intimacy,"

this category still adequately

described friendships among cowboys both in the general and
specific sense we have spoken of in this study.

It is in their

experiences outside of (cowboy country) that these cowboys have
generated the theories and ideas they expressed in this chapter.
They fear that ("the outsider") will and find that to a certain
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extent he has invaded their traditional world--(cowboy country)-a place where the Simmelian expression "absolute psychological
intimacy" does adequately portray the cowboy society as it is
and has been "since the beginning of time."
Modern times, it is to be remembered, make it ever more
difficult for cowboys to retain that "absolute psychological
intimacy"

they have experienced with their friends in the spe

cific sense of two partners doing a friendship together and
ever more so in the general sense of cowboy's ("happy family")
doing friendship together.

All members who were interviewed

adamantly argued that there does exist ("the natural need and
desire" of the absolute psychological intimacy) experienced by
them in their friendships with one another.

Perhaps this exper

ience and its practices can yet survive for there are those who
still, through the doing of these practices, do experience that
intimacy.

Yet, can they continue withstanding the approach of

("acquaintanceship"), a relationship which cowboys foresee as
squeezing out and replacing traditional friendship as the every
day ordinary accomplishment?
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